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Struck By Car

Contract Expires

Must Be Selected and Plan For the
Season Settled At Session

The contract between Dragon
Portland Cement Company at
i Thomaston and the local of the
j United Lame, Cement and Gypsum
Workers International Union AF
' of L expires today.
| The expiration of the one year
contact, arrived at last year, now
! opens for discussion wage stales
at the plant. The same contract
’ covers all cement plants of the
eastern seaboard.
It is understood that union lead1 ers will request an increase in wage
! stales generally In all plants.
Workers are to continue at their
Jobs with the union and manage
ment operating on a day-to-day
basis while negotiations are in
progress.

A very important Little League
meeting is on tap for Thursday
night ln the Community Building
Tower Room.
It is important to Rockland be
cause a brand new set of officers
must be elected for the Rockland
league.
It is important to Thomaston
because that town is now in a sea
of indecision as to whether one or
two teams represent it.
Thomaston people have been
notable for their absence at meet
ings to date and it is high time
that more attended as the money
is not visible to even support one
team in spite of cheering words
to the contrary.
After a false start. Little League
ball in this area is likely to settle
into the following pattern.
There will be a Rockland league
of four teams and a franchise for
same lias been sent There will be
a Knox Suburban League com
posed ol teams from Camden, Rock
port and Thomaston. Rockport has

son, 32, of South Warren, who
suffered compound fractures of the
left leg and left arm when struck
by a car Monday afternoon on
Route 97 is described as “satis
factory" by Dr. Howard ApoUonio.
He is a patient at Knox Hospital.
According to State Trooper Ray
Foley the operator of the car which
hit Richardson as he crossed the
road to his home, was Alfred Nord
of Friendship.
Nord said that the victim ap
parently became confused and
started back across the road and
was hit in spite of Nord's efforts
to avoid him. Richardson had just
been given a ride home from work.

its money all ready, Camden’s is
visible on the horizon, and only
Thomaston, which started off
bravely promising two teams, is
lagging behind. Should Thomaston
fall to produce two teams lt will
fall to the lot of Camden to field
two.
This Suburban League must have
a new set of officers also on Thurs
day night. Presumably, after the
i large meeting the two leagues will
' want to get together and line up
committees and make plans of
their own Word comes that Cam
Persons taking a prominent part in the forming of the Maine Maritime Academy Association at Rock
den is definitely set with a field.
land Wednesday etening. Left to right are. Henry M. Powers. Bath, chairman of the Knox-Lincoln-SagaThomaston is planning one but riahoc group; Ralph A. Leavitt of Portland, chairman of the academy trustees; Admiral Walter W Warlick.
that is as far as it has gone to date. commandant of the academy; Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., of Kockland, president of the state association, and
Plans must be made for practice Osgood Gilbert of Rockland, treasurer of the academy trustees.
sessions and any number ot things
over the other academies which
A. Y. Group Will Give Public
talked over Thursday Everyone in
Castine has when graduates are
Card Party May 8 at
terested is urged to attend.
Cleveland Sleeper President; Leavitt chosen for positions with steam
The committee to procure man
Temple Hall
ship companies.
Services Conducted By the
agers and coaches reports consider
Blames CIO For Academy Fund Cuts;
Warlick welcomed the forming of
Adas
Yoshuron
Parish
Mrs. Sam Savitt is the chairman
able progress in their field. Ted
the association of parents and
Andrus, Luther Bickmore. Ray
Academy Commandant Speaker
fnends and stated that he felt that
WiUiam Small, son of Mr. and for tlie public card party to be
Foley, Gerald Margeson and Al
it would be of considerable help Co Mrs. Samuel Small of Limerock held at the Masonic Temple on
I Nichols, all of Rockland have
the academy in the future.
street, was confirmed at the Adas May 8 at 8 p. m. Many door prizes
volunteered their services Already
Parents of cadets and graduates described the situation which has
There are definite prospects for Yoshuron Par,sh Saturday morn consisting of antiques and such
lined up were Kip Burkett of Cam of the Maine Maritime Academy at cut> *n two years, the federal a training ship by cruise time next ing. Ernest Braun conducted the
have been donated by the members
den and Bill Judkins of Rockport. Castine and friends of the academy appropriations for the academy at year, Warlick pointed out.
services A reception was held in
B'nai B'rith
of the A. Y. Sisterhood who plan
laid groundwork of a statewide CaStine and the other four ln the
110 Applicants To Take Exam
the vestry with 100 guests present.
to
use the proceeds, as usually done,
The academy has 110 boys who I Out of town guests were: Mr.
organization last evening. The coul*tr>A Happy Night
Rockland Group To Attend
for necessities ln the temple, the
group which will work to promote
Those seeking adequate federal have qualified physically for ad and Mrs. Ernest Cunningham of
kitchen, vestry and for the children
Spring Conference At
the academy, is to be known as grants for maritime academies in mission this year, Warlick said. Union, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
in the Sunday School. Assisting
Eighty
Members
Of
Pythian
Lewiston This Week
the Maine Maritime Academy Asso- j order to train future officers of Eighty will be chosen through I Palmer of Owl's Head, Mrs. Don
ciation
! the merchant marine are opposed mental examinations due to be ald George of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Savitt are: Mrs Keith Gold
Orders
Enjoyed
It
In
smith, refreshments; Mrs. I. Gor
President Harry Gerrish of the
State Senator Cleveland Sleeper, by the CIO, he said. Union leaders given at Bangor Saturday. In ail Mrs. Israel Stein of Rockport, Mrs. don, Mrs. O Lefco, table reservaThomaston
Rockland Lodge of B'nai B’rith
Jr., of Rockland was elected state j do no^ want educated men on the some 189 boys made applications Fannie Goldstein of Portland, Mr. tions; Mrs I. Poust, Mrs. L. Miller,
will head a delegation of local .The Knights of Pythias and
president of the group. He has a
idge, Leavitt pointed out, but for admission this year with many and Mrs. Abe Aronson, Mrs. Libbie Mrs. N. Berliawsky and Mrs. I.
members of the order wh-o will at Pythian Sisters of Thomaston had
son who is presently a member rattler men who have come from the failing to pass the rigid Navy phy Small, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Don- Dondis; table settings, Mrs S. Se
tend the State sessions of B'nai
of the cadet corps at the school.
j deck throu«h the “^on route during sicals given earlier.
dis of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. John gal and Mrs S. Savitt, prices and
B'rith Council of Maine at Lew a very enjoyable evening at their
Interested persons gathered in the whlch t,mc the>' wouId have b«en
The group plans to meet in Bath Kaufman and daughter Barbara, serving.
Temple
Wednesday.
A
chicken
iston Saturday and Sunday.
thoroughly indoctrinated in union June 4 with formation of other Mr. and Mrs. Earl Goldenberg and
Mrs Sam Small. Mrs. A. GrossHe will be accompanied by A. supper was the menu and about 80 Community Building Tower Room practices.
sectional groups of the state asso Miss Edith Dondis of Providence, man. Mrs. D. Rubenstein, Mrs H
from an area extending from Ban
Alan Grossman, who is a vice presi gathered around the tables.
ciation
scheduled
in
the
immedi

Leavitt spoke frankly, saying that
R. I., Mrs. Maurice Ascher and Gerrish and Mrs S. Sulkowitch.
gor and Brewer to Bath to hear
dent of the Council and Sam
An entertainment followed the Senator Ralph Leavitt of Portland, he made no secret about his opin ate future.
children Maxine and Paul of Hart serving and general assistants to
Savitt, who recently retired as
supper in the upper hall, where president of the academy board ions of CIO interference in aca
ford, Conn., Alex Eval and George Mrs. Savitt. Any of the above la
pre-ident at the local lodge.
Roger Dow of Rockland offered speak and Rear Admiral Walter demy appropriations. He said that
Eval of New York.
dies will be pleased to handle res
The conference will be held at
piano selections and Roland Star Warlick, commandant of the aca he had expressed the opinion
A family party honoring William ervations and the price of admis
the DeWitt Hotel, opening Saturday
freely and knew it to be the rea
was held at the home of Mr. and sion has been set at 75 cents.—
evening when the combined Coun rett of Warren, entertained with demy.
adiv.
*
A group representing the area! son federal grants are being slash Senter Crane Crowd Gave Mrs Small Saturday night.
cil and executive committee will moving pictures. A Alan Grossman was the first speaker and his including Knox, Lincoln and Saga ed for Castine and other maritime
Goodby Party For Mrs.
meet.
A lot of folks who holler about
Experience is the name some
dahoc counties was formed as a academies in the nation.
President of the Council is Louis talk was timely and sincere.
Wm. Stonehouse
saving the Constitution have never men give to the sum total of their
The Past Grand Chancellor, Gor part of the state association. Henry | He did say that much work has
Silverman of Bath with Edward
blunders.
A rousing "goodby" party was read it
Allen of Bangor the acting presi don Harrington of Boothbay Har M. Powers of Bath was named been done on the possible restora
dent. Morris Ritbin of Bangor is bor, followed Mr. Grossman and in chairman with Mrs. Nellie Reed of tion of cuts made two years ago accorded Mrs. William Stonehouse
the honorary president.
Vice turn Supreme Deputy Otto Irvine Owl's Head the vice chairman and and this year. A conference, which last night by the Senter Crane
presidents are Grossman and Ar took over with his usual good Mrs. Dorothy Laite of Camden the he is attending, is in session today
humor. Brother Irvine made the treasurer. Mrs. Harry Ross of in Washington in an effort to re- store crowd and friends at the Pa
thur N Shapiro of Auburn.
cific street home of Mr. and Mrs.
The Lewiston lodge and chap presentation speech of a 50-year Ingraham Hill and Mrs Robert' store federal subsidies for cadets
Wendell Emery. Mrs. Stonehouse
certificate
and
a
life
membership
ter of B'nai B'rith will be hosts to
Stevens of Rockland share the He feels that there will be some
will return Saturday to her home
card
to
Alton
Grover.
the Spring Conference.
secretarial duties.
i portion of the fund restored.
in Tawas, Mich., following the
The next meeting of the group
The graduates of Maine Maripleasant years with Senter Crane.
is scheduled to be held in Bath on . time Academy are in demand by
Canasta, original and uproarious
June
4.
*■
i
steamship
companies
because
they
TRY OUR HOME-MADE GRAPENUT
Mrs. Harold J. Carr of Bangor.! are trained in their work by actual ly successful wire recordings and
refreshments were added to the ex
EDGAR A. AMES FARM
one of the originators of the asso- practice and not classroom lectures
cellent accordion program present
r. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
ciation idea and leader of the Ban alone, Leavitt pointed out. This
ed by Mrs. Emery to form the
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge.
gor group which was instituted 10 alone makes them valuable to their entertainment. Winners at canasta
For velvety rich, full flavored Ice Cream,
days ago. described the association employers, he said,
were Mrs Helen Maxey, Mrs Ger
/CE
made here on the (arm by I-oulse. in person.
as the session opened.
! Leavitt predicted that the school
trude Boody and Mrs. Jean Hustus.
Serving daily, inc. Sunday 10 A. M.-10 P. M.
Osgood Gilbert, treasurer of the
continue regardless of approMrs. Stonehouse was given a silk
academy board of trustees, served priation cuts but that cuts will
puff and a nautical plaque by the
as master of ceremonies at the mean that more of the costs will
store crowd and special gifts by Mr.
meeting and introduced the speak- . have to be borne by students,
and Mrs. Emery in whose home
ers of the evening.
Warlick Described Academy
she has had an apartment.
Mrs. Carr, Sleeper and others
and Plans
Invited guests were:
Helen
stated frankly that the association
Admiral Walter W
Warlick,
Maxey. Beulah Allen, Mildred
was a pressure group which would commandant of the academy, told
Groweman, Catherine Norton, Nor
work for better financial support of the efforts on the part of acama Harden, Gladys Hall, Gertrude
both by the state and federal demy officials and trustees to obBoody, Pearl Dodge, Evelyn Harper,
governments. The group would not tain a proper training ship to re
Barbara Crute, Phyllis Harvey,
attempt to interfere in any way place the American Sailor which is
GALA RE-OPENING
Mildred Sherman, Toni McLellan,
with academy administration. Mrs no longer adequate.
Jean Hustus, Pauline McWilliams,
Carr said.
J He said that he had just returned Carrie Palmer, Isabelle Shields,
FRIDAY, MAY 2
Leavitt Blames CIO for Financial from California where he inspected Priscilla Lankton, Betty Axtell,
Cuts
J a ship which, as it proved, did not
CONTINUOUS FROM DUSK TILL MIDNIGHT
Mrs. Wendell Emery, Mrs. Stone
Senator Leavitt, originator of the fully meet expectations. Efforts house, and Muriel Stockwell. Sadie
THEATRE OPEN AT 7.00
academy idea back in 1941 and its are being made to obtain a ship Foster, Laura Fish, Beatrix Flint,
board of trustees president since,1 on the east coast which would meet Nellie Orff, Bunny Reams, Clara
Free Jewelry Gifts
----------------------------------------------j requirements and would cost much
Calderwood, Marguerite Harris and
less to condition and bring to Cas Mr. Crane, Helen Dunbar.
To All Lady Patrons_ _
Opening Sunday, May 11 tine.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
I He pointed out that a ship is
absolutely essential to the proper
Beach
Inn
2 GREAT HITS
training of the cadets, comment
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
ing that the shipboard training
r i "BwmcIpu on a
Children in the I.ura Libby School in Thomaston are receiving flu
and actual practice is the edge
orine treatment for their teeth this week through the efforts of the

Sisterhood Sponsors

Was Confirmed

A Jolly Farewell

THOMASTON FLUORINE TREATMENT

\cmi

Thomaston Lions Club. Dental Hvgenist Eleanor Doritv of the State
Department of Health and Welfare is shown above working on the teeth
of Jerry Townsend, 7, Wednesday. Jerry is the daughter ot Mr. and
j Mrs. Lyle Townsend of Beechwoods street and is in the second grade.
Watching the procedure is Ernest Robinson, Jr., who had just received
the treatment. The project will include all children in grades two and
five and will take approximately 10 days. The $20 daily cost Is divided
between the state and the Thomaston Lions. The treatment protects the
teeth for three years.

TONIGHT
’TheTimeof
Theirlives'
j
AND

Columbia salutes THE

TEXAS RAN CE
i
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CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE

COMMUNITY BUILDING

The Office of
DR. WALTER D. HALL

ROCKLAND

Will Open Tuesday, May 6

AT 8 O’CLOCK

Success and Best Wishes
to

THE STEAK HOUSE INN

Presenting the high school bands of St. George,
Lincoln Academy, Thomaston, Rockland, Rockport
and the Composite Band which draws its musicians
from all schools.
Under the direction of Vere B. Crockett
ADMISSION 50c and 75c
5O-52-lp53

RUMMAGE

ROUTE 1, WISCASSET

SALE

Under the Management of
PAUL ZAFIRIOU

SATURDAY, MAY 3
OPENING AT 9.30

St. Peter’s Undercroft
City

As proof that real Spring weather
is soon to come, a Park street wait
ress proudly displays a Mayflower
in her hair.

Charles G. Coughlin, Cabin
Creek, West Virginia. Thanks for
your words of appreciation. Your
welcome article will appear ln Sat
urday's issue.
The report of Senator Margaret
Smith's address before the Bowdo;n College students failed to note
the important role played by a
Rockland boy: Peter Sulides, presi
dent of the host Bowdoin College
Young Republican Club, was toast
master at the banquet. Samuel W.
Collins, Jr., was chairman of the
panel discussion. Other Rockland
young Republicans participating
in the conference were Frederick
M Neweomib and David P Bicknell.

The arena for my early boyhood
play-days was the locality known
as Lindsey Grove, where we used
to play “Indian,” and where, ln
brush camps, we feasted on fried
liver, roasted potatoes, and what
not. And our warwhoops were in
dicative of real Joy, to say nothing
of victory. Looking back over those
happy days I miss—what do you
suppose?—the soughing of the wind
ln the tree-tops. A lulling sound
which can be duplicated in no
other way.
My father owned one-third of the
property colloquially known as
“Lindsey Grove," and on it stood
two powder houses where the ex
plosive was stored by H. H. Crie
& Co. Standing behind one of
these storehouses one day I received
the shock of my life when some
body discharged a rifle into the
other side.
One year ago: Lindon E. Christie,
superintendent of Camden, Hope
and Thomaston schools, resigned.—
Justice Tirrell was presiding over
Knox Superior Court.—The Fire
Department held its annual ban
quet.—Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Brazier
brought “McKee’s Castle" in Har
bor Oaks, Fla.—Capt. Kenneth L
Orcutt was assigned to Dow Field,
Eangor.—Deaths: Rockland, Mrs.
John Davis of Thomaston, 66;
Rockland, Raymond Herbert Angel,
65.

Lutheran Church
Musical program on Mother’s
Sunday will be given by the Holy
Trinity Lutheran Church on May 11
at 7,30 p. m. at the Episcopal
Church in Thomaston. There will
be violin and vocal solos, readings
and recitations, and Rev. George
Curtis will speak. Everyone is in
vited. Committee n aharge of flow
ers and social, Mrs. T. Jalonen,
Mrs. H. Nienie and Mrs. William
Bloomquist
The committee in charge of the
Smorgasbord supper to be given by
the Women's Society of the Luth>
theran group on May 7, at 6 p. m.
at the Episcopal Church includes:
Mrs. William Bloomquist of Thom
aston and Mrs. William Frederick
son of St. George. Mrs. Alfred
Erickson of Thomaston is chairman
of the society.
Truth is best understood
those who have experienced
value.

by
its

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tf I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a lose of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
IF WE KNEW

If we knew the woe and heartache
Waiting for us down the road.
If our lips could taste the worm
wood
If our backs could feel the load
Would we waste the day in wishing
For a time that ne'er can be?
Would we wait in such impatience
For our ships to come from sea?
Let us gather up the sunbeams
Lying all around our path;
Let us keep the wheat and roses,
Casting out the thorns and chaff;
Let us find our sweetest comfort
In the blessings of today,
With a patient hand removing
AU the briars from the way.
—May Riley Smith.
For social items in The OourierGazette. Phone 10*4. City.
tt
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MARJORIE REYNOLDS ■ B'NNiE BARNES

in Super cine Color

BAND JAMBOREE

The Black Cat
By the Roving Reporter

Dragon Workers. Manage South Warren Man Badly
ment Operating On DayHurt When Run Down
To-Day Basis At
In Front Of His Home
Thomaston
The condition of Ernest Richard

Two Leagues In Offing; New Officers

Volume 107, Number 53

WILLIAM T. DEAN
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
POWER AND LIGHT WIRING

STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
So. Thomaston Grange Hall
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Woodcock’s Orchestra—8J0 te IX
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
e-Th&S-tf

WANTED
Short order Grill Cook, aaaa

or woman wanted. Steady work.

Must be experienced and de
pendable. See Mr. Dow at
at SIM’S LUNCH.
calls.

No
M-54
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LIONS MINSTREL SHOW NEXT WEEK
In Monday and Tuesday Showings

Oldtime Minstrel Howard Crockett

The Lions Club Minstrel Show
Monday and Tuesday evenings at
Community Building will have a top
notch cast of some 50 persons
One of the featured figures is
Howard Crockett of Warren and

Reckland, who lias delighted many
a minstrelarvd audience in the past
with his jokes and ballads. Al
ways a lively and entertaining
figures in blackface shows. Howard
is really outdoing himself this
year .according to his show mates,
who are still laughing at some of
his antics In recent rehearsals.
Leon White is interlocutor of the
lively show, whiah will run for
upward of two action packed hours
New features are many; old fa
vorites are back again too
All income from the show goes
to the Lions fund which is used
generously to help out those less
fortunate than the most of us. Ear
marked for special attention from
the earnings is enough money to
finance in part the Little League
program of baseball for boys in
the city.
Business and professional men.
along with their ladies Join in the
fun to become real minstrels for
the two nights. They have re
hearsed for months to bring the
show to its peak at curtain time
at 8 o’clock next Monday night.

25 YEARS AGO
A Review from The Courier-Gazette of Happenings Which Interested
Rockland and Vicinity During the Corresponding Period of 1921

The new firemen's hail in the
second story of the Gen. Berry
engine house was formally opened.
Ex-Mayor Frank C. Flint pre
sided
A First Baptist campaign. R S
Sherman, manager, was trying to
raise $15,000 as it did the previous
year. J. W. Robinson was treas
urer

Oliver Hamlin was doing pugilistic
stunts ln New York.
Rockland ended the baseball sea
son with a deficit of $400.
Mrs. Howard Rollins died at the
age of 24
.
Donald Merriam and Palmer
Pease were rival candidates for
mayor in the city schools’ munici
pal election.
Col. George A. Buker of Bath, was
appointed warden of the State
Prison.
Reginald S Clement formerly
of Rockland, died in Bridgewater,
Mass
Work began recently on the Main
street paving.
William S. Winslow resigned as
janitor of the High School build
ing, and went to Massachusetts.
Walter J. Rich sold his interest
in talking pictures to Warner
Bros.
The Coast Patrol base was abol
ished.
Vasker Naum moved to the new
Naum block.
E. B. Crockett opened a branch
5 and io cent store in Boothbay
Harbor with Clinton Barbour in

charge
William Booth, granite manu
facturer, died in New London. Conn.
Milton M. Griffin was elected
secretary and treasurer of the
Rockland Band.
Fire destroyed two large barns
on the Mary E. Bragg place, 17
Maverick street. Nine other build
ers were endangered by the flying
embers.
Dr. Crosby F. French was elected
secretary and treasurer of the
Maine Veterinary Medical Associa
tion.
Rockland High School class
parts: History, Francis Orne; pro
phecy. Palmer Pease; address to
undergraduates, Peter Pellicani;
presentation of gifts, Virginia Bis
bee and Samuel Smalley.
Marriages

Rockland, April 13, George E
Blackington and Rose E. Auspland,
both of Rockport.
Rockland, April 18, Maurice
Keubier of Fairfiel dand Miss Verena Waldron of Waldoboro.
Thomaston, April 10, Linwood C.
Buzzell and Miss Gladys Harring
ton. both of Rockland.
Camden, April 22, Roy G. Blake
of Camden and Miss Lucy Stinson,
of Rockport.
Rockland, April 25, Charles L.
Stevens of Bridgeport, Conn., and
Miss Frances L. Harrington of
Rockland.
Camden, April 21, Maurice L.
Kennedy and Miss Albra Sedgwick,
(Continued on Page Seven )

TO OPERATE SIX TEAM LEAGUE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Cdltor. FRANK A WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]

Old Favorites and New Features Too

DECLARES FOR

Twilight Managers Burn Midnight Oil—

’IKE”

Little League Activities

The supporters of Gen. Eisenhower find new cause
for elation in the attitude of the powerful Saturday Eve
ning Post which declares unequivocally for him. And
Editor Ben Hibbs tells why. He says:
"The Saturday Evening Post rarely endorses a presi
dential candidate prior to nomination, but it does so now.
Weary of the sorry muddle in Washington, weary of medi
ocrity in the White House, believing that the time has come
to clean house and start afresh, we urge the nomination of
General of the Army Dwight D Eisenhower as Republican
candidate for President. We believe he could win over any
candidate the Democratic Party puts up.”

Thomaston is likely to go with
fire balling Jimmy Hail pitching,
Dixie Walker catching, Doug Miller
at first, Gerald Chadwick at sec
ond, Bobby Spaulding at short,
Sumner Ward on third, with Whitey
MacFarland, Flash Gordon, and
Dennis Sawyer patroling the pas
tures.

i

The Twilight League managers
met Tuesday night at the Legion
Home in a session that ended clooe
to midnight. It was definitely
established that a six team league
w'lll operate, as Camden put in an
appearance.
A schedule drawn up by Jim
Mayo was discussed and will be
voted on at a later date after each
team has been able to examine
it more closely.
The schedule calls for the league
season to open on Memorial Day
and continue through the week
end of Labor Day. There will be
a week off during the June gradua
tion period as experience has shown
the difficulty of playing games
during that time.
Games will be played on Tues- :
day through weekly, plus all but
two Sundays during the period. A
pew ball was adopted which is be
lieve to be better then the one in
use the past two years (the man
agers believe so anyhow). Nearly
two hours was consumed on the
pall question and a half dozen
votes taken. "Sonny” Davis is the
St. George manager while Keith
Richards and Carl Cottrell will
handle Camden.
St George and Rockland will
meet Sunday at Community Park
in the first practice game of the
I y«arAbout 35 boys from all over the
j county aged 12 put ln an appear! pnee Monday night at the Com
munity Building. Rain kept them
|
indoors and they viewed some basepall pictures and afterwards pass
ed back and forth. Bobby Gardner
operated the projectedtor and comi mented on the pictures. Most of
this group desire to pitch and
Rockland obviously has at least two
, promising right handers while
Rockport uncovered a southpaw
with all the poise of Prince Hal
Newhouser, as well as good catch(er.
Tuesday night the 11-year-olds
turned out In force at Community |
park and went through a long
patting session. 41 of the age group
were present and full of enthusi- I
ism. Bobby Gardner was around to
j help, along with Dave Bird and
j pric Bush A good time was had
py all.

AN EMBRACING CANDIDACY
Senator Humphrey of Minnesota declares that he is
available for the Democratic nomination for President, and
he has the backing of the State's 26 delegates as an un
opposed favorite son candidate. But on the theory that half
a loaf is better than no bread at all the Minnesota states
man leaves the door open for the vice-presidential nomina
tion, except, as he says, he would refuse to be a running
mate of any aspiring Presidential candidate, like Senator
Russell of Georgia who does not back the administration
on civil rights.

DR

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

PHILLIPS DISAGREES

President Phillips of Bates College never leaves the pub
lic in doubt as to where he stands on public questions. "A
‘great debate' concerning secondary education," said Dr
Phillips, “was touched off a few weeks ago by President
Conant of Harvard, who suggested that private High Schools
were a menace to ‘our democratic society' in that they served
to ’maintain group cleavages.' Personally I find myself in
disagreement with this point of view. One of the strengths
of our type of democratic society is that it allows schools
of various types to flourish. We need competition in educa
tion between public and private high schools just as we need
competition in business—and just as we need competition
among colleges of all types. A single school system will in
evitably become a regimented system which, in turn, will
delay our progress toward better educational methods”

GOD IN THE SCHOOLS
A magazine advertisement published by the Knights of
Columbus asks, "Should children learn about God—in
school?’’ Virtualy every religionist would answer “Yes"—
to thl6 extent, that God is worshipped by nearly all of man
kind through various faiths, that the conception of God is at
the center of moral codes which hold society together, and
that belief in God has inspired nearly all the outstanding
figure about whom we study in history
Many besides Roman Catholics would agree with the
statements: “Religion ... is not a subject to be set apart
from other fields of learning. It is the very core
. of
human knowledge It is the governing factor in our under
standing and appreciation of other learning. It relates all
of the knowledge we acquire to the divine purposes for which
we were created."
But many will not agree with the subsequent statement
that “children cannot .
get this kind of education in
public schools" because "there is a law against it,” and so
forth. What the laws of practically all the American
states forbid is the teaching of any one sectarian doctrine
in the public schools. They do not prevent, and good teaching
does not neglect, the relating of secular knowledge to moral,
ethical purposes in life and society, nor the acquaintance of
pupils with the importance of religion in general as a force
in nations and communities.
Beyond this, the home, the Sunday school, and other re
ligious surroundings should succeed m equipping the child
with a faith that will sustain him. Those who wish further
denominational schools for the further training of their
children have the constitutional right in the United States
to maintain them. But it should not be thought that the
public schools are debarred from teaching in a nonsectarian
way about the existence of God. Nor should sectarianism
ever operate to diminish that freedom.—Christian Science
Monitor.

than 10 days of good practice to
date and all will be more or less j
rusty in the openers as a result
Projected Tuesday games between
Rockland and Waldoboro and
Thomaston and Lincoln Academy .
were postponed indefinitely because
of wet grounds The Lincoln county section of the league gets off
next Monday.

Rockland will start either Floyd
Johnson or Christy Alex on the
mound with George Alex seeing
service behind the bat. Dave De
shon, Bud Masher or Jack Burns
will start at first. Red Demmons at
second and Bobby Gardner at
short. Third base is also a ques
tion mark with Ed Hanson or Ed
Sukeforth possibilities for the
starting nod. Gary Seavey and
Hooper are likely outfield starters with Johnson occupying the
center field sector if he doesn’t
pitch.
No word has yet come from Vi
nalhaven as to which nine of the
16 man squad there will . tart the
first league game for the Island
ers in seven years.
Camden starts defene of its
league championship at Thomaston
with Freddie Davis, only veteran
pitcher left, toeing the slab. John
ny Giffin will catch and Alton |
Parker will guard the first sack.
Ronnie Banks is a fixture at sec
ond and newcomer Jack Goodridge
will play short. Third base lies
between Dick Shaw and Basil Arau.
On the outer patrol will be John
Heald, Halsey Murch, and either
Pau! Davis or Donis Wheaton.

Freddie LaCrosse is home from
Knox Hospital but will have to
return next week for a skin graft
ing operation, according to latest
word. It seems he became so restless and fractious there that the
authorltiea flgured
would

better off at home (so would they).
He has been put on the roster of
the Thomaston Clippers and will
be a coach until, and if. he is able
to play again, according to Jim
Mayo.
• • • •
The Little League 10-year-olds
turned out 60 strong Wednesday
night at Community Park and
went through a long session which
lasted until dark. Through a mis
understanding they had taken over
the field from the Rockets, who
were due to practice there. The
Little Leaguers were supposed to
have worked out at the softball
field.
Plenty of help was available to
work with the boys. Ray Foley
discovered four’ outstanding pitchers, two each from Rockport and
Rockland and it is obvious that a
surprising amount of youthful taient is available in each town Also
and Hazen Cook of Thomaston, and
Bob Teel of Rockland; Tink Ifemey
and Hazen Cook of Thomaston, and
several unidentified people whose
names I do not know
The combined session ends tonight with the 8-9 year olds due
to come to Community Park. Next
week the boys will presumably
practice In their own towns and
they will be informed as to the va-

rlous times and places through the
schools and newspapers

•• • •
The Rockets will hold a session
at Community Park Friday night
and wish it known that they play
St. George here Sunday in the first
game of the season starting at 230.
Four gloves are needed for use by
Rockport Little Leaguers. Any perI son having a spare laying around
1 is asked to get in touch with
Shirley Barbour, Tel. 256 -W2.

Goodbye To Ice

All Maine Lakes Should Be
Free the Coming WeekEnd
Ice is leaving Maine so fast the
major lakes should be mostly clear
by the time this is published.
Observers at big Mooaehead,
Rangeley, East Grand, Shin pond
and other popular fishing spots,
reported today that these waters
would clear with a strong wind
and that much open water already
exists. West Grand lake, Schoodlc
and scores of other waters already
are being fished
Smelts have been running at
Sebago lake and old-timers prej diet that salmon fishing will take
an up-swing there the first two
weeks in May. It has been spotty,
J to date.
i The East Branch of the Penobscot river is open from Mattagamon
{ to Mediway, according to the latest
- word from Supervisor Warden Win
Foster, Millinocket,
Therefore, the fishing front will
will see plenty of action over the
May 2 week-end.
-----------------Everyone lives and learns—but
some live so very much faster than
they learn.

ASWvERTISED IN SATURDAY EVENING POST

♦ * * *

The Knox section of the KnoxLincoln baseball league will get
underway on Thursday, weather
permitting, with Rockland at home
to Vinalhaven and Camden play
ing at Thomaston. None of the
four teams concerned has had more

Sensational new Devoe WONDER-VCOAT
i

with a famous

SIMMONS

-A-BED
Spatial Sfining S&MvinyJ
Add an extra bedroom to your home without add

ing an inch of floor space ... for no more than

you would pay for a fine sofa alone. Hide-A-Bed

is available in full size sofa or apartment size and
in scores of decorator fabrics. Come and see theml

1
BOYS—SELECT YOUR
GRADUATION SUIT NOW!

We Carry a Complete
Line of
Student Suits

£

In Gabardines, Tweeds,
Flannels and Worsteds

$29,50 to $39.50
Botany
Tailored by Daroff

$65,00 to $68.00

Kingsridge
Custom Fabric

65.00

Clothcraft

REPAINTING COSTS are now slashed prac
tically in half. Thanks to the world's first

be glad to 9ive Y°u namet °f P°;nt
contractors who regularly use Devoe WON-

ONE-COAT House Paint. Instead of the con

DER-l-COAT House Paint. You can get a

ventional two coats for repainting, you now
need only one coat — half the lime, half the

without obligation-

paint estimate for your house absolutely

labor, half the costsl It’s the most sensa
tional painting news in all history!
The secret? In 3 words: TREMENDOUS HID

ING POWER I Matter of fact Devoe WON-

by Joseph & Feiss

DER-l-COAT has more than double the hid

$45.00 to $55.00

ing power of ordinary paints. Which simply

THIS IS THE TIME

TO DO IT.

means that just one coat of this miracle

RENTALS
IXUI
i inuu

TUXEDOS
.....................
Also Dinner
Jackets wlth $5.50
Tux Pants Available

All Boys and Girls of the Senior Class Are
Eligible for Our Graduation Discount
)

*

JT

AT YOUR SERVICE

/ 0OFFIN’S
'*■»_

MENS AND
BOYS
ClOTHINl
CL'DMSHINGS
3b'J MAIN oT
hutMANb Me

paint does the job of two coats of ordinary

WE KNOW

paint.

What is hiding power? It's the ability of a
paint to protect and hide any given surface.

Devoe WONDER-1-COAT House Paint does
that job twice as effectively as any other

YOU’LL BE MORE

ARMLESS—IH RANCH NOUSE TWEEN

This Armless Modern style
MO00
that doubles os a bed, uses * *
minimum of wall space.

THAN SATISFIED

ordinary house paint! AND LASTS AS LONG
AS TWO COATS I

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.

MEREDITH FORNITIIRECO.

313 MAIN ST.
441 MAIN ST.

TEL. 268

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 1425

ROCKLAND, ME.

Timday-Thunday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 1, 1952
Municipal Court

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
May 1—Comity Circle meets at Uni
versalist vestry at 6.30 p. m.
May 1—Big Band Jamboree
Community Building.

at

May 5 and 6—Fourth annual Lions
Minstrel Show
May 7-10—Maine Congress of Par
ent-Teacher Convention ln Port
land.

There will be a meeting ol the
of the Rockland Emblem Club
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Elks
Home A regular business meeting
will be held and directly following
there will be a white elephant
auction. Refreshmenes will be ser
ved by the hospitality committee,
Mrs Myra Watts chairman Dues
in the club are now payable.

May 9—Educational Club meets at
Universalist Church.
Eini Riutta of Warren has been
May 9—The annual . Rubinstein
Conoert at the Congregational chosen for a part in the show 'De
Church
tective Story” which is being staged
May 10—American Legion Auxili
at the University of Maine May 7
ary's Poppy Day.
to 10, according to Professor HirM-iv 11—Mother’s Day
May 12—Clean-Up Week in Maine, schel Bricker, director of the Maine
designated by Gov. Frederick C. Masque Theatre.
Payne
May 16—Knox County Alumni
A party for the boys and girls
Aas’n. of U at M. will hold din
ner meeting at Hotel Rockland, ot the primary department of the
6 30 p. m
First Baptist Church will be held
May 17 —Eastern Maine Music
festival at University of Maine. at 2 p. m. on Saturday .
May 21-22—League of Women Vot
A special meeting of the Knox
ers of Maine Council Meting at
the Farnsworth Museum.
Auxxiliary of Maine Medical Asso
May 22—Piano Recital at Farns
worth Museum, under auspices of ciation will be held at the home
of Mrs Paul Millington. Mountian
Rubinstein Club.
May 22—At Warren, the Spring street, Camden. Monday at 3
Concert by Warren Village Sing o'clock. This meeting is too facilit
ers.
May 23—Annual Girl Scout Awards, ate plans for the June meeting of
Maine Medical Association.
Community Building.
May 29—Musical Minstrels at Le
gion Home.
Mr and Mrs Waldemar Veazie
June 13-15—Annual Encampment on their way from their home in
of V.F.W. ln Rockland.
Chicago, to their Summer place at
June 14—Flag Day
Islesboro, are guests at the Thorn
June 15—Father’s Day
June 22—State of Maine Day at dike Hotel.
Braves Field, Boston.
June 22—Camp Tanglewood opens.
A rousing rehearsal of Lions and
July 2-6—U S Camera Magazine Lady Lions, preparing for the
Tour at Rangeley
annual minstrel show, was held at
July 3, 4, and 5—Thomaston's "In
the Thorndike Hotel Monday night
dependence Day" celebration.
July 4—Independence Day
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs
July 4-12—World’s Championship
Tuna Harpoon Derby. Orr’s Island A W. Marsh will be at the Under
and Bailey's Island.
croft at St Peter’s Church Friday
July 11-12—Maine Broiler Days at afternoon to receive goods for the
Belfast
July 26-Aug. 2—International Re rummage sale to be held Satur
gatta and Water Sports Festival day morning at 9 30.
it Boothbay Harbor
Aug 18-23—Union Fair
Mr and Mr; George Harlow
Aug
20--Maine’s Three-quarter have bought the Flye property on
Century Club at the University of
Crescent street, and arc now occu
Maine, Orono.
July 20-26—Waterville celebrates Its pying lt.
sesqulcentennlal year.
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter
The annual meeting of the First
centennial
Baptist Society was held Thursday
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine lobster Sc Sea night. The new moderator is Earl
foods Festival.
Bell and the parish clerk, Milton
Wooster. Further details will be in
The Weather
Saturday's issue.
With this morning’s temperature
hovering around tlie freezing point
some doubt was expressed as to
6pring being just around the cor
ner. But maybe somebody moved
the corner. Ted Williams vale
dictory was a highly successful one.
Ruth, Gehrig, Williams. Who next?
There will be a covered dish sup
per at 6.30 tonight i Thursday) at
St. Peter’s Undercroft.—adv.
•

The Ogunquit Art. Center an
nounces that flic 32u annual Na
tional Exhibition of paintings for
the season 1952 will be opened in
the Art Center Building, Hoyt’s
Lane, Wednesday, July 2, ending
Sunday, Sept. 7. All exhibits must
reach thc Art Center Galleries not
later than June 17.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

OF£
cardboard signs now
available at The Courier-Gazette
office—four for 50 cents. Get them
in the front office.
tf

NOTICE
When Calling for Wood

&

TEL. 8004
WALTER E. SPEAR
50*55

GAME PARTY

«M Mala SiraM

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
I-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
______________________ 1-tf

ifarajamajarerararzranuagffit

Spring Training
Starts At Home

Getting warmed un to the
feeling of Spring is a
simple matter.
Especially so when you
look over some of our
latest rookies.
They’re not exactly rook
ies for they have first
string material in them.
We’re speaking about our
Boys’ Sport Clothes . . .
full of vim and vigor and
ready for hard wearing.
Quality you’ll like and in
sizes to fit any boy.
SUITS
$10.00, $13.50.
$16.95, $22.50

CARD OE THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
IN MEMORIAM
thanks and appreciation to the
TO MY DEAR DAD
many friends and relatives who re
1948—Hanson T Brown—1962
membered me with cards and beau Deep in my heart your memory is
tiful flowers while a patient at
kept
Kr.ox Ho.-pital; ipecial thanks to I loved you too dearly to ever for
Drs Brown, Allen and the nurses
get;
at the hospital, and the Opportun Sweet memories of you I will always
ity Class for the lovely Easter lily
treasure.
53'It
Hattie Gardiner.
Loving you always, forgetting you
never.
( ARD OF THANKS
His daughter. Edna Stockbridge.
We wiah to express our thanks
53-lt
to all our friends, neighbors and
relatives for the housewarming and
gifts, including money, given us.
floral
53 It
Arvo and Nettie Salo.
( ARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreci
ation and thanks to relatives, neigh
bors and friends for their telephone
calls, lovely flowers, cards and
many gifts we received which
| added much happiness to our 50th
wedding anniversary.
: Mr. and Mrs. Marstin T. Simmons
53 Tt

Sizes 4 to 20

BOYS’ TROUSERS
$3.95, $5.00 to $12.50

BOYS’ SHIRTS
$1.50, $1.95, $2.95
’
$3.95
BOYS’ T SHIRTS
$1.19, $1.95

Every man makes mistakes—his
success depends on which wears
out first, the pencil or tfle eraser.

cared for with ex
perienced under
standing.

22 AttOf ST.

VALUES ALL THE WEEK
EVERY WEEK—

You Can Count Your Savings On Every
Purchase at PERRY'S
WANT SOMETHING FOR A CHANGE?

(M

I

re. ?8»S

ROCKFOAT

«

ON HER DAY, MAY 11
If Mother is Hard-of-Hearing
Help Her Enjoy a World of Sound

Just imagine! In less than 10 seconds,
Mother can enjoy better hearing with the
tiny new Zenith "Royal” or extra-power
ful Zenith "SuperiRoyal” Hearing Aid.
Choose either model, take it with you
and surprise her on Mother’s
Day—Zenith Aids are ready to
wear! 10-day return privilege
assures complete satisfaction.

<75

Bone Conducfton Deric* * Arorfoble
of Moderate Extra Co«t

01*'*

Funeral Home

TH 8)0

BOCKtANO

HEARING AIDS

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND. MF.
53&55&O7

TRY

SMOKED

PORK CHOPS
Center Cuts

Good Cuts

Ib. 69c

Ib. 49c

They Have a “Different” Taste
To Add Flavor To Your Native Dandelions

FRESH

4 TO 6 I.B.
AVE.

TRIMMED LEAN

SHOULDERS Ib. 39c
PORK LIVER, fresh

Ib. 29c

SAUSAGE, pure perk

Ib. 29c

BACON, sliced

Ib. 39c

FRANKFORTS, regulars
LAMS FORES

COLD CUTS

Ib. 49c

BONED IF
DESIRED

Ib. 49c

your choice, Ib. 49c

JUST REDUCED! We Bring the Savings To You!

COTTAGE HAMS Ib. 49c
BONELESS, WASTELESS,—1! j to 3 LB. AVE.

CHAMBERLAIN S READY-TO-EAT

Ib. 45c

SHOULDERS
I Rt 'll DRESSED
BELTSVILLE

TURKEYS

Ib. 59c

MORE OF THOSE DELICIOUS DRESSED

virito

r i ABt as

Ib. 19c

ait ee Kuril

TOMATOES“

MIOVS BED
ello fkg.

25c

ASPARAGUS, YELLOW CORN, TEXAS ONIONS.
SPINACH, RHUBARB. RADISHES. CUCUMBERS
LETTUCE. SCALLIONS, STRAWBERRIES

SALTINES
GEM FLAKES

2 Ib. box 39c

HERSHEY
MINIATURES

Shredded Wheat N*bbco 2 pkgs. 35c
LOBSTERS—SPECIAL, 2 for $1.00
Fresh Native Halibut

Eastern Salmon
Native Haddock
Hake
Cusk
Clams
Scallops
HASKELL'S FISH MARKET
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 650

ABOurrness.

WA N SJ. PASCAL

Ttt ■§j’

THOMASTON

be sure she

BURPEE

Ambulance Service

EVERY DAY IS VALUE DAY—AT PERRY’S

TINY CHOC. BARS
6 OZ.
25c
BAG

tributes

Sizes 6 to 14

BOYS’ JACKETS
$3.95,' $4.95, $5.95

Sizes 4 to 20

TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, MB.

Wear A Poppy

PROBATE COURT NEWS
Joseph McGinley, 24 State street,
[This Is Not a Legal Advertisement]
Rockland was found guilty of
It Will Honor the War Dead
failing to report an accident ln
and Aid the War
Municipal Court Tuesday morning
Wills Allowed: Harriet P Whitney, i ton L. Ames, late of Matinicus, de
Living
and was fined J10 and costs of *2.70.
ceased, Hilda E. Ames of Mailnicus
late
of
Thomaston,
deceased,
Ber

The fine was suspended on pay
’’Wear a Poppy to honor the war
named executrix; Addie L. Worth
ment of costs. The mishap occurred nice Whitney Hogan of St. Peters
ing, late of Camden, deceased. Ad dead and aid war's living victims."
on April 26 on Pleasant street when burg. Flordia appointed executrix,
die Lula Green of Camden named This is the appeal that will be
the car he was operating left the Samuel W Collins Jr., appointed executrix.
made to everyone in Rockland by
road and hit a culvert.
I Agent in Maine. Elizabeth A. Healey
Pet. For Adm. C.T A Presented the Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit
For Notice: Estate Ida S Toorpakka
Four Rockland juveniles were late of Warren, deceased, Augus
and other volunteers will be on
late of South Thomaston, deceased.
ta
B
Healey
of
Warren
appointed
the streets throughout the day,
found guilty of juvenile delinquency
Gilford B Butler of South Thom
executrix;
George
W.
Lurvey,
late
on Tuesday when arraigned on
offering the symbolic memorial
aston
named
administrator,
c.t
a
charges of malicious mischief in of Rockland, deceased, Nettie Tinker
popples and receiving contributions
Pets. For Adm Presented For
the damaging of the interior of of Rockland appointed executrix;
for the Auxiliary’s work in behalf
Notice:
Estates.
Annie
N
Clark,
the vacant house at 50 Crescent George A. McManus, late of Thom
of disabled veterans and needy
late
of
Rockport,
deceased.
Alexan

street. The four were placed on aston, deceased, Alfred M Strout of
children of veterans. The poppies
der H Gillmor of Camden named
six months probation. Their par Thomaston appointed executor:
will be crepe paper replicas of the
administrator;
Sarah
S
Payson,
ents promised restitution of the *20 Aaro Wehvilainen. commorant of
wild poppies which grew “between
Rockiand, deceased, Alan L. Bird late of Rockport, deceased. Milford the crosses, row on row,” In the
damage.
of Rockland appointed administra A Payson of Camden named ad battle cemeteries in France and
ministrator; Mary M. Freeman. late
Lend-a-hand class of Littlefield tor, c. t. a.; Edward T. Haskell,
of Rockland, deceased. Clara A Belgium. They have been made for
late
of
Owl
’
s
Head,
deceased,
Jen

Memorial Baptist Church will meet
Drinkwater of Camden named ad the Auxiliary by disabled veterans
with Mrs. Carroll Wixson, 21 War nie Haskell of Owl's Head appoint ministrator.
of both World Wars
ed executrix.
ren street. Friday at 7 p. m.
This year the poppy will have
Pet. Lie. Sell Real Estate Pre
Pet. For Adm. Granted: Estates.
sented For Notice: Estate Elvira added signiftance because of the
Harland
C.
Davis,
late
of
Cushing,
The Eastern Division Rifle Club
Follett, late of Rockland, deceased, long lists of war dead form Korea
took three "first place” awards at deceased, Alice E. Davis of Cush
presented by Adelaide L Kaler of which have added to the heroic
the indoor tournament last Sun ing appointed administratrix; Hay
’ roll of those who have died for
Rockland, executrix.
den
Z.
Fuller,
late
of
Appleton,
de

day at the Lewiston Rifle Range.
America. Also there will be in
Accounts
Presented
For
Notice:
Winners were: Verna Jones, first ceased, Raymond D. Keating, Ap
creased need for the Poppy Day
Estates,
Warren
J
Hoffses,
late
of
pleton
and
Curtis
M.
Payson
of
Expert 200-19 prone, Wendell
contribution because of the many
Friendship,
deceased,
first
and
fi

Jones, first Sharpshooter 200-18 Union, appointed administrators.
'.housands of young men disabled
Pet. Lie. Sell Real Estate Grant nal account filed by Olivia Hoffses.
prone, Capt. Allen Dart, first
in the Korean fighting. It is hoped
administratrix;
Gladys
P.
Blacked:
Estate,
Flora
H.
Doolittle
of
Marksman 200-17 prone.
Six
ington,
late
of
Rockport,
deceased,
that ever7°nc will understand that
Shooters made the trip from the 1 Camden, presented by Duane Doomemorial poppy means honor
local club Don Brown lost third i little of Lincolnville, Conservator. first and final account filed by Rose
Blackington, administratrix for the nation's war dead aIld aid
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Ma E
Marksman to Robert Besaw of
Bath by one X. This is his first rion H. Packard of Rockland, third Wesley A. Rich. late of Camden {or lhos€ sufferinK « a result of
year of smallbore shooting, and account filed by Maynard F deceased, first and final account war service’ and wiU wear one 01
the local club is justly proud of Hall, conservator; George A. Mc filed by Ralph R Thompson, exec- :he Uttle red flowers Proud'y on
his progress. Friday night of this Manus. of Thomaston, fourth and utor; Adelaide E. Catland, late of p°Ppy
Every penny receiveed from the
week the club will hold their final account filed by Alfred M. Rockland, deceased, second and fimonthly meeting. Plans will be Strout, conservator: Ephriam P nal account filed by Edward L ale o£ the p°PPies wiU be
made for tryouts for the teams in ' Colson, late of Rockland, deceased, Stone, Administrator, being filed locally for 1116 weUare of the vet*
the Summer League. A discussion first and final account filed by Fred by Matilda B. Stone, admx. estate ;erans and their families.
of proposed improvements to the ■ p. Colson, administrator; Charles I Edward L. Stone; Addie B Whynot.
outdoor range, and other club prop- | a. Harmon, late of Camden, de- late of Camden, deceased, first and
YOU TOO...
erty will be on the agenda. All 1 ceased, third account filed by Helen final account filed by Hiram B
CAN GET FAT ON
members are urged to attend this R Harmon and Alan L. Bird, Whynot, executor; Sidney B. Nor
ton,
late
of
Camden,
deceased,
sec

meeting.
Trustees; Maurice Leach, Sr., late
of Union, deceased, first and final ond account filed by Aldiverde I.
BORN
account filed by Irvine Leach, Ad Norton, executor; Delmont Norton,
Davis—At Knox Hospital. April ministrator; Joseph W. Regnier, late of Camden, deceased, first and
30, to Mr and Mrs. Chester Davis
| late of Camden, deceased, first and final account filed by Erma 8. Wil
of Port Clyde, a son.
Dyer — At Camden Community final account filed by Lona D. Reg liams, administratrix; Harriet L.
Hospital, April 26. to Mr and Mrs. nier, executrix, Richard E. Dunn, Gill, Iate of Camden, deceased, first
Eugene Dyer of Lincolnville, a son. late of Cushing, deceased, first and and flnal account filed by Harold
Grav —At Camden Community i _ ,
S. Davis, administrator.
Hospital. April 23. to Mr. and Mrs flnal “count filed by Eliza W. WalkRaymond Gray, a daughter.
er. executrix; Ruth E. Leach, of
Rummage and cooked food sale
Kelley—At Knox Hospital. April i Rockland, third account filed by
Saturday 9 a. m. May 3 at the
24. to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Kelley | ojlver p Ingraham, guardian.
of Thomaston, a son—Richard Clin
Thomaston Legion Rooms to ben Ifcf/DKFENSK BONDS
Pets. Prob, of Will Presented For
ton.
efit the Red Cross Quota Baked
Lord—At Warner Robbins, Ga. Notice: Caroline J. Tobey, late of
There will be a game party at
51*S-53'Th
April 27. to S- Sgt and Mrs. Ron- Thomaston, deceased, Maurice W. beans and rolls.
the G AR Hall at 2 p m. Friday
old G. Lord. Jr., formerly of Rock Lord of Belfast named executor;
land. a ; on—Ronald James
For social Items ln The Courier- sponsored by the Civil War Me
Conway—At Knox Hospital, April Clarence M. Taylor, late of Cam- Gazette, Phone 1044. City
tf morial Association.
104-Th-tf
27. to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Conway den. deceased. Evelyn M. Taylor of
of Vimthaven, a daughter.
; Camden named executrix; FessenKennedv—At Miles Memorial ,
Hospital,, Damariscotta. April 27. iden Wincapaw. late of Friendship,
to Mr and Mrs. Guy Kennedy of deceased, Lillian A. Burns of
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!
West Waldoboro, a son.
Friendship named executrix; Jes
sie M. Davies, late of Rockland, de
FOR
MARRIED
ceased, Enid Davies of Seattle,
Spring-Robinson—At
Brewster, Washington named executrix; WesSHELDON'S CHARTERED BUS
Mass.. April 29. H. Gladwyn Spring
of East Pepperell. Mass., and Miss
AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
Faustina W. Robinson of St.
THANK YOU
This up-to-the-minute 28 passenger bus will go
George.—by Rev. Charles DeVries.
The committee in charge of
anywhere on charter. Skilled and careful operator.
Cushing's Finnish Style Coffee
Service thank the following for its
DIED
But—MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW because
Whittier—At Arlington, Va, April success: Tthe people of Cushing
15 trips are already scheduled for May.
and
neighboring
towns
for
their
29. Victor B Whittier of Belfast and
donations of food, money
Gay’s Island, age 68 years. Funeral generous
EARL SHELDON
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock at and other articles. Acorn Grange
the Russell Funeral Home. Inter for the use of the hall, and all who
TEL.
Ill
WARREN, ME.
ROUTE 1
attended
or
helped
in
any
way
to
ment in Newcomb Cemetery, War
benefit the Crippied Children of
53-56
ren.
Chadwick—At Rockland, April 29, Maine.
Agnes Young. Margaret Mont
Alvah M. Chadwick of St. George,
age 79 years. Funeral from Port- gomery, Mele Saari, Taimi Ander
son.
Delano. Irene Laine,
Clyde Baptist Church, Friday. HelenEvelyn
2 p. m Interment in South Parish mittee. Laurila, Geneva Laak, Com
Cemetery, St. George.
Cushing, Me, April 29. 1952.
53* lt

EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus
16-T&Th-tf
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Hershey's Baking Choc.
Wax Paper
Corned Beef Hash

Native Fowl
lb. 37c
Corned Beef

Pot Roast
Ib. 75c

lean boneless brisket

Chuck Roast

Boneless Hams

Kid Glove Beans X 2 tall tins 43c

Flaked Bonita

24c

Peanut Butter, Peter Pan
Clam Chowder, Snow's 15T-'Z

36c
25c

SPECIALLY STRAINED
FOR BABIES

lb. 55c

lb. 79c

Fresh

Beef Liver

APPLE SAUCE CAKES

lb. 69c

Bacon Squares
lb. 25c

Beef Hearts
lb. 49c

Ib. 69c

Ib. 90c

Steak
lb. 90c

ea 39c

THE

PERRY MARKETS

Best Center Cuts

Top Round

Cube Steak

JIN

RASPBERRY TURNOVERS 6 for 39c

Pork Chops

Fresh

Tin

ROCKLAND. ME

Fresh

Ib. 68c

16 Oz.

ORANGE JUICE

6 Ib. ave.
Boneless Chuck

23c
1 LB. i
PKGS. '

Rice, Southern Beauty

SMALL’S
Rib Steak
or Sirloin
Ib. 69c

37c

Peas, Green Giant

MEAT
UPPER PARK STREET.

pk’gb

NcitionaS^ts
^a^-Week'

April 27th
to May 3rd

♦

Tuesday-Tliursday-Sahiftby

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 1, 1952
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lars from their cooked food sale

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 4S

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
enre for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each Une, half price each additional time used. Flee small
words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads" so called. L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for handlino. cost 25 cents additional.

Mrs Bruce Cummings and infant
daughter. Suzanne Elizabeth re
turned home Sunday from Knox
Hospital. Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. George Buck have
moved into their newly purchased
home on Union street.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Erickson and
children. Karen and Mark, accom
panied by Mrs. Donald Kenniston
and daughter Kathleen, have been
visiting relatives in Worcester and
Auburn, Mass. On their return
i home they were accompanied by
Donald Kenniston who has had
employment in Westboro, Mass. He
will remain in this town for the
Summer.
Kenneth Starrett has resumed
his studies in Deering High School,
Portland, after passing a vacation
of a week with Mr. and Mrs. Fred

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Ne classified ads will be accepted without the cash snd no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MVST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Lina.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1941 MERCURY Club Coupe, ra
dio heater, dlr lights, new brakes;

30 Knox St

TEI. Thomaston 44
53-55

HOUSEHOLD Furniture. Dishes
and Silver for sale, suitable for cot
tage TEL 253-R__________ 53-56
CHILD'S full-size Maple Crib,
spring and mattress for sale. Rea
sonable.
CLINTON RICHARDS.
Rockport or Tel. Camden 403 53'56
SHORT Wave Equipment lor sale
Very good prices. ROLAND F.
CROCKETT. Mechanic St.. Cam
den or Amsbury Hill. Rockport.
TELS 2380 or 2101, Camden.
52-54
ROUND-Bottom, 12 ft Row Boat
for sale. TEL 86-21, Warren.
52-53

SEVEN-Foot Frigidaire Refrig
erator for sale $50; also new fivepiece Dinette Set. $50 MRS. LALA
PELKEY. Warren. Me_______ 52-54

ESKIMO Ice Box for sale. Good
condition; 34 Gleason St., Thomas
ton. TEL 364-12___________ 52‘54
TWO Oil Barrels and stand in
good cond.. for sale. All for $8.
Contact MRS. CLIFFORD ROBTNSON, No. Warren, Me., of call
86-21 Warren.
52*54
LOOSE-Hay for sale. $10 ton
HERBERT HILLS. Union, Me
52-54
SHINGLE Machine, complete, for
sale, with belts and shafting and
Chevrolet unit, ready to run and
in perfect condition. Price very
reasonable, or will trade for car
or truck. H B KALER. Washing
ton. Me. Tel. 5-25. Open Sundays.
52-53
30-FT. Lobster Boat for sale. Can
be seen at Grav's Boat Yard. Rock
port. STANLEY ROBBINS.
51-53
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale;
Howard
17.
State
inspected.
JOSEPH MOODY. Appleton. 51-56
1949 WTZZER for sale, in excel
lent condition. TEL 1554.
51-53
1950 CHEVROLET DeLuxe 4-door
for sale, radio and heater. Other
extras.
Privately-owned.
TEL.
Camden 2102.
51-53
30' POWER Boat, for sale Call
after 4 o'clock week-days, anytime
Sunday
CHARLES SIMMONS,
Central St.. Rockport.
51-53
BURNHAM DC Electric Radia
tor for sale, almost new; also Maple
Sofa-bed in very good condition.
MRS. ISAAC HAMMOND. 60 Beech
Bt., city.___________________ 51-53
MEN’S, Women's and children’s
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE’S
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St Open
dally, Inc. Sunday until B p. m,
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
Bfitf

DOUBLE Spnng-tooth Harrow.
Cutaway Drag Harrow;
onehorse Mowing Machine, culti
vator and plow; new 2-gal. Churn;
7-piece Sleigh Bed Set for sale. V.
A. JOHNSON, W. Meadow Road
TEL. 609-R.
51-53
EXCELLO, 21-in. Power Mower,
1951. for sale; also Electric Refrig
erator, like new; Twin Metal Beds
and springs fine condition. TEL.
Camden 2853
52*54
BARREN Blueberry Land for sale.
SCOTT GRAY, Belfast. Tel. 768-J.
49-54

MERCURY CLUB COUPE
1949
FOR SALE
GOOD CONDITION
ONE OWNER
Radio, Heater, Directional
Signals, l'ndercoated.
Three Spare Tires

CALL 1137
9.00 to 5.00
32-tf

EARLY 1940 Chrysler. Royal 6eylinder, in first-class condition for
sale. Owned and driven by one
man since new. Good rubber, 2
spare tires, 2 batteries, radio, heat
er, auxiliary lights $375. Terms if
desired. Can be seen week-ends
only. Phone HARRY CARR. Tel.
25, evenings.
51-53
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale:
Howard 17. Catskill Sparkle and
Temple, $2.25-100; $18-1000. P.P
or $2-100: $17-1000 here. State in
spected. C.OD. orders filled. LE
ROY LUCE, Washington. Tel. 9-14
48-71
AFRICAN Violets, Geraniums,
double Petunias, and Begonias.
Primroses. Puschias for sale.
DEAN’S NURSERY, 325 Old County
Rd. Tel. 348-J.
43tf
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
358 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770.
14tf

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER

WaMs, Steps, Poets, Fireplacea,
Wearing Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
gladly snbmlttod. Ns obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successors to John Meehaa a gon). riarit Ifllftndo Mb.
Tok Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’s
Harbor 56-11
1-tf

USED Cars for sale. 1939 Ford.
4- door; 1939 Ford 2-door; 1940 Pcrd
coupe; 1940. Chevrolet. 4-door;
1946 K-5, Chevrolet; 1947 Hudson.
6 4-door; 1949 Champ, 4-door;
1950 Champ. 4-door; 1951 Champ.
5- pass cou’>e; 1946 Chevrolet 1-ton
panel; 1949 Studebaker, L-tom
pick-up; 1941 Ford L-ton pick-up.
ROCKLAND MOTOR OO. 245
Main St., city
53-56
PUBLIC Address System for sale
Price Is very good. ROLAND F.
CROCKETT Mechanic St., Cam
den, Amsbury HUI Rockport.
Phones 2380 or 2101, Camden.
52-54

Starrtt.

Mrs.

Charles

Kigel

secretary-

i treasurer for the State Extension

Association, will attend, Thursday
I and Friday, a meeting of the
i Association at Orono.
The intermediate scout troop
PORTABLE Record Player for i earned slightly over thirteen dolsale, like new, 10-12’s or 13-10’s,
Admiral. Cost $46.95. sell for $25;
WANTED
modern GE Iron, perfect, $5; Scot
tie Puppies ready for orders. MA
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. MiddleRION PODKOWA. call Warren 55
days or 59-11 evenings.______ 53-55 aged woman preferred. Contact
CHEF, at Bay View Hotel
53*55
BOAT. 35’ 6’’ long, for sale. In
WOMAN wanted, preferably to
excellent condition Has 91 h. p.
Gray motor. C P MILLER, phone live in, help clean cabins and tour
217-M. ( 't v
53-56 ist home. For particulars PHONE
Camden 8417
53-It
FOUR tons of Hay for sale. Early
CAPABLE
Man
ior
all
around
out. extra good. CHARLES POS
53tf
TER. Rt 2. Warren.
53*56 work, wanted. TEL. 1285.

LOAM and top Soil for sale by
the truckload. Delivered anywhere.
HOWARD PROCTOR. Lake Ave
Tel. 846.___________________ 53-56
OUTBOARD Motor Boat for sale:
14 ft. 2 inches long, by 54 Inches
wide. Suitable for pleasure or looster fishing. Specially built for
strength and safety, $275. TELE
PHONE 763-W or call at 15 Me
chanic St.. Rockland. Me
52-54
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Picture Framing

j held Friday.

The ways and means committee
of the Warren Woman’s Club met
: Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
, Maynard Leach.
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Juura are
, visiting friends in New York City
and vicinity.
Fred Perkins. Jr., was guest
speaker Monday night at the meet
ing of the Union Lions Club.
Plans have been completed for
i a piano and vocal concert at the
Congregational Church auditorium
the evening of June 3rd.
Miss Dale Messer has returned
to Concord, N. H., after passing
the week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Messer.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pellerin
have returned from a visit with
relatives in Bennington, Vt.
Word was received here Tues
day of the death in an Arlington,
Va , hospital, of Victor Whittier
of Belfast and Miami. Fla, native
of Warren, aged 78. The late Mr.
Whittier was hospitalized a few
days ago following an automobile
accident while he was on his way
North.
Miss Marian Howard of Camden
is passing a few weeks with her
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Howard.
Members of Ivy Chapter OES are
' reminded to bring articles suitable
’ for game prizes, for games will be
I played following the stated meeting
; Friday night.
Friday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence B. Tolman were Mrs.
Florence Benner and Mrs Lilia
Clark of Thomaston. Herman Kllleran and Mrs. Lena Seavy of
Cushing.
Fred Starrett was a recent guest
j of his son and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Starrett in

REAL ESTATE
REAL ESTATE

CROSS
TEL.
1335

TO LET

82 Limerock St.
TEL.
Rockland, Me.
1139
25-Th-tf

For sale in Owi's Head, land with
city water. View of Rockland Har
bor. over 44 acre. $500
Pour-bedroom seaside Summer
Home, fully furnished, bath, hot
water, flush down, fireplace, ar
tesian well, 2-car garage, 15 com
plete lobster traps, one 12' lapstreak
I boat, one 6’ punt. All for sale at
i the pre-war price of $5800 cash.
Four-bedroom city Home. bath,
dry cemented cellar sunny location.
This home will stand a rigid sur
vey for a selling price of $3700.
Four-room Owl’s Head Home,
cellar, good coal furnace. 3 acres
land, work-shop, on main road,
$1900 cash.
E. W. COFFIN,
Phone 551-W2
Owl’s Head
53-54
FOR SALE
A Cottage on an island in Me
gunticook Lake. Furr., inc. gas
refrig, gas lights, 22 ft. power boat
{ and row boat goes with sale. Rea
sonably priced Inquire 18 Trim
St., Camden, after 5.30 p. m. TEL.
751
53*55
SMALL Farm for sale, estimated
15 acres, extending from road to
shore; 6-room house with hot and
cold running water, furnace. Hard
top road and good location, $3000.
See F H. WOOD. Court House.
53-54

UNFURNISHED Rent to let, cen
tral location. Inquire of MRS
MU .IS, 11 Masonic St.
53tf
Builder. LAWRENCE ORCUTT,
TWO-Room Light Housekeeping j Contractor and Builder. AlteraApt. suitable for one person or i tions and Repairs. Estimates fur52'63
couple, rent reasonable. MARION | nished. Tel. 218-MK
PODKOWA. Tel. Warren 55 days women: heli7-iiliTtihi need
or 58-11 evenings.
53-55
FOR PRACTICAL NURSES
INSTRUCTION. Easy to learn
THREE Furnished Rooms on
second floor to let. with hot water at home; spare time. Good pay.
and bath. Adults only. TEL. 636-M. I Many earn while learning. No
53-56 High School required. Information
FOUR-Room Apt. to let. heated, Free. Wayne School of Practical
"NURSING." % The
hot and oold w'ater. and bath Also Nursing.
52-54
2 furnished Rooms and flush; 34 , Courier-Gazette.
Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
53-56
APT to let 5 rooms and sun
MEN AND WOMEN
porch, oil heat. Available June
1 MRS. C. P. MILLER Tel. Permanent positions are now avail
217-M
53-55 able for attendants, preferably be
tween ages of 30 and 55. Full
TWO-Room furnished Apartment maintenance, annual vacation of
with flush to let. Centrally located. two weeks, sick leave, legal holidays
TEL. 1285.
52tf or time off in lieu. Apply in person
HEATED Apartment, two bed or in writing, with references to
rooms, large living-room, kitchen Augusta State Hospital.
FRANCIS H. SLEEPER, M. D.
and bath to let. Inquire 64 MA
"FOR SALE”
Superintendent
SONIC ST.
52*54
1— An estimated 50-acre Farm,
50-Th-62
all buildings in elegant condition,
TWO-Room Furn. Apt. to let.
dwelling has bath, furnace heat,
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST
HOUSE WANTED
Barn
now used for hens, a nice
52-54
Modem appointments, three bed apple orchard. - Ask to see this
FOUR-Room Apartment to let. rooms desired. In vicinity of Wal property if you want a real place.
TEL. 966.
51-53 doboro. Write F. T RICHARD Price $8750.
FURNISHED
8-room
House, SON, % Sylvania Co, Waldoboro,
2— A 2-family House, nicely lo
51-53 cated; land for garden, $4000.
Beech St. to let. Adults only. Me.
3— A duplex 2-family House, now
Write CE. % The Courier-Gazette.
j rented for $30 per month, nice ten51-53
1
ants.
Total rent for entire house,
SMALL Fum. Apts., 1 near Van
$60 per month. Only $5000.
Baalen, others central or at North
4— A 10-room House, in nice con
End. Apply II JAMES ST. 51 tf
dition. Immediate occupancy may
APARTMENT for rent in Thom
be had. Price $5200.
aston, centrally located, on bus line
5— 7-room House, furnace heat,
and near stores, 6 rooms and bath.
full bath. Nicely located, owner dePrescription Service
ALBERT B ELLIOT, Thomaston.
; sires quick sale. Ask for inspection.
Tel. 5 or TEL. 27.
51-53
Thanks for reading.
Drugs - Sundries
FREEMAN 6 YOUNG.
MY House at 34 Main street,
i 163 Main St, Rockland. Me. Tel. 730
Thomaston, is for rent. NewlyTEL. 1204
53-lt
decorated throughout, 4 rooms
373 MAIN STREET
downstairs, 3 rooms up with bath.
i FARM House, suitable for HuntROCKLAND, MAINE
MRS. JOHN C. MASON. 18 Day St.
i ing Lodge for sale, two acres of
92-Th-tf| , land, nice view, miles of woods
North Easton, Mass, or phone 130.
Easton. Rent April 30.
50-55
i around it and electric lights. If
you are looking for something like
THREE-Room Furnished Apt. to
WOODWORKERS. Boatbuilders, this, I have it and the price is
let; 15 Grove St FLORA COL
LINS. Tel. 182-R.
49tf ! Carpenters, with boat yard experi right. H B. KALER. Washington,
ence, with tools. Steady work 44THREE-Room furnished Apt to 1 hour week, defense plant. LUDERS' I Me. Tel 5-25_____________ 62-53
FIVE-Family furnished Apt. Bldg.
let, first floor. Newly-decorated. I MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO,
Apply 12 WARREN ST
49tf Stamford. Conn.
49-54 f Has all elec, kitchens, 3-car garage,
very good location. Price right.
ONE three-room furnished Apart
STROUT’S AGENCY, Camden, Me
ment to let. Steam heated, elec,
52-54
kitchen. Adults preferred; 61 TAL Cesspools and Septic Tanks
BOT AVE.
52-54
One of the better, mediumCleaned by Machine
priced Berry and Poultry Farms in
FOUR-room Apartment on Tal
C. E. FENDERSON
this section, for sale; house newlybot Ave, to let. All modem,
SANITARY SERVICE
decorated inside and out, easy to
newly renovated. Oil heat. In Telephone 1314
Rockland, Me. heat, nearly new screened porch, fuel
quire DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Tel.
50-55 shed, garage, brooder house and
1285 .
48tf
laying house, lights, phone. Berries
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
SALESGIRLS wanted for ready- alone have more than paid taxes
let. Bath, hot and cold water,
and insuranoe. Only 4'4 miles from
heated. Thermostatic controlled, | to-wear specialty shop. BOX CD, Rockland, just off Rt. 17. PHONE
49tf
elec, range, elec, refrigerator, $10 j % The Courier-Gazette.
Camden 8254.
51-57
per week. Over Carr’s Store, cor
MAN wanted to work by day on
TWO-APT. House kt 40 Park 8L
TEL.
ner Main and Rankin streets. TEL. J poultry farm, Waldoboro.
49tf for sale, occupied at present Price
25
52tf i Rockland 664-R.
I---------- right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms wnth
RAGE, 118 Park 8t Tel. 476 B6tf
bath; newly renovated; hot and
SHORTHAND IN SIX WEEKS
cold water furnished. Adults only.
SPEEDWRITING
Apply BICKNELL'S HARDWARE.
MISCELLANEOUS
Typing Optional
43 tf
No Symbols No Machines Uses ABC's
NOTICE
SECOND-Floor Apt. to let. wdth
After this date I will be respon
Age No Obstacle—100 w.p.m.
oil heat. Middle-aged couple. In
sible only for those bills, which I
quire at 28 JAMES ST.
41tf
ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF contract personally.
POUR-Room unfurnished Apt,
Charles W. Shaw, Jr,
COMMERCE
to let; private bath; heated, hot
May 1, 1962.
245 Main Street
and cold water Included; also two- Tel. 148
Thomaston, Me.
53-55
48-59
room furnished Apt, lights, heat
SAVE ON service:
ed, hot and cold water included;
Your radio and electrical appliance
bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14
repairs can be quickly done at mini
JUNK CARS WANTED
Elm St.
38tf MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T mum expense. Pick-up and deliv
28tf ery within city limits at no extra
FURNISHED Apt to let 3 large street, Tel. 123-W.
charge.
rooms, flush. JOHNSON, 111 Pleas
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
An added specialty :Hlgh quality
ant St.
32tf done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
recording done in your own home
HEATED aad unheated furnished Union St, Grove St entrance. Tel. at reasonable rates.
52*57
Apta- to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 1680. EVA AMES.
“Ray” Ridgewell. Phone 1589-R
Park St.
Tela. MM0 or 1234.
ltf
52-54
DONT discard your old or
SANDINO Machine and polisher antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
WASHING Machine, wringer roll
to let Also a Wall Paper Steamer. NEWMAN for restoring and re- repair. Pick up and deliver BIT
Tai. LER OAR Sc HOME SUPPLY, 470
Inquire at SKA COAST PAINT flnlshlng; 48 Mamnio Bt
ltf Main St
<3tf
CO, 449 Main St.
ltf 1106-M.

CROSS’
PHARMACY

J

Buyer Has 129 Model- Color Choices

UNION

WALDOBORO
Mra.

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 2S0

A striking array of miniature Chevrolets illustrates the 129 model-color
choices available to the 1932 buyer. Brilliant new colors in solid or
two-tone combinations with smartly styled interiors in harmonizing
shades are features of the recently introduced line. Belly Keunetl u>
shown above making her selection.

Woolwich.
' Better Cows Bred
Coffee, doughnuts and soft drinks
were served Warren firemen Wed
nesday last week by Mrs Harold Ralph A. Corbett Holds Up
His Hands For Artificial
L. Mitchell at Pleasantville, and
were much appreciated by the men,
Breeding
since they were called out at 11
Ralph A Corbett, Extension Ser
a. m. and did not bring the fire
under control until about 1.30 p. m. vice dairyman at the University of
, Maine says that "Maine dairymen
Miss Krirk to Speak
| are getting a bargain when they
Miss Mary Adelaide Krick of pay only $5 00 for artificially breedWaterville, agent for the New Eng ' ing their cows to some of the best
land Home for Little Wanderers, bulls in the east.
"Today you can get a cow bred
will be guest speaker tonight at
the Warren Woman's Club annual artificially for the price of 100
meeting. Also part of the program 1 pounds of milk, while it took 150
will be records on narcotics addicts pounds of milk to pay for breeding
recorded by Mrs. Hiram Cole fee in 1945.”
Houghton, president of the Gene I "The membership and breeding
ral Federation of Women’s Clubs. 1 fees have remained the same since
I the Maine Breeding Cooperative
Study Unit Met
| started in 1945, even though the
Mrs. Evangeline MacKenzie pre I price of grain has jumped from a
sented the biography of poetess, . little over three dollars a bag to
Emily Dickinson, Friday afternoon five dollars. Not only that, but
last week in the home of .Mrs. the bulls being used today are much
Willis Vinal at a postponed meet ■ better than they were seven years
ing of the Woman's Club Study j ago.
Unit. Mrs. MacKenzie. with her
"Now’s the time to breed all your
rare technique of making word pic cows and heifers to the best bulls
tures so life-like, used the book possible," continued the Extension
j on Miss Dickinson's life written by dairyman.
“This means to the
Richard Chase as a base for her good proved sires of the Maine
review. Calling Miss Dickinson one Breeding Cooperative. More use
of the three greatest of poets, Mrs. should be made of these proved
MacKenzie interspersed the bio sires, eliminating a lot of guess
graphy with her unusual humor work and gambling on young un
ous asides, which lightened the proved bulls. Half of these young
program for the listeners. A silent bulls, on the average, will decrease
tribute was paid Miss Frances K production in their offspring, and
Spear, who had died the night be that’s taking too big and unneces
fore the meeting. During the after sary chance.”
noon Mrs. Maurice Lermond, solo Corbett predicted that Maine
ist, favored with two numbers, farmers may breed in the vicinity
“Sweet and Low” and ’’Crossing of 52,009 cows and heifers to the
the Bar,"her accompanist, Mrs. outstanding bulls they own jointly
Herbert Emmons. Plans were made in the MBC. During March, they
for the May 15th program to be bred more than 3,000 animals to
held at the home of the chairman, the 19 proved sires in the MBC
Mrs. X. X. Mallett, at which time stud.
a button program will be given, Another reason for using the
the speaker to be Mrs. Chester artificial breeding program, Cor
Wallace, president of the Tri- bett said, is that a good cow kept
County Button Club. Refreshments in place of the herd bull can bring
were served following the meeting. in $500. A bull is not only expen
sive to keep, but can be dangerous
Lalies’ Night Observed
“Eskimos and Greenland” was if not handled carefully.
the subject of the talk given at "From evry standpoint, artificial
the Ladies’ night observance of breeding of dairy cows pays, con
the Congregational Brotherhood, cluded Corbett.

Thursday night last week, by
Leroy McCluskey, retired lieuten
ant-commander of the U. S. Coast
Guard, who saw service in the
Greenland area during World War
n, and who participated in the
capture there of a German weather
station. He also showed movies on
the Coast Guard work, which he
explained, and also exhibited articlees from that area.

LOST AND FOUND
NOTICE is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book No. 40055 and
the owner, George E. Jacobs, asks
for duplicate in accordance with
the provisions of tihe State Law.
ROCKLAND SAVTNGS BANK by
Sidney H Pierce, Treasurer. Rock
land, Me, May 1, 1952.
53-Th-59
LADY’S Black Ronson Lighter
lost, bearing name' ‘Dottie.” Re
ward. TEL. 1681.
52-54
YELLOW and white Kitten lost,
in vicinity of Oak and Orient St.
TEL. 1584-W.
51-53

Legal Notice
Public hearing on the follow
ing application for a license to
sell spirituous and vinous liquors
will be held in the City Council
Room, City Building, May 12,
1952 at 7.30 P. M.

SAMOSET HOTEL
Rockland Breakwater
GERALD U. MARGESON,
City Clerk.

53A56

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Correspondent
Telephone 10-34

Wiwurna Chapter. OES will
attend services at the Methodist
Church Sunday morning May 4,
members please be at the Masonic
Hall at 10.30.
Supt. Earl Spear and Brainard
Paul have been in Augusta attend
ing superintendents and principals
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Chapman
and family are moving to the home
they have purchased in West
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Herbert Standish is the
guest of her sister. Mrs. Dennis
Feyler.
Mrs. Blanche DeRossi is spendI ing a few days with her daughter,
: Mrs. Douglas McLean.
I
The annual May Ball sponsored
by the Waldoboro Fire Department
will be held in the high school
gymnasium on Friday May 2. Music
by the Syncopators.
Miss Madeline Davis. Washing
ton, D. C., spent the week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot
i L. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs Wilmot L. Davis
: and Mrs. Oscar Smith were in
Portland recently.
Mr. and Mrs E J Turner, Bath,
i have been at the home of W. H.
; Crowell's.

Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton
and Mrs. Ben Nichols arrived Mon
day from a trip through the South
ern States and visit with relatives
in Washington. D. C.
Melvin Gleason is employed at
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Lyle Calhoun and children
Larry and Susan are visiting ln
New Bedford, Mass
Mrs Euda Lermond visited her
son in Thomaston Sunday.
M YF. of Methodist Church will
entertain the district group from
neighboring towns Friday at the
church vestry.
The Union Lions Club will spon
sor a semi-formal ball Saturday,
May 10, at 8 p. m at Thompson
Memorial Auditorium for benefit
of Community Dining Hall Equipmer Fund. Music will be provided
by Gordon Howe and his 8-piece
band. There will be an excellent
door prize. The donation fee is 75c.
Come one and all and have a won
derful time.—adv.
*

GROSS NECK

Harry W Creamer called recent
ly on his sister and brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines of
Woolwich.
Mr and Mrs. Walter McCleod
and children of Wiscasset were
Sunday guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner
WEST ROCKPORT
and family.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Kontio, Sr ,
Mr. and Mrs. Freelan Vannah of
Miss Viola Starr and Miss Helen , South Waldoboro called on relatives
Ranta ol Rockland motored to i here Sunday.
Orono Thursday night to attend
Mr and Mrs Charles Collamore
Music Night at the University of j and Mrs. Pearl Delano of FriendMaine. Henry’ Jr. is a member of ■ ship and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth,
the band that had part in the pro Mrs. Kenneth Boody and children
gram. Returning they were accom j of Camden were callers at Melvin
panied by Henry Jr. and room I Genthner recently.
mate, Roland Estes of South Paris. i Mrs. Eldora Gross was a week
Both boys spent the week-end here. end guest of her granddaughter
Henry will complete the first year Mrs Eben Wallace and family at
of his two-year agricultural course Dutch Neck.
this coming Friday.
Miss Viola Starr has returned to
WEST WALDOBORO
Gorham State Teachers College
Mrs. Fannie Waltz visited last
after spending the Spring vacation
Wednesday with Mrs. Alden Waltz
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Alfred Waltz at Gross
Elmer Starr A school mate from
Neck.
Vinalhaven spent the week-end
Arnold Wyman, daughter Mrs.
with Viola before returning to
Jane Lash and gTandson Jonathan
Gorham.
Lash of Swampscott, Mass, were
The Tuesday Club met this week
callers Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
with Mrs. David Hamalainen with
Dewey Winchenbach.
Mrs. Oliver Counce as assisting
Milton and Frederick Eugley of
hostess.
Connecticut spent the week-end
Mrs. Charles Hudson and infant
witth their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
son. Larry Charles, have arrived
Ralph Eugley.
home from Knox Hospital. Miss
Dewey Chase of Chambelain
Marion Lane is assisting Mrs. Hud
spent two days last week with his
son in the home.
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Mrs. Philip Davis was in Port
Winchenbach.
land Tuesday.
Mrs. Dora Waltz was in Rock
Mrs. Willard Hart returned Tues land Fridayday from Vineyard Haven, Mass,
Walter Kaler, Jr., and his brother
where she attended the funeral of
Andrew Kaler of Medomak, were in
her nephew who was killed in Boston last week.
Kerea.
Lt. and Mrs. Hartwell Dowling
STATE OF MAINE
Department of Sea and Shore
are enroute to Nevada. Lt. Dowl
Fisheries
ing is to be stationed at Nellis
PUBLIC NOTICE
Air Force Base at Las Vegas. Nev.
Acting under authority vested in
They were accompanied as far as the Commissioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries
of the State of Maine by
New York by Mrs. Elsie Merrill
who visited friends on Long Island. Section 5, Chapter 34, R. s, as re
vised, and with the approval of the
She returned home Tuesday.
Commiss.oner of Agriculture, the
Sgt. Fred Ladd has been spend rule and regulation promulgated
ing a few days with his wife and on November 4. 1947 closing certain
and flats in the City of
children at the home of Mr. and shores
Rockland, designated as Closed
Mrs. John Lane, Sr.
Area No. 29; Rockland, to all dig
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane, Jr., ging of clams, quahogs and mussels
Sharon and George Lane of Sears is hereby amended, to become effec
tive May 2, 1952, as follows:
Island, Searsport, were Sunday
RULE AND REGULATION
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Lane,
Closed Area No. 29, Rockland:
The shores and flats of Rockland
Sr.
Harbor. Broad Cove and Deep Cove,
within or west of the Breakwater
and a line drawn from the Break
SOUTH WALDOBORO
water headlight to Owl’s Head
Those who attended the Knox lighthouse, except that between
Lincoln
Extension
Association May 2, 1952 and June 1, 1962, both
meeting from the South Waldoboro days inclusive, it shall be lawful
to take clams from the shores and
group Tuesday in Rockland were: flats between Owl’s Head light and
Amy Bliveu, Sybil Winchenbach, a red painted post adjacent to
Evilo Bain and Mrs. Gladys Pat Lowell Ledge, so called.
Whoever violates any provision
rick.
of this rule and regulation shall be
Mrs. Edna Dyer and Mrs. Nellie subject to a fine of not less than
Wallace attended Pomona
at $10.00 nor more than $300 00 and
costs, or by imprisonment for not
Whitefield Saturday.
more than 90 days, or by both such
Mr. and Mrs. Clemer Burns have fine and imprisonment.
gone to the Island for the Summer.
Dated at Augusta, Maine, this
Mrs. Lottie Pitcher and daugh twenty-fifth day of April, A.D., 1952.
ROBERT L. DOW.
ter Mrs. Clyde Sukeforth returned
Com. of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
home Friday.
53-lt
Austin and Pearl Winchenbach
are building a ranch style house
ARTESIAN WELLS
for Mrs. E. G. Alexander at the
cove.
LEWIS HERBERT A SON

Last week callers at John Matsons were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Reed of Augusta, Mrs. Edward
Reed and Mrs. June Pmkham and
son of Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Wuori and daughter Doro
thy.
Mrs. Helen Smith and Mrs. S. T.
Pierre of Bangor was in town Sun
day calling on relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. John Matson, twins
Elmer and Edna, Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Wuori daughter, Dorothy
went to North Waldoboro Wednes
DRILLERS SINCE 1812
day evening and called on Mr. and
Success to be proud of was not
TeL Dark Hbr 74-8
Mrs. John Reed and family.
earned by acts that needed lengthy Islesboro
Reports come from Austin Orne, explanations.
he is gaining and Mr. and Mrs.
Orne will return home within a
few days.
BID NOTICE
Mrs. Frank Miller and Mrs. Al
bert Jameson went to Waterville
Separate written sealed bids will be accepted until May 16,
Monday with Mrs. Arthur Wyllie
1952 at 12 M. at tbe office of the Superintendent of Schools,
of South Warren, Mrs Roy Vose
Camden, Maine for:
of Pleasant Point also accompanied
(a) One School Bus
Mrs Wyllie.
(b) Painting High School, Thomaston, One Coat
Mrs. Charles Murphy of the
village called Sunday on her sis
(c) Renovation Toilets, Boys’ Basement, Thomaston High
School
ter, Mrs. Leora Miller.
(d) Relocating Girls’ Basement, Thomaston High School
Specifications for the above are available at the Supt. of

Read The Couner-Gazette

EGGS & CHICKS
SEX-Link Pullets, Cockerels

straight-run

Chicks,

from

or

fast

growing,
heavy laying strain.
Maine-U. S. Approved Pullorum
clean. Inoculated for Newcastle tf
desired

boro, Me.

BYRON MILLS, Waldo

Tel. 51-3.

41tf

Schools office. Elm Street School, Camden, Maine.
The Thomaston School Committee reserves the right to
accept or reject any or all bids.
B. C. HARDING, Chairman,
J. W. EVERETT,
W. J. STRONG.
May 1, 1952

K-tf
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Tunday-Thursday-SaturdaV
Who has recently returned from preaching service at 11 o'clock,
Korea, is passing a furlough ot a when the subject of the sermon by
month here with his mother, Mrs. the pastor, Rev. W S. Stackhouse
Mary Wentworth.
will be "The Nameless Saints.”
Isidor Gordon of Rockland was Evening service at 7 o'clock. The

VINALHAVEN
11RS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

theme of the sermon by the pas
tor will be “A Great Chapter on
the Gospel Challenge."

overnight guest Monday at “The
Millers.”
The stated meeting of Margue
rite Chapter OLS, will be held
Monday night May 5. Past officers
night will be observed. Members
will please taJce filled Maybaskets.
Mrs. Robert Littlefield and Miss
Dorothy Johnson visited in Rock
land Monday.
Mrs. Evelyn Patrick, who has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Mar
gie Chilles, has returned to her
home at Rockland.
Arthur Brown and John Stordhal have returned from Grafton.
Mass., where they were guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Cassie.
Sterling Stackhouse of Bangor
is the guest of Rev. and Mrs W. S.
Stackhouse.
Mrs. Margaret Adams has re
turned from Belfast, where she
was called by the death of her
aunt, Mrs. Eldredge.

The regular meeting of Lafayette
Carver Circle, Ladies of the GAR
WiU be held Friday, May 2. Sup
per will be served at 5.30 with Cora
Peterson and Beulah Drew as
housekeepers Members are asked
to take a filled Maytoasket for ex
change. Tlie meeting will be fol
lowed by a Penny Sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Flavius Ames of
Whitinsville, Mo s, are guests of
his brother, Herbert Ames and wife.
Miss Joan Barter who was the
guest last week of her brother and
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Barter, returned to her home at
Boothbay, Monday.
A rummage sale will be held Fri
day, May 2. at the Town Hall, for
the benefit of the Senior Class of
Vinalhaven High School and the
fund that is being raised for re
pairs on the bandstand.
Mrs. Ada Creed has returned from
Church News
Grafton, Mass., where she been
the guest of her sister and brotherAt Union Church next Sunday,
in-law, Mr and Mrs. Andrew Cassie. May 4. the Church School will con
Cpl. John Wentworth, USA., vene at 10 a. m. The morning

P.T.A. Meeting

The Vinalhaven PTA. held its
meeting at the Town Hall Monday
night. April 28 The business meet
ing was postponed and the evening
given over to the newly-formed
school band and chorus, both un
der the inspirational direction of
Allen Simons. Both groups dis
played a marked confidence in their
work and with a youthful eagerness
and ability, brought a very spon
taneous, tremendous response from
the audience. The feeling was

AMERICAN
MEDICAL
I
ASSN.

Recommended by Mony
Doctors for Infant feeding

All Variet (es
Gerber,
beechnut or Clapp

STRAINED FOODS

95c

10

All Vaiieties
Gerber,
Beechnut or Clapp

CHOPPED FOODS

All Varieties
Strained or Chopped

SWIFT'S MEATS FOR BABIES

CREAM OF WHEAT

2

772 OI
JAR

15c

CANS

41c

LB 12 ot

5 Minuti

31c

PKG

GRAHAM cS5 p6kg34c

ZWEIBACK N-a-c. ;k°s27c

tumt MMnxarjATONt

JAkiftty,

EES

Garden Fresh
Fruits S Vegetables

flleat Ua£uei

CHUCK ROAST

L' 65c j
“ 55c ?

Fresh P ump Milk Fed - 4 6 Lb. Ave.

P/tlAll
■FOWL
> w -ia

Large Size

Juicy

F onda

GRAPEFRUIT 4

Bone In - Oven or Pot Roast

ALL PREPARED

29c

Florida Cabi Juice - Large Size

002 39c

ORANGES
Ca iforn a Meaty

r?aoy

TO COOK
REGULAR DRESSED LB

FOWL

P'ump Meaty Northern

?

39c

10-14 L8 Ave.

LB 69c 1

AU PREPARED
cven reaoy

Turkeys

fc

TURKEY REGULAR CRESSED L9 59c

Native Young Plump

Tender, Sweet, Flavorfuf

CARROTS

ALL PREPARED
CVEN READT

2 3CHS 19c

Fresh Ciitp Pascal

LGE 0-L
BUNCH

CELERY
Long Guin

Ducklings

25 c

Hothous*

LB 59c I

Fresh or Smoked - Lean, Economical

u 43c !

Shoulders

Less Than ■, / of 1% Weed

Freshy Ground Lean Beef

“tyo-l” S-alden

LB 65c I

Hamburg

O X eWo OD S
Lean Rindless Sugar Cured

LB 49c I

Sliced Bacon

!R ORANGE JUICE
Pure Fresh Concentrate

1^

Haddock

Dressed
as Desired

Cod Steaks

Fre»h Meaty
Slices

LB 19c !
lb

29c

23c’2v25‘

9

>>kg 19c

Sweet Peas

e
Orange Juice
Concentrated

All Recent Price Reductions
Grapefruit

Minu e Maid,
Mai< Snowcrop. Sunklst

2

2

CANS

Finest - Always Fresh - Taste

I LB I ot
CAN

I LB I oz
CANS

1

/

irnj

The Difference

23c

Finest

Richmond - Fancy Medium Size

Sweet Peas 2

31c

29c

Finast Fancy - In Extra Heavy Syrup

Fruit Cocktail

CANS

MAYONNAISE

Finasl - Fancy Florida - Whole Segments

j°aTr

29c

J |(B

us

59c

2 oz
CAN

29c

2 ctms 39c

Margarine

2
' W
31c
“ CANS
■V

Maine Corn

Hand Made from an Old English Recipe

English Muff ins of® 19c
V7

pkg

15c

CELLO

29c

Koiiod
in Fruit joiiy
Rolled in Fruit Jelly

the yellows, the whites, and reds.
A Department of Agriculture offi
cer m Melbourne walked 20 miles
along the beach to gather these.
"And somewhere in one of those
later, on a trip to Revere Beach boxes is a collection of volcanic
with the kids, I collected a sample ash from the Edsel Ford moun
of Revere’s sand. That, too, went tains in Antarctica. Dr. Ernest
on the mantelpiece, followed by a Lockhart, of M. I. T., on the Byrd
sample from Nantasket.
expedition, traveled 300 miles east
“My wife, after the third collec of Little America to get them.
tion, suspected I was losing my
"I'll show you some magnetic
sanity. Today,” he adds with an sand from Piha, New Zealand, and
impromptu wink, "she's sure of it.” some garnet sand brought back by
Crowding the cupboards, bureaus, the Macmillan expedition to Baf
desk drawers and file cases of the fin Land.
Davis home at 524 Putnam ave., are
"Some of my samples are classi
specimens of sand- 1483 by the fied as sonorous sands'—because
latest count—collected from every they give off various sounds when
conceivable corner of the universe. disturbed, though they’re quiet in
Noisy Sands
side my tubes and slides.
We use “universe” rather than
"I've a sample from Manchesterglobe" because one of the Davis by-the-Sea on the north shore
samples contains meteoric dust which was probably the first sing
gathered with a magnet from atop ing beach discovered in America—
a Colorado mountain.
by Thoreau America now has 74
Homer has sand from as near as known singing beaches
Magazine Beach in Cambridge,
Barking sand comes from Kauai,
from as distant as Antarctica's ' one of the Hawaiian islands. When
“Little America."
i( is disturbed on the beach or in
There's sand from a wheat field the dunes it makes a noise much
in the Holy Lands, from the shores like the bark of an animal.
of the River Ganges, from the Red
"Singing dues of Arabia, which
Sea, the Fiji Islands, Wakiki Beuch, sound like twanging harp strings or
the Sahara, Manchuria, Scotland, distant drum rumblings, are fa
the Suez, Bolivia's Lake Titicaca, mous
There are also reported
the sacred pool of the Incas.
laughing sands from South Africa
He has sand from the summit of and moaning sands from the west
Pike's Peak and sand dredged from ern Sahara.
the bottom George’s Banks off New
“Tuneful sands at the extreme
foundland.
end of Lower California are re
Colored sands, singing sands, sponsible for a Mexican legend of
moaning sands, sands that bark, a monastery that once stood upon
bear gold particles, are magnetized, the sands A great storm, accord
and sand that was gathered from ing to the legend, arose and buried
the belly of a haddock.
the monastery beneath the shifting
From a friend, recently, Davis sands, and the natives will tell you
received a vial of volcanic ash from if you listen there at Angelus time
the famous Mt. Pelee eruption (St. you'll hear the faint resonance of
Pierre. Martinique, destroyed May the monastery's bells ringing out
8. 1902, and 30.000 lives lost) on the Angelus.
which was a label bearing the name
“You can't collect anything with
out becoming fascinated by its ori
of the Boston Post.
“Lava dust from the eruption of gin All these sand samples have
Mt. Pelee.” the label explains. “This started me down the road to re
dust fell on the bark. Grace Deer search and study of geology.
"I’ve learned, for example, to dis
ing, Captain Gooding, at Barbadoes,
tinguish sand that is windblown
90 miles away.
The vial was one of many dis from sand that disintegrated from
aster souvenirs sold by the Post to parent rock, or sand that was de
benefit
. orphan Margart Stokes posited by the glaciers.
"Sand not only played an impor
who lost all her living relatives at
Kt Pierre and was terribly burned tant role in the history of the
w orld, it also served to reveal that
himself.”
history to mankind. Bones, imNone From Russia
Homer thinks he owns the most 1 prints of birds, beasts and reptiles
complete sand collection in the who died upon the sands millions
of years ago lie buried waiting for
world, or close to it.
"I lack a sample of sand from ' man to uncover.
"And scientists say that, in the
Russia,” he "says, “and I'd prize
highly a vial of sand from the 1 geological scheme, not a single
grain of sand is ever lost, but re
beach where Stalin bathes.”
One corner of the Davis bedroom turns in one form or another to
has been converted into a combina aid in the reconstruction of the
tion office-laboratory and museum, ever-changing earth from whence
where, evenings and week-ends, i it came.
Aid Through Life
Homer catalogues and makes mi
“A baby's first day on earth,
croscopic studies of his mushroom
moreover, is marked by utensils
ing collection.
“This sand collecting, starting as made from sand Glass, the foun
a lark," he says, "blossomed into dation of your home, the dishes
something I never dreamed would ' you use, and the tombstone marker
happen. Maybe I am crazy but it's that'll mark your final resting place
certainly an interesting condition. —from birth to the end—sand, the
“Many people collect stamps, second most abundant element on
minerals, coins, buttons and so earth, surrounds our lives.
“Scarcely a piece of machinery
forth. I never did. It remained for
me to collect something different. or metal material is there which
And up until the time I was invited doesn't owe ites existence to sand,
"And I'm gathering all these
to appear on a nation-wide radio
show to talk about sand, I thought facts because, 22 years ago, I
I was the only sand-collector in gathered a handful of sand from
Old Orchard Beach."
captivity.
Homer told us he's thought of
“To my surprise. I discovered
others throughout the world with compiling a separate collection of
as odd a hobby as I have. Beyond sand, used primarily for industrial
gathering samples from New Eng purposes.
“I'm afraid, though, I won't have
land beaches and New York, I’ve
room to hang my hat here, if I
done little traveling myself.
"Friends, on trips, bring me back do,” he added, casting a side glance
specimens of sand. And my collec toward his wife.
"Maybe my wife wishes she had
tion grew as I exchanged samples
thrown out those first three
with other collectors.
Homer is a native of Maine, a samples.”
Mrs. Davis denies this.
father to five grown children, all
"My husband's hobby serves one
married, and grandad to 11. and as
he talked, he unpacked a box of splendid purpose" she said as we
slides, arranging them neatly, for left. “I don't have to remind him
our inspection, across the width of to keep a bucket of sand—just
? common old sand—in the cellar, to
his bed.
! spread on our icy sidewalk."
Sand From Heroes
—Michael Murphy in the Boston
"Here's some sand from the
shores of Guadalcanal. And this Post.
one contains sands from Iwo Jima
I have many samples mailed to me
GOOD SUPPLY
by neighborhood boys who fought
MOST SIZES
on the islands all the way across
Check With Ua Flnt
the Pacific.
BICKNELL MFG. CO.
Either in test-tubes or the flat
PHONE ROCKLAND 360
glass slides, Homer keeps each
32-tf
sample numbered and identified.

"THE VINALHAVEN REUNION"

More People are using Our
GUARANTEED WATCH
REPAIR SERVICE

than ever before!

PIPE

,/S,

Celiternie Extra Fancy, Tiny While

Pea Beans
Hershey Syrup 2

CANS

33c

CELLO

26c

Teste Tempting

Hershey Kisses

fodzesuf, Spedali

The Republicans are reviving the National victory on the Maine
Homer A Davis of Cambridge,
old saw. A New Broom Sweeps woman's lapel symbol—she may i Mass., is a small-framed, softCleans,—but with a new wrinkle also have shown party leaders how mannered, 60-year-old Janitor at
to help finance a campaign.
, M.I T.
which includes a broom.
The above story, from yesterday'
Back in the Summer of 1930.
A Boothbay Harbor woman start
ed it all when she devised an eye Press Herald has a decided local Homer visited Maine's Old Orchard
catching lapel insignia which Interest as Mrs Jackson formerly Beach, and for a lark, gathered a
speaks for the well-worn slogan. resided in Rockland. She is a tiny boxful of sand from that ocean
They are tiny lapel brooms made niece of the late U. S. Senator resort as a memento of an enjoyable
of match sticks, sisal and red Wallace H. White, Jr., and grand I vacation.
daughter of the late U. S. Senator ■ "I set it on a mantlepiece at
white and blue thread.
1 home,"he says, "and, a few days
Mrs. Patrick T. Jackson.Jr., has William P. Frye.
a bear by the tail but she's happy
as she tries to meet demands for
her attractive campaign insignia.
She hopes the little brooms will
spark the Republicans to a nation
wide clean-sweep in November.
She makes them by hand, and Fish-Hawk Club No. 2 Of Portland Plays
says Mrs. Jackson, “something
Host—Drew Toastmaster
will have to be done about it. I
can’t begin to keep up with the
demand.”
The annual reunion of Fish Hawk Strickland. Following is a list of
Anxious to sweep Democrats out
Cl
’Jb No 2. of Portland, otherwise the guests:
of office and finding standard la
Portland: Mr and Mrs. Augustus
pel buttons and insignia unattrac known as "The Vinalhaven Re
tive and scarce, Mrs. Jackson union" was held in the Caldiwell Young, Fannie B McManus, Mr
experimented with wooden match | Post Home in Portland, Saturday and Mrs. Albert Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Hjort, Mrs William
es, sisal, a tube of cement and red night
Although the attendance
white and blue thread. The result was somewhat smaller than previ- Stevens, Nellie Noyes, Mr. and Mrs.
was a perfect symbol Of her clean I ous occasions the enthusiasm of Richard Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs
Rocco Minervino and family, Mr
sweep slogan.
I those present was the same old
and Mr Harold Look, Nathan F
That’s not her opinion alone. high pitch.
Young, Patricia Young. Mr. and
Enthusiastic subscribers to her
At 780 President Augustus Mrs. J W Davis. Mrs Grace Drew
idea include Maine's Senators Mar Young banged the gavel, welcomed
Gibson, Mrs Gladys Mart.
garet Chase Smith and Owen tlie members and guests, and then
South Portland: Mrs. O. C. Lane,
Brewster, Gov. Frederick Payne, turned the meeting over to Post
Mr and Mrs Charles H Corliso,
Massachusetts Congressman Joseph master O V Drew of Vinalhaven
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Young. Mrs
Martin, Former Bay State Gov. wlio acted as toastmaster for the Fred Mills, John C. Young, Mr. and
Robert Bradford, Gov. Dan Thorn remainder of the evening.
Mrs. William Adelbert Smith.
A corned beef supper was served
ton of Colorado and Gov. Douglas
Rockland: Miss Hilma Bradstreet,
by the ladies’ committee of the Walter H Ingerson, Everett ConMcKay, Oregon.
After several rounds of ary, Wendell Hadlock, Lucinda
Senator Smith wants more, as j Post.
serting that, "We women know [ group singing, the business meet- Huntley Helen Perry, Mr. and Mrs.
I ing was held during which the fol Jesse Bradstreet.
what brooms are for!”
Some of Mrs. Jackson's clean- lowing officers were elected for the
Vinalhaven:
Mrs.
Florence
sweep insignia went also to Col. comng year: President, Maynard Thompson, Miss Martha Thompson,
A
Young;
vice
president,
Nellie
Robert R. McCormick, publisher of
James Holden Roberts, Mr. and
the Chicago Tribune. Down in Noyes: secretary-treasurer, Grace Mrs. O. V. Drew.
Texas several prominent Republi Drew Gibson; committee on ar
Mr. and Mrs Charles H Fos
can women have seized upon the rangements Irma Stevens, chair ter, of Quincy, Mas6. Mrs. Blanche
man, Patricia Young, Nathan Lilly, Gardiner: Lucy Smith Look.
lapel broom idea with interest.
Mrs Jackson first had the idea Young.
Farmington; Ethelyn Strickland.
One subject which caused con- Boston; Edith Campbell, Edgeof full-sized brooms as GOP cam
paign
symbols — thought
they J siderable discussion was the idea comb: The Cogswell Brothers.
should be displayed at the front ■ advanced by W. H. (Shagi Inger- Portland
! son, to form a club in Rockland.
doors of home, on trucks, and at
| consolidate it with Portland, and
the mast heads of boats. Her sym
The Car Ahead
: alternate the meetings. It was
bol has an old Maine significance:
I finally resolved by pass.ng over the
New vessels returning from trial
motion, leaving the Rockland F:hDon't Bet Your Life It Won't
trips used to carry a broom at the
hawks the opportunity to form
head of the foremast to indicate their own Club and allowing Port
Stop Suddenly, Says
a successful "clean sweep" of all land to go its separate way.
McCabe
obstacles.
One bouquet of flowers was
“Probably you don't know the
About 40 dozen lapel brooms have awarded to Mr and Mrs. Charle
been shipped out by Mrs. Jackson H. Foster of Quincy. Mass. as the driver of that car ahead of you on
since she began making them farthest traveling Fish Hawks and the highway,’ said Col. Francis J.
about three weeks ago. Some of another bouquet was sent to Mrs.
McCabe, Chief. Maine State Police.
the first ones went to Guy G. Howard Noyes, a regular attend
“
Gabrielson, chairman of the Re ant, who was unable to be present. Don't ’bet your life' that he won't
publican National Committee.
Recognition was given by Toast decide to stop suddenly. That is
Born in Massachusetts, but with master Drew of the "First-Night exactly what you are doing, if you
a solid Maine family background, ers,” those who were attending for are following him too closely.
Mrs. Jackson finds sisal a "na the first time.
“If your car is one of a group
tural” for her tiny brooms. Her
Speeches were kept down to a
of cars in line, leave enough room
husband manufactures reinforced minimum, and following the ban
building paper at Attleboro, Mass., quet a progTam of entertainment between your car and the one ahead
Rocco Minervtno for another car to get in if neces
where they formerly lived Sisal is was enjoyed.
one of the ingredients in his pro with his "Two Beats and a Band” sary.
“Of course, you have had the ex
featuring ukulele and bones, led
ducts.
Boothbay Harbor Republicans off. This was followed by vocal perience of having another car fol
low you too closely. It's a pretty
took to Mrs. Jackson’s lapel brooms solos by Rocco Minervino Jr.
Wendell Hadlock, director of the good idea to slow up gradually and
right away—paid 25 cents each for
allcw that car to pass.
them. As a result, State Commit Farnsworth Museum in Rockland
“Such ‘thoughtful driving’ can
gave
an
iliustratedd
lecture
on
the
teeman James Blenn Perkins, Jr ,
prevent a lot of accidents,” con
finds himself “treasurer" of an un early Indians of Maine which was
cluded Col. McCabe, "and will help
expected fund tc be used by the very enjoyable.
to delay the recording of Maine's
Square
dancing
followed
to
a
late
Town Committee.
3000th highway fatality."
The Jacksons became permanent hour, music by Mr. and Mrs. John
Foley,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Raymond
residents of Boothbay Harbor a
If you run out of hot dish mat:Rich.
year ago. They spent the previous
During the evening a large chest use several layers of newsprint
three Summers in the Harbor on
of canned goods, donated by oind the edges and there you have
a Danish-built ketch that some
Burnham and Morrill, was awarded them, at very slight cost. Newsprint
Latvian refugees purchased in Nor
to Mrs. Charles Corliss, as a door on sale at The Courier-Gazette
way several years ago and sailed
1*50
prize and a cake went to Ethelyn (unprinted i
across the Altantic to Boston.
The GOP may not only ride to
made tangible when a considerable
sum of money was contributed by
the audience to the band fund. The
concert was the result of many
hours of purposeful and faithful
practice by the music students un
der their sincere and very musically
able leader. The Parents and
teachers served sandwiches and
orangeade to the entire company
after the concert and a social ti ne
was enjoyed by all.

There's a brief description, toe, and
who collected lt,
“Here are samples of the famous
colored or 'rainbow* sands of Nooaa
in Queensland, Australia. Notice

tion Of Specimens In the United States

Broom To Sweep Out Democrats

High'y Refined

Chocholete

Finest Golden Sweet Cream Style

Former Rockland Woman Invents Lapel Former Union Man Has Largest Collec-

LIGHTER,
MORE TENDER
Pure Lard

Clov*td«I* - Fin* Tibi* Quality

A MAN WITH SAND

i

Dainty Dot Ground

Black Pepper

A NEW CAMPAIGN WRINKLE

Renna-llopfcins

Miss Evelyn Hopkins and Joseph
Renna were united in marriage Fri
day, April 25, at Union Church
parsonage. Rev. W 8. Stackhouse
performing the single-ring service.
They were attended by Cpl. John
Wentworth and Mias Phyllis Whit
tington. The bride wore a gray
suit. Miss Whittington's dress was
of blue taffeta. The best wishes
of many friends here are extended
to the young couple.

NATIONAL BABY NEBKf

Z7^

nunw
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Finask Sliced

Pineapple

I LB 4 oz

:an

Finest - Per Light Flely Cruets

Pie Crust

9 ei

2 PKSS 27c

or Friend* - Pee, Yellow Eye, Red Kidney
I LB I? os

B & M Beans
CAN
25C
——
LUOLnuon
JM/ Jelly Roll
~
Lu’ ’ mail
M*
12 oz
EA 29c [ Swift Prem
CAN 45c
Grocery Prices effective at 115 Main St.. Thomasto n—12 Central St., Rockport—29 Main St, Camden

• No need co risk costly
ingredients ... no need to
disappoint your family in
the treat you promised! For
here is your secret of deli
cious homemade cake that’s
light as a feather every time...

OOHE ON
THt

Double-acting Davis gives
double protection. Batter
rises in your mixing bowl
...then again in your oven.

*Va Eoiarvo th* Right to Linsrt Quantities

BAKING

A WATCH WORTH WEARING
IS A WATCH WORTH REPAIRING

ALL WORK
And no wonderl Our watch
makers are skilled and de
pendable, assuring you that
your watch will be returned
promptly and in perfect run
ning order.

AT DAY’S

EXPERT WAR#

REASONABLE PRICES

SI

J]LIKA

> T JEWELERS 4

POWDER

Satisfaction Guaranteed or All Your Money Refunded

M

I

ARANlttoW

GU
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"Air Taxi" Service

THOMASTON
Item*, Notice* and Advertisement* ma; to aent
ar telephoned ta
MBS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-1

The Legion rooms will be open
Friday afternoon for those who
wish to leave articles for the Red
Cross rummage sale which will be
held in conjunction with a cooked
food sale Saturday.
Mis Ruth Smalley has returned
to Worcestery, Mass , after spend
ing the week-end with Miss Leila
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs Norman Kalloch
and family have sold their house
on Mam street and have moved to
Rockland, on Cedar street.
John Smith, who has been sex
ton of the village cemetery for
many years has given notice that
he wishes to term.nate his service.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Harvey of
Lincolnville were guests Sunday
of Mr and Mrs. Leroy Whitten.
Mrs. Helen Potter has returned
to Needham. Mass . after spending
a few days with her mother, Mrs.
Lucy Clark.
Mrs Susie Newbert is convales
cing at the home of her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Kinney, Rockland, after spending
several days with her son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
George Newbert.
The Thomaston Clippers will
sponsor their annual Minstrel Show
Wednesday ar.d Thursday nights,
May 7 and 8 at Watts Hall. There
will be reserved seats.
Tnere will be a rummage and
cooked food sale Saturday, 9 a. m.
May 3 at the Legion rooms, to
benefit the Red Cross quota.
Extension Association Meeting

Those attending the Knox and
Lincoln County Extension Associa
tion meeting to plan for programs
for 1953 which was held at the
Farnsworth Building. Rockland, all
day Tuesday were: Mrs. Mildred
Harjula. chairman of Thomaston
Association; Mrs. Anne Erickson,
vice chairman Mr Carolyn Whit
ten: home management. Mrs Doro
thy Jameson, assistant manage
ment; Mn. Eleanor Clark, food
leader;
Mrs.
Viola Littlefield,
clothing leader; Mrs. Mary New
bert, secretary; Mrs Junetta Kal
loch was one of the hostesses who
helped serve tea which followed the
business meeting.
Mrs. Mildred
Harjula and Mrs. Viola Littlefield
received corsages in recognition of
outstanding workers and leaders.
HOME FOREVER IN THE HEART

Misses Ming Toy

Camden Woman Mourns the
Death Of Beloved Canine
Pet
Edtor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Dec 28, 1935, Mr. Andrews and I
had closed our home in Rockport
and were spending the Winter in
the Hall Studio" home on Chest
nut street. Camden
From the
windows we had a fine view of the
harbor, and when the Steamship
Belfast made its last trip on the
Bangor line of the Eastern Steam
ship lines we watched it sail away
from Camden to Boston for the
last time.
It seemed very sad to me as I
had sailed on it many tfmes from
Bangor to Boeton. Nothing has
ever taken the place of those beau
tiful steamers, ,“The Great White
Flyers."
Our home has been saddened
lately by the death of our darling,
oeautifui little dog, "Ming Toy."
He was 13 years old. He had no
illness, for which we were very
thankful.
A heart attack took
him.
We did appreciate the time his
picture was printed on the front
page in The Courier-Gazette. So
many oould see how handsome he
was. He rvas a very human and
intelligent little dog. We had him
buried in the family lot in the
cemetery. And do we miss him!
Frankln D Roosevelt's pet dog
"Fala" was an impish black scotty.
known by many during his White
House days.
He outlived the
President by seven years. He died,
and was buried April 6. two days
before he would haw been 12 years
old. He was buried in a simple
• pine box. a few yards behind his
famous
master’s tomb.
Mrs
Roosevelt was away at the time. I
know how she will miss him when
she gets home.
Am sending you a verse "The
Moonbeam" which was printed in
"The Caravan of Verse" edited by
Mi'.ton March, printed by Caravan
Publishing Co.. New York, N. Y.
A moonbeam came into window
And found me fast asleep.
It danced arcund on mv pillow
Waking me from dreams that were
sweet
It seemed it had brought me a
blessing
As it kissed my lips and my hair
My room seemed filled with a pres
ence
I felt that my Saviour was there.
A cloud came and shut out the

A small wind rustles the palm
fronts—
It is New England rain on dry
leaves.
Voi-e of negroes who pass to and
fro,
A tCaiett ketch on the radio.
Cajuput trees on a sand-rimmed
brightness
key
Are birches along Lake Chicka My eyelids grew heavy again
I was filled with new thoughts of
waukie.
my Saviour
Tr pical fruits under sunny blue
Are long-age dreams of youth come Hoping sometime with Him I might
reign.
true
Mrs. John H. Andrews.
To youth its dreams—as it should
Camden. April 29.
be.
To at peace and rest and a mem
ory.
EAST LIBERTY
—By Ethel R Borgerson.
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Cowles
of Stoneham. Mass., were in town
for the week-end.
Arthur Hires and friends were
DANCE
at their here for the week-end from
Waverley, Mass.
MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Pride
GRANGE HALL
and son, Waldon of Abbot were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Friday, May 2
McLain, Sunday.
Miss Jean Ladd returned to
ADMISSION 50c
9.00-12.00
Kittery, Monday after a visit with
Sponsored by:
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
St. George Baseball Team
Ladd.

The best that money can buy
hardly describes quality in a pub- ,
lie official.

Thomaston Clippers
Minstrel Show

Wednesday-Thursday

May 7 and 8
WATTS HALL
THOMASTON
8 P. M,
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PLANT

DEPENDABLE SEED
coming up ” spotty ”... or not

FLATLUX

at all? Some of the failure may

FLAT WALL PAINT

Do you have trouble with seeds

lie in faulty planting or bad

weather, but it may be in the
seed itself. It saves in the long
run if you buy seeds with high

SSS5)

germination and a known re-

putation for true - to • type, vig
orous strains. Come in and get

Innovation of Northeast Air
lines Will Prove Boon
To Maine
The new "air taxi" service being
readied for Maine this Summer by
Northeast Airlines will prove a
great boon to the State's vacationtravel business This is the con
sensus of both travel officials and
hotel men of Northeast’s announce
ment to fly tre’.tilers from New
York and other major air termi
nals direct to their ultimate desti
nation in Maine.
This will be done by transfer
ring the passengers from the airliner
to a smaller amphibious plane at
the nearest scheduled air-stop and
delivering them, bag and baggage,
directly to the door of the lake,
lodge or resort of their choice.
Guy P Butler, executive manager
of the Maine Publicity Bureau, cit
ed Northeast's announcement as
an important step toward over
coming the resistance of out-of
staters to make reservations at the
more remote .'porting camps and
resorts because of the transporta
tion problems. Butler further stat
ed that the Bureau receives numer
ous requests every year for air
transportation to points off the
path of scheduled airlines. With
the "air taxi," every hotel, sporting
camp and resort in Maine will have
on equal chance at this business.
It was further pointed out by
Everett F Greaton. executive direc
tor of the Maine Development Com
mission. that the flying sportsman
and vacationer will be relieved of
the responsibility of trying to char
ter private planes after arriving
in Maine to get to his destination.
With this new service a through
ticket, is assured that a smaller
plane will be waiting to take him
and his baggage wherever he wants
to go in Maine.
Monett Robbins, president of the
Maine Hotel Association, stated
that operators of Maine hotels and
sporting camps will benefit from
air taxi3 in making it possible for
patrons to shorten the travelling
time to and from the resort, thus
making for longer stays by these
out-of-state parties. Robbins also
sees more business for Maine op
erators as a result of this service.
This innovation by Northeast
Airlines marks the first time in the
country that scheduled airlines
have co-operated with private com
mercial operators to offer the fly
ing public direct service to their
destination. The Maine experi
ment will be watched closely by
other airlines, and if it proves
successful this Summer it is ex
pected that others will follow with
a similar plan.
The program is sponsored by the
National Air Taxi Conference and
has been approved by both the Civil
Aeronautics Board and the Air
Transport Service.
All shuttle
planes will be flowm by competent
pilots and will operate under the
supervision of the C.AB regulations
concerning saiety, weather, and the
number of passengers and maxi
mum baggage weight restrictions.
Charle1 H McKenney, district
manager for Northeast, says that
the new time tables will carry an
extra page explaining this revolu
tionary "Air Taxi" service along
with time schedules and rates.
It will be nothing unusual this
Summer to overhear a vacationbound air traveler at the ticket
window at LaGuardia Airport say
ing, “Gimme a ticket to Moaning
Moose Lodge, East Squawpus Lake,
Maine."

Mothers To Dine
Out Sunday,
May 11
And it’s no more than fair that
they should, because on Mother's
Day, at least, she should be ex
cused from getting a big Sunday
dinner. Treat Mother to the feast
she is so deserving of. This year's
full course special Mother's Day
feast in the pleasant atmosphere
of the attractive Hotel Rockland
dining-room will be a treat for
Mother and the whole family.
The menu is complete in every
detail, and in each course choices
are available to pl«R££ every taste.
And you will be pleasantly sur
prised at how little this big fullcourse Mother's Day Dinner costs—
just the same as our regular Sun
day Dinner, with special prices for
children. Dinner hours 12 to 3 and
6 to 8 p. m. Private dining rooms
available.
Mother will really appreciate your
thoughtfulness in taking her'out
to dinner at Hotel Rockland. Make
your reservations now. Phone 380.
This special Mother's Day Dinner
is being served at all Acheson Ho
tels: Augusta House. Augusta; Ho
tel Elmwood, Waterville; Hotel
DeWitt. Lewiston; Hotel Elm. Au
burn; Hotel Rockland, Rockland.—
adv.
53-lt

By Ralph
Back from a month's trapping on
Washington County's Mopang Riv
er. Alfred Teel of Rockland and El
liot Smith of Ingraham Hill says it
was cold up there. They camped in
an oil heated tent which was quite
a revelation to the local warden of
that area. Teel was camp cook and
has established quite a reputation
as a maker of good doughnuts. Only
thing was, when the warden called
on them all that was left of Al's
doughnuts was the holes. They
caught 117 fine muskrats in the
last 17 days of open season.
• * * •
Carleton Gushee of Appleton
may have won the distinction of
catching the first of recent Atlan
tic salmon in the Georges River.
Covering the recent brown trout
flurry around Union on Sunday
April 20. Gushee brought in a fish
that was definately of the salmon
family and quite unlike any I have
ever seen.
Fhall description of the fish is nowin Orono for classification
Elliot Smith who has seen a great
many Atlantics believes lt to be a
sea-run brown trout.
The fish was preponderently sil
ver, of rather larger scales than a
landlocked salmon. It’s black spots
were mingled with pale red round
spots and all markings went well
below the lateral line to the deep
belly. The lateral line was bright
silver and the fish had almost a
square tail which had none of the
spots familiar to the Rainbow
trout. It was 17 inches long and
weighed two pounds. When dead
the fish had none of the moss
brown color of brown trout.
• • • •

Dick Freeman of Glen Cove
phoned me one evening last week
to find out the rights of a landowner who would drive a fisherman
out of a brook trout which runs
through his land. Up to now this
area, and in fact most of Maine
has experienced little of the "Keen
Out" attitude among its land own
ers. The farmers of our countryside
have won nationwide acclaim for
their liberal attitude
towards
sportsmen.
Actually the question has legal
points which are beyond my knowl
edge at the present. It would seem
that the public owns the water or
the State would not release your
trout and mine in it, for all to
catch.
If a fisherman crossed posted
land to reach the brook he w’as
definitely guilty of trespass. How
ever, if he was standing in the
brook between the two banks of the
land owners property and remained
there, and had attained that posi
tion in the brook without trespass
on either bank, there could be
some question if the landowner
could forbid it.
In the March issue of “Sports
Afield” there is and article by Ren
zo Dee Bowers titled “What Is
Public Fishing Water?” which de
tails the legal rights of fishermen
in numerous states, but makes no
mention of Maine
The Maine Fish and Game De
partment does not stock any game
fish in private waters. If a body of
water to which the public has had
continuous access is suddenly
closed off by virtue of the land
owners title, it Is then declared a
private water and is not further
stocked by the State.
Some exceptions of marginal
cases have rankled fishermen for
years. The man with a boat placed
on a brook, stream or river from a

ttOODRUFf

garden

SFfOS

ONE GALLON PAINTS $098
THE AVERAGE ROOM

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST„
TEL. 20
rHOMASTON. MAINE

*«•

STUDLEY

HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,
TEL. M
THOMASTON, MAINE

evening recently. (Should also be
a good place for browns.)
An oversize salmon seen surfac
ing or rolling at Alfred Lake near
the Ed Post camp.
Evening surface action noted at
Sennebec. (Roland Gushee says no
one fishing there much.)
Fishermen at Swan Lake predict
it will produce at least two “club"
trout this year.
Sheepscot Lake fisherman from
over Augusta way tied into some
thing that cleaned him out of
tackle all the way back to the
spindle of his reel. (He was trol
ling streamers.)
George Higgins says some nice
W. Tyler
white perch are being caught off
public highway, bridge or other the Lincolnville Bridge below
public property would have little to Breezemere.
Here are a few stocked waters
fear if he floated in it through
land that was posted on both sides, that might produce if fished seri
no more than a lad skating on the ously: Lermond's Pond, Hobbs
ice of these waters, or a flyer who Pond, North and South Ponds,
pilots his plane in the air above Sennebec Pond, Crawford Pond,
them. Navigable waters are the Chickawaukie Lake and Johnson’s
property of the State. Titles of Pond.
House cats and heartless boys
property adjacent to tide-water
generally go to high water mark. with BB rifles are taking the usual
How this applies to inland areas annual heavy toll of harmless and
is a question every fisherman trusting song birds as they take
should know, but one that I can up the Summer interval of nest
and song among us.
not answer.
• • • «
The cat. which inherits the urge
Robert E Foye, Fish and Game to kill and is of small mental capa
Department biologist, on pond re city when the smell of warm blood
clamation projects at present, will is in his nostrils can be, but lt
be guest speaker at the Mav meet not always excused for this feline
ing of the Knox County Fish and tendancy, but how a well nourished
Gam? Association to be held Thurs , and apparently intelligent growing
boy can raise his rifle and send
day May 15
' defenseless little feathered creat
Mr. Foye will bring a film from
ures fluttering to earth with broken
the Department library showing
wings, sightless eyes or perhaps
the nature of this modern work of
killed outright is beyond me It is
which it is expected Knox County
not hunting in any manner of the
will get one or more locations re
of the imagination. The pride of
claimed in 1952.
good marksmanship must fade
The Association's May meeting
miserably as his companions retell
has been tentatively planned for
that “Johnnie shot a little blue
North Warren. Full details will
bird with one shot.”
appear in this column when plans
Last week a kindhearted lady
have been completed.
phoned me asking if I could do
Mr. Foye has spoken at the meet
anything for a little bird with a
ings before and he has an especial
broken wing.
interest In our newest trout water,
I couldn't say no, for there is
Iron Pond in Washington, the sur
always hope that the injury is not
veying and stocking of which was
as serious as it looks
under his direction.
Eventually the tiny, trembling
• • « «
creature arrived at my door.
The usual run of annual "big
"Some hoi’s shot it with a BB
fish" stories appears to be gain
gun" she said
ing in momentum daily. Let’s hope
Examination revealed that the
some Knox County angler ties in
wing bone had been broken close
to one of these fish before the sea
tc the body. It must have suffered
son closes and gets Into ' The One
great pain, and although it's tiny
That Didn't Get Away” club. Here
heart pounded in my grasps it's
they are up to this date:
eyes were bright and it had the
A fish declared to be a trout all
courage to peck savagely at my
of two feet long was seen rolling
finger to escape. Well, I trussed up
or feeding near the bridge at Salt
the wild little fellow so he couldPond one evening last week.
not move and laid him in a box in
A resident of Hope stood on the
my shop on some soft material.
Heald’s Neck bridge last Thursday
If he does not stuggle. If I can
morning and counted five salmon
estimated from two to four pounds
slowly dropping back into upper
Megunticook Lake.
Over 20 brown trout between 2*4
WALDOBORO—TEL, MO
and 3’; pounds have been caught
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
between the Bessey Dam and
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
Sennebec Pond in the last fort
TODAY AND FRIDAY
night.
MAY 1-2
Large white perch being caught
Elizabeth Tavlor, Lam Parks in
at Seven Tree Bridge during early
“LOVE IS BETTER

WALDO

THAN EVER"

Camden Theatre.
TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY ONLY. MAY 3
Dane Clark, Ben Johnson
Peter Graves In
"FORT DEFIANCE”
In Cinerolor

Dorothy McGuire and
Van Johnson

in

“INVITATION”

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MAY 4-5
Marlene Dietrich, Arthur
Kennedy, Mel Ferrer in
"RANCHO NOTORIOUS”
In Technicolor

Our Representative Receives Many Let

ters Demanding Truman's

Impeachment
Washington, D. C.
AprU 29.
Dear Friends:
Again my mail is full of letters
demanding the impeachment of
President Truman. The volume of
mall is comparable to that which
I received when he arbitrarily re
moved Oeneral MacArthur. At that
time Mr. Truman acted within his
constitutional authority but was, I
believed, very wrong in his judg
ment This time he is wrong on
both counts. As one letter put it
in a very apt quotation from
Shakespeare, "Upon what meat
doth this our Caesar feed, that he
is grown so great?"
There cannot be much doubt but
that the President, in seizing the
steel industry without any prior
authorization by the Congress,
violated three Articles of the Con
stitution. These Articles are Arti
cle V. which prohibits the seizure
of property without due process of
low; Article VI, which prohibits
the taking of property except up
on the payment of Just compensa
tion; and Article X, which reserves
to the people all rights not desig
nated in the Constitution. But it
does even more than that. It does
away completely and effectively
with the rights of collective bar
gaining between mamagement and
labor. This is a basic truth which
no worker should lose sight of.
If the President can seize private
industry to raise wages and impose
a union shop, then by the very
same authority he can seize private
industry to reduce wages, cut off
fringe benefits, and break up a
union.
Although the memory of man is
sometimes short, it was not too
many years ago that this same Mr.
Truman asked Congress for author
ity to draft all striking railroad
workers into the Army. The rail
road industry was seized by the
Government on August 27. 1950 and
is still being run by the Army. But
this was under emergency, wartime
authority expressly delegated to
the President by Congress. Three
railroad brotherhoods testifying be
fore the House Judiciary Commit
tee indicated that the seizure had
manage to feed him and if he does
not evetually die of shock or the
lack of liberty he may survive, but
he will never fly again The victim
of a heartlesa boy who the little
bird trusted and sung
Doubtless I will be liberally re
minded by some readers of the
foregoing paragraph, that I speak
often of the killing of deer, ducks
and partridges in the column.
This point is fully realized, but
even the splitting of fundamental
hairs is endowed with a certain
amount of good sportsmanship.
The crippling and slaughter of
our trusting and defenseless song
birds is no highroad to becoming a
legal hunter.

eflectively killed all their rights of
collective bargaining As they said.
“This seizure, which leaves the
railroad economically free and un
trammeled, wraps the employees in
irons.”
There was no immediate emer
gency. The emergency was brought
about by Mr. Truman's deliberate
and intentional disregard of the
law.Under the National Labor Re
lations Act, President Truman had
the duty as well as the power to
appoint a board of inquiry to re
port upon the facts of the steel dis
pute without making any recom
mendations. Thereafter he had the
power to stop a strike of steelwork
ers for at least 80 days, during
which Feredal mediators could try
to settle the dispute, and the
employees would have the oppor
tunity to vote by secret ballot to
accept or reject the flnal offer.
made by their employers. President '
Truman saw fit to disregard both
the Constitution and the law and
seized the plants in an effort to
impose the decision of the Wage
Stabilization Board, a decision
which was itself in large measure
unauthorized
Some of the letters to me indi
cate a feeling on the part of the
writers that Congress is not doing
ah that it can. Remember that
the Congress is controlled by the
Democratic Party and that this Is
an election year The position of
the minority is a difficult one. Let
us see what courses could be pur
sued and what has been done.
(1) The decision of the Wage
Stabilization Board, which molt
believe was unauthorized in law,
contributed much to the contro
versy. Last week the House passed
by a vote of 225 to 83 a Republican
resolution directing an immediate
investigation of that Board by the
House Committee on Education and
Labor.
(2i The courts will utimately de
termine the constitutionality of the
seizure. The steel companies have
applied for temporary injunctions
and hearings have been held be
fore the District Court here in
Washington. The justice has pro
mised a decision sometime this
week. Newspaper reports seem to
indicate that the Judge does not
put much stock in the arguments
advanced by Administration spokes
men. The representative of the
Justice Department argued that the
Constitution limits Congress and it
limits the Judiciary but does not
limit the Executive. The Demo
cratic Washington Post headlined
an editorial dealing with this argu
ment, "Streaking of Hooey".
(3)
Impeachment proceedings
could be brought against the Presi
dent The last time this was done
was against President Johnson,
who, as Vice President, succeeded
Iincoln. This was in the Recon
struction days when feeling rant
(Continued on Page Seven)

ROCKLAND

DRIVE-IN

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

GALA RE-OPENING

FRIDAY, MAY 2
Free Jewelery Gifts

To All Lady Patrons!
2 BIG MOVIE HITS!
MAINES

MOST

H/CHTl'I

MODERN

sum

Benefit Dance

GLOVER HALL
WARREN
Friday Evening, May 2

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

“A NEW KIND OF WESTERN ADVENTURE
HITS THE SCREEN . . .
MEN FOUGHT FOR HER . . .AND
KILLED FOR HER”

MUSIC BY:

THE HAWAILANAIRES
Admission 60c

52&53

DRIVE-IN

DUSK 'TH. MIONITC

Lions'

with

He befriends a crook and

The crook who says md does

finds fun and adventure!

the most amazing things!

HANG
ONTO
YOUR
HATS
FOLKS

It’S
Coming

THEATRE

CONG. NELSON WRITES

SHOW

complete information about

me 0U m/ht
THAT COVCBS
ih one cw

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

MARLENE DIETRICH
IN

“RANCHO NOTORIOUS”
ROCKLAND
T^klan^lions club

4th ANNUAL MINSTREL
COMMUNITY BUILDING — MAY 5 and 6
43-54

IN BLAZING COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

ARTHUR KENNEDY - MEL FERRER
Complete Show* at: 2.W—6.49—g.45

Starts Sunday: “MY SON JOHN”
Helen Hayes, Van Heflin, Robt Walker

<

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Social Matters
Major and Mrs. Elmer E Barde
and Miss Madeline G. Philbrick
left Monday for the Annual Apple
Blossom Festival in Winchester,
Virginia They will be the week
end guest of Lt. and Mrs Robert
Barde in Arlington, Virginia.

*

The Browne Club meets Friday
night at the house of Mrs. Lawton
Bray, Mechanic street. The work
of the evening will be for the Sea
coast Mission.
O T Club met at the home of
Mrs Dana B. Whittier, Rankin
street, Tuesday night. Prizes at
canasta were won by Mrs George
Hallowell and Mrs. Arthur Bow
ley. The birthdays of Mrs. Bowley
and Mrs. Donald Farrand were
appropriately observed with gifts
and a birthday cake.
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs.
Ardie Johnson were Mrs. Johnson's
niece, Mis. John Davis, and two
children, Judy and John of Port
land, Mrs Katheran Smith and
Mrs. Lee Messmger of Center Straford, N. H. Mrs. Davis also visited
relatives in Camden.

COOKED FOOD SALE
J. J. Newberry Store
SATURDAY, MAY 3

if A. M.
Benefit School Improvement
League. Owl’s Head

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL. 2197

Cpl. Stanwood Bryant, who is
Mrs June Ellis of The Courier- stationed at the Spokane Air Force
Gazette's linotype force is a sur Base, Washington, is spending a
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
few days’ furlough with his mother.
Mrs Ruth Bryant. He returns to
Mrs. Luella Curry will leave his base on Saturday.
Sunday for Radium, Col. to make
Mr and Mrs. Harold Hart of
an extended visit with her son Bath and Mr and Mrs. Burton
Mark Curry. Enroute she will visit Bickmore and daughter Rebecca of
her daughter, Mrs. Fred Lange at Rockland, were recent guests of
Hyde Park, Mass., and her son. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joyce.
Cale Curry in Lexington, N. J.
The Camden Extension Associa
tion will hold a tea and toy ex
Mrs. Joseph Emery was hostess to hibition in connection with Home
THE. club Monday night for Demonstration Week Friday from
cards and late lunch. Prizees at 2 until 4 p. m. at Megunticook
auction were won by Mrs Albert Grange Ha'J.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Jordan, who
R. Havener, Mrs Walter C. Ladd
and Mrs., E. C. Boody, Jr Mrs have been visiting' their daughterHavener also won the traveling and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard E<ancy in Melrose, Mass,
prize.
have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs John Felton. Jr.
Mrs. Leforest Thurston enter
tained Christmas Sewing Club and children of East Hartford,
Tuesday afternoon at her home on Conn., were week-end guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jdhn
Beech street.
Felton. Sr . and Mr. and Mrs. Le
land Nickerson of Lincolnville.
Mrs. E. Carl Moran is a medical
There will be a food sale spon
patient at the Maine General sored by the Seaside Club at
Hospital, Portland.
Carleton French Store Saturday
beginning at 9.30.
The friends of Miss Blanche B j The members of the Lucky Strike
Ingraham are planning a birthday j Men's Bowling League will hold
gift and card shower for lier birth their annual dinner at Beach Inn,
day, May 6. She will observe the Friday at 7 p. m.
anniversary at her home. 96 Cedar
Mrs. Gertrude Fogg attended the
street.
Mrs Adele Lundell has returned
Mr and Mrs J J. Meehan were home from New York, after visit
guests over the week-end of Dr ing her daughter, Gloria, now Mrs.
and Mrs. R J. Meehan
Stanley G. Gerrard.

itylfamous SI

Sorority dinner Ep-i-Tau-E^silon,
of Husson College. Bangor, as guest
of her daughter Kathleen, which
was held at the Penobscot Hotel
Mr. and Mrs Albert Young and
daughter Ruth spent the week-end
in Boston
Mrs. Ra ph Swift has been the
guest of Mrs Dorothy Dalzell,
while her hu band attended the
State Park Custodian Conference
at Portland.
Paster Resigns

Rev. F J Loungway. pastor of
the First Congregational Church
since Feb 1, 194J. has announced
his resignation, to be effective July
1. He expects to travel this Sum
mer and to take up new duties not
yet final y decided upon, this Fall
The Rev Loungway was married
in 1930 to M^s Margaret Peck, of
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia, and
has a family of four children. He
came to Camden after a pastorate
in
the Union Caneregatiomal
Church, Boston He was a chap
lain in the Navy, following an
earlier post of 12 years in Boston
Rev. Loungway has been very active ln the affairs of the community.

SI

JEWELERS

Collared Lemming

(Continued from Page Two)
both of Camden.
Portsmouth, N. H April 29. Seth
N. Spear and Dr Ruth McBeath.
both of Rockland.
Camden April 27, Herman J.
Gallup and Miss Helen Pres ott,
both of Camden.
Union, April 27. George L Cullinan and Miss Gladys Maddocks.
both of Appleton.

Maderia

$29.75

French
Provincial

VIER

As Obtained Through the Hold Dinner Meeting At the
Medium Of League Of
Bay View—Donation To
Women Voters
Union Family

©1951 Notional Wildlife Federation

Collared Lemming

Births

In the far north, where Sum
mers are short and Winters bring
mang an icy blast, there lives a
tiny, fur-bearing animal called the
Collared Lemming. Though he
doesn't look strong and hardy,
he knows the tricks of surviving
in the barren lands that stretch
from northern Alaska to Labrador.
To help him hide from the lar
ger animals that hunt him, he
wears a white coat during the
snowy Winters. In the Summer,
when the ground is clear, his color
changes to brown, chestnut or gray.
If an emeny does see him, he
scampers into his underground
shelter. It is a clever hideaway,
says the National Wildlife Federa
tion, and often saves him from
• harm.
The entrance to the burrow may
be dug in an open place, or it may
be carved out beneath a log, a
bush, or some tree roots. When he
plunges into the hole, he enters a
small tunnel which is from two
to three feet long. At the end of
this passageway, he comes to a
nest chamber that is four or five
inches in diameter. To make it
soft and warm, he lines it with
grass and moss.
If, by any chance, a foe does
poke into his main burrow, the
Collared Lemming can leave his
I nest chamber and go into a branch
tunnel. It is a foot or more in
length.
The nest is an especially busy
' place eariy in the Summer, for
that is when most baby Lemmings
are born. There are about three
to a litter—making a family of
five that must live ih the little
home But the shelter never seems
crowded because even the parents
are small. When fully grown they
are about six inches long and
weigh four ounces.
Long before the first snow flies,
the young Lemmings are ready to
leave the nest and hunt their own
meals. Their favorite foods are
grass, roots and moss—all fairly
easy to find during the Summer.
It is harder to get enough to
eat in the Winter, but the Lem
mings still manage to satisfy their
hunger. Under the snow they build
a network of tunnels on the sur
face of the ground. With a thick
blanket of white above ftiem, they
can leave their burrows and ex
plore for bits of plant life.
The worst thing that can happen !
to them is for a raging wind to
blow away the protecting snow.
When that happens to a Lemming
colony, some of the little creatures
perish in the cold and others are
Mrs Hattie Bills Bowe:- died ir. captured by hungry enemies.
Union.
.
While many are lost, the Na
Willis Spear and Willard Fales tional Wildlife Federation reports
of Thomaston formed a co-part- , that there is no danger of Collared
nership.
Lemmings being wiped out. They
Miss Lena Crawford died in are among the most plentiful ani
Thomaston.
mals on earth.
Fred J. Parsons sold his residence
. in Rockport to Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
Wild geese landed in Arthur ;
Beverages field, North Haven.

The results of last week’s forum
"The Citizens’ View of ’52" held by
the League of Women Voters of
Rockland was most interesting.
Topping the list for interest was the
subect of "Good Government,” fol
lowed as a close second by "’’’axes"
In the world wide field "Korea"
and "The United Nations" polled
the largest vote.
Tonight will see how Rockland's
thinking agrees with the rest of
the nation’s ideas The Presidential
candidates will appear on the
ame platform before the Natonol
Convention of The League of
Women Voters and answer the
questions receiving the largest
number of votes in 400 forums.
The ABC Television Network will
telecast the program from 8-9
EDT and NBC Radio Network
will broadcast the program from
10 30-11 p. m E.D.T.
Those appearing wil! be Estes
Kefauver, Robert Kerr, W Avrlll
Harriman. Harold Stassen. Earl
Darren and Paul Hoffmann (ap
pearing for Gen. Ei enhower). Sen
ators Richard Russell and Robert
Taft are unable to appear as both
have previous engagements.

Cong. Nelson
(Continued from Page Six)
high. The charges against John
son did not compare with those
that could be brought here. John- '
-.on was acquitted by a margin of
on y one vote. Impeachment pro
ceedings must be brought in the '
House and a resolution passed by a
majority. The case is then tried
in the Senate on Articles of ImP' achment ar.d to impeach, twothirds of the Senators present must
vote for Impeachment Congress
man Hale has introduced a reso
lution directing the House Judiciary
Committee to inquire into grounds
for impeachment and report. .This
is not a privileged resolution and
may well be buried in the Com
mittee. To create a privileged
resolution, a member cf the House
must rise in the House, impeach
the President, and offer specific
Articles of Impeachment. If I
read the signs aright, this may
soon be done.
i4i Over a long period of time
the Constitution could be amended
to specifically prohibit such action
by the President. Such an amend
ment has been introduced but, as
you undoubtedly realize, adoption
of an amendment to the Constitu
tion requires a two-thirds vote of
both Houses of Congress and ac
ceptance by three-fourths of the
S'ate legislatures. It would not
help in this particular instance.
In addition to these methods
Congress has taken action along
other lines. The Judiciary Commit
tees of both the House and Senate
have been instructed to make find
ings as to the President authority
to so seize. In the Senate amend
ments have been offered and will be
offered to appropriation bills pro
hibiting the use of any funds ap- J
propriated for the pavment of ex
penses involved in anv such seiz- }
ure. There can be no doubt but

The Lady Lions met at the Bay
View Hotel Monday for a dinner
meeting with 19 members present
At the business meeting con
ducted by Queen Lioness Katherine
Akers it was voted to send $10 to
Mrs G Young of Union, whose
home and belongings were lost in
a recent fire.
Mrs Leavitt Coffin was appoint
ed program chairman for the month
of MayMrs Gerald Grant will be hostess
for the May 12 meeting Those as
sisting her will be Mrs Wendell
Hadlock. Mrs Blake Annis. Mrs
Maurice Nute and Mrs. Leavitt
Coffin.

Patch Tests Made
First Grade Children, 127
In Number, Will Learn
Results Friday
One hundred and twenty-seven
children in the First Grades of
Rockland received tuberculin patch
tests Monday This was made pos
sible by the co-operative efforts of
the School Department, the Four
County Tuberculosis Association,
and the School Nurse. Eliza J
Steele. R5
Those children who had signed
consent slips but were absent be
cause of bad weather will be done
at some future date.
The patches were to be removed
on Wednesday and the tests will be
read at school on Friday. Any child
found to have a positive reaction
will be given a free chest x-ray by
the Four County Tuberculosis Asso-

Oongrcss has explored and acted
upon every avenue of approach to
this vf ry real and critical problem.
Let me conclude with a quota
tion from the Washington Post, a
newspaper that ha long su;jported
this Administration!
"We do not see how tms can be
regarded as other than an abuse
of the executive power. If the
President is found to have such au
thority, we shall no longer have a
government of le ws enacted by rep
resentatives of the people. In thts
era of perpetual emergencies we
shall have an all-powerful Presi
dent. And if the courts are not
allowed to curb such uses of execu
tive power, all rights will be valid
only at the discretion of the
President.”
Ths is the pattern of things to
come if we re-elect anyone who
holds to Mr. Truman’s philosophy.
Sincerely yours,
Charles P. Nelson.

BUY THI TIRIS
YOU NIED NOW

931.75

MAGAZINES ond

And Pay as Little as

NEWSPAPERS
BY SUBSCRIPTION

Blosiom lime
$27.50

BITLER CAR &

Ray Sherman

HOME SUPPLY
470 Main St.
Rockland, Me
Tel. 677

76 Masonic St.
Rockland, Me.
PHONE 1168-W
47*60

6 pc.

place setting consists of

• Luncheon fork

• Soup spoon

• Salad fork

• Teaspoon

• Luncheon knife

• Buffer Spreader

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
COATS AND SUITS

OVER-STOCKED ON

SWEATERS

FREE TARNISH PROOF ROLL

REDUCED TO

No need to keep dreaming about that

COST OR LESS

ALL 1-3 OFF

These are all superior
values for merchandise of
this quality.

Pastel and dark co ors. A
?ood chance to stock up for
Summer needs.

silver you ve always wanted. We want
Domosk Rose
$2/s5O,

The Lady Lions

Citizens' Views

Rockland, April 9, to Mr and
’
Mrs. Ralph Philbrook of Owl's
Head, a son, Douglas Thomas.
Rorkiand, March 31, to Mr and
Mrs Malcolm Murch, a son. Mal
colm Sherwin, Jr.
Owl's Head. March 20. to Mr.
ar.d Mrs. James Bray, a daughter.
!
Flora Mina.
I
Rockville. April 8. to Mr. and
Mrs. Vesper L Hall, a daughter.
Helen Linda.
Rockland, April 13, to Mr and
j
Mrs Percy W Brackett, a daughter,
Mildred Anna.
Camden April 15. to Mr and Mrs.
Fred Libby, a daughter. Evelyn
I
May.
I
Searsmont, April 10, to Mr. and
Cumberland and Lincoln counties Mrs F Royce Miller, a son. Fred
i came into being in 1760. York Royce, Jr.
Vinalhaven, April 13. to Mr and
I surrendered to Cumberland land
that now forms Androscoggin, Mrs. Albert Anderson, a son, El
Franklin, parts of Oxford, Kenne- liot Tolman.
Camden, April —, to Mr. and
, bee and Somerset. The Androscog
gin River was the dividing line be Mrs. Crosby Pearse, a idaughter.
tween this and the new Lincoln Florence Adelle.
WaWctooro, April 17, to Mr. and
county. Portland. Maine's largest
citv became the county seat The Mrs Ralph Coffin, a son
Swan’s Island, April — . to Mr.
1 first settlement in this territory
was made by Thomas Purchase at ai d Mrs. Herman Dolliver, a daugh
Brunswick in 1628. Cumberland was ter—Betty Ruth
Rockland. April 25, to Mr. and
named for England's northwest
Mrs Howard J. Beatty of Thomern countv border on Scotland
art.on, a son—Gilbert Frederick.
Rockland, April 24. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Salo, a son, Frank Al, bert.
Rockland, April 27,to Mr. and
Mrs Charles H Berry, 2d. a daughter.
Rockland, April 27. to Mr and
Mr- Floyd Benner, a daughter.
Ingraham Hill, April 28. to Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Hallowell, a
■ ton, Albert George.
Rockland, April 21. to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred L Townsend. a daugh•* *. «•
i ter—Ruth Jeanette.
t.
Ingraham Hill, April 29. to Mr
ir.d Mi . Ralph C. Clark, of RockriNG
j land, a daughter.
Maynard Brazier bought the Feeban house on Hyler street, ThomI aston.
M. Adelia Allen, widow of Col
Samuel H. Allen, of Thomaston,
I died in Boston, aged 68 years.
Mi's. Martha Bickford, 65, died
i in Warier.
Linda Beverage Carver, 39, died
in North Haven.
A forest and gras., fire swept
frem Dunbar Hill to the Old
Countj- road, setting fire to Thancel Young's house and threatening
■ others.
Deci Hanley of Thomaston, was
oo a trip to the Pacific Coast.
Craftsman
Frederick A. Kalloch. 81, died ir.
S31.75
Thomaston.
Israel C. Glidden, 83. died in
Vinalhaven.

L

LOW JIS $1 DOWN - SI

25 Years Ago

you to use it right away . . . and enjoy it

while you're paying for it... conveniently,
easily. Come in now, join our Sterling
Silver Club — pick out the sterling you

want and pay as low as $1 week per

place setting NO EXTRA CHARGES

And Blouses Too—All Sizes
Cotton, Rayon and Nylon. Sleeveless and
Short Sleeves

1-3 Off

OF ANY KINO

H

Sizes 1-10

($1.98 Blouses for $1.32)
One Lot of Socks
Mostly Dark Colors

4 pair for $1.00

St

r°CKLAND

MAIL OROPrs PROAfPTr

Everything else in shoo will be 10% off for this
week only. This includes some very good looking
Summer Dresses in all sizes.
CHILDREN'S SPECIALTY SHOP
TEL. 1471 M

ROCKLAND, ME.

$1.00

60 Gauge .. .. .. .. .. .

$1.19

VESPER A. LEACH

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND
403 MAIN ST.

51 Gauge ..........

i

SPECIALTY

367 MAIN ST.

TEL. 133

STORE
ROCKLAND, MX.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FRIDAY, MAY 2, AT 9:30 A.M.
qTp f * s hTo
ft

$
YOU

if >rS
THIS IS MORE THAN A SALE!
to

all

makers

of

BUY NOW!

7?
!

F.r MOTHER’S DAY-FATHER’S DAY-GRADUATION-AND SAVE!!!

Open Fri. and Sat. Nite 'Til 9 O'clock

lenge

WANT- Wl’Vt GOT

high prices.

It is a chal
At long last

NOW, Day’s makes news with their

after more than a decade the Rockland customer is

clearance

________________ back in the driver’s seat!_______________

Yes,

sale.

won’t be

you

See Day’s Windows!

lieve your eyes.

PRICES CUT 1/3 -1/2 and MORE
WHAT VALUE!

LADIES’

LADIES’

DIAMOND ONYX

GENTS’

LADIES’

NOW!

$0.95

SOLID GOLD

GENTS’ 17 JEWELS

GENTS 17 JEWELS

RING

CHRONOGRAPH
4-in-l WATCH

AUTOMATIC
Shockproof-Waterproof

CHOICE OF 3
BEAUTIFUL STYLES

NOW!

WATCH BANDS

Values to 24.95

SOLID GOLD

$2.

67.50 Value

95

NOW!

NOW!

Choice of Color

$19 .95

NOW!
GUARANTEED

GUARANTEED

ALARM
CLOCKS

Nationally Famous
AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed

LIGHTERS

STRETCH
IDENTS

4.00 VALUE

10.95 VALUE

VALUES to 3.50

Now!

$1.51

FAMOUS AUTOMATIC

AUTOMATIC 2-SLICE

IRONS

TOASTER

5 Yr. Guarantee
11.95 VALUE

WERE 15.95

$3.88

Now!

CARVING SETS
5.00 VALLE

$1.49

ALUMINUM

CASSEROLE
DISH
3.50 VALUE

$1.79

Now!

i

$7.49

Now!

Now!

$5.95

LADIES’
2 DIAMOND, UK GOLD

FRIENDSHIP
RINGS

Diamonds

GUARANTEED
PENS
11c

ARVIN

ELECTRIC
HEATERS
Guaranteed.

Now!

PRICES

10.95 VALUE

$6.49

CROSSES

TOOL SET

With

Guaranteed. 29.50 VALUE

CHAINS

SMASHED--------

Now!

$13.88

Now!

$1.95

17 JEWELS
RAILROAD TYPE

POCKET
WATCH
29.95 VALUE

Now!

$19.61

PEARLS
1 Strand
2 Strand
3 Strand

61c
98c
$ 1.61

32-PIECE

DINNERWARE
SETS
Complete Service of 6
9.95 VALUE

SAVE
AND
MORE

ELECTRIC

SANDWICH
TOASTERS
Guaranteed.

9.95 VALUE

Now!

$4.95

5.00 VALUES

VALUES TO 3.50

DOWN With

PRICES

GENTS' WRIST WATCHES
SHOCKPROOF
WATERPROOF
K|nw|
NON MAGNETIC 1'“'**•
STRETCH BAND
INCLDED
29.75 VALUE
WHILE THEY LAST!

Now!

Now!

$2.98

$39.75

$55.00

$110.00

LADIES’ - GENTS’

ONYX RINGS

LODGE RINGS

24.95 VALUE

8.95 to 100.00

$8.88

AND MORE

LADIES’ BIRTHSTONE

RINGS

AGAIN!

Solid Gold
VALUES to 19.95

Now!

AND

$3.89

AGAIN!
AGAIN!
AND

ONYX RINGS
Now!

AND
MORE

NOW

$72.50

$145.00

$12.95

DAYS'

SMASHED

Big Diamond Values!
NOW

WERE
•Ladies 2 Diamond
Friendship Rings

HIGH PRICES!
AND
MORE

GIVES

RINGS

SMASHING
VALUES!

Genuine Solid Gold
VALUES to 19.95

$5.95

PRICES

$16.41

$29.95

$9.61

•Ladies Platinum Diamond Engagement Ring
1>4 Carat Flawless Dia
mond flanked with 2
tapered baguettes $1295

SLASHED!

See Our

40%-50 °

Windows!

and MORE!

STERLING SILVER

COMPARE

CANDLE
STICKS

COMPARISON
PROVES - - PRICES

4.95 VALUE

Now!

$1.98 pr.

SMASHED

THESE 17 JEWELS
LADIES' WRIST WATCHES

ALL
TAXABLE
ITEMS
PLUS
FEDERAL
and STATE
TAXES

MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND,
MAINE

RADIOS
Guaranteed.

22.95 VALUE

Now!

$15.95

MASSIVE

GENTS’ IDENT
BRACELETS
2.98 VALUE

Now!

$1.19

BABY 2-PIECE

BRUSH AND
COMB SETS
Up to 5.95 VALUE

Now!

$1.95

LADIES’ CARMEN

STRETCH
BRACELETS

.

8.95 VALUES

$19.61

•Ladies 3-5 Diamond
Weds up to
$59.50

PRICES

CAMEO

Now!

$49.50

FAMOUS 5-TUBE

Reduced 1-2

Solid Gold
29.95 VALUE

SMASHED

29c

SPECIAL GROUP
GENT’S SOIJD GOLD

GENTS’ DIAMOND

♦Ladies Diamond
Kings

-Ladies Diamond
Dinner King

SMASHED

THESE 17 JEWELS

$79.50

"Ladies Diamond
Kings

The Price Is

BILLFOLDS
79c

Ladies Diamond
Rings

$24.75

WERE

$3.69

OR
CREDIT

1.00 VALUES

12.00 VALUE

LADIES’

5.95 VALUE

CASH

BILLFOLDS

Big Diamond Values!

FLATWARE

Genuine Leather

Now!

$49.50

STAINLESS STEEL

SPECIAL LOT

$2.49

NOW

-Ladies Diamond
Rings

PRICES

$5.95

Now!

SPECIAL LOT OF

WEDDING
RINGS

SPECIAL GROUP

WERE

Guaranteed

Now!

LADIES’ 14K SOLID GOLD

Big Diamond Values!

4.50 VALUE

The Same!

BILLFOLDS

•
•
•
•

EVERY
DIAMOND
CARRIES
A
WRITTEN
GUAR
ANTEE

Now!

$9.95

ELECTRIC DRILL

GENTS’-LADIES'

Now

Beauty

SMASHING
DIAMOND VALUES!
BIG SAVINGS

24-PIECE

Now!

of

29.95 VALLE

Now!

Compare!
Comparison
Proves!

SAVE 40% - 50% and MORE

27-PIECE

3-PIECE

Now!

$1.89

Now!

GENTS’ STERLING

AGAIN !

GIFTS

1.98

PRICES SLASHED! - SPECTACULAR SAVINGS

SEE THESE PRICES

FREE

Values to $10.00

45.95 Value

$24 .95

Everything
a Smashing
Bargain

EXPANSION

A SMASHING VALUE!

Genuine

YOU'LL NEVER

and

• Beautiful Styles
• Rich Yellow Gold
Styling
• GUARANTEED Now!

1J««
29.75 VALUE

WHILE THEY LAST!

Now!

$2.95

LADIES’ BEAUTIFUL

LOCKET AND
CHAINS
VALUES to 10.00

Now!

$3.49

10-PIECE

CUTLERY SETS
9.95 VALUE

Now!

$3.95

COSTUME
JEWELRY
Reduced 1-2
AND MORE
SPECIAL GROUP

T0Mby*Tfiursaay-Safuri)f9
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Maine's Counties

Many Things About Them
You Probably Do Not
Know

A&P’s “Close-Trim” Meat Cutting Method
ns More Good Eating for Less!
In a number of ads addressed to men
we've been explaining hew A&P cuts the
total cost of "Super-Right" meats by re
moving excess bene, iat and waste before
weighing them. And we've been suggest
ing that husbands tell their wives about
the advantages of this Close-Trim meat
cutting method. Evidently many men have
followed our suggestion for the response
has already been most gratifying. During
the past few weeks thousands of women
have tried "Super - Right" meats and
proved to themselves that it s not the price
per pound that counts, but the total cost
of good eating. And t.nese new customers
tell us they agree with their husbands
that A&P's Close - Trim meat - cutting
method really does mean more good eat
ing for less.

PORTERHOUSE STEAK
U S GOV'T GRADED PRIME &
CHOICE HEAVY STEER BEEF

Customers’
Corner

.1.19

A&P doesn't sell coarse flank tail meat and waste fat as Porterhouse
Steak.
These
less des.rable (X) parts
are removed
be
fore weighing at A&P
. . and you don't pay Porterhouse Steak
prices for them. P.esult? . . you pay only for the more desirable
"heart" of the steak which gives you more good eating for your
meat dollar!

** ‘Round and ’round they go”

Traditionally on May 1, the children
go 'round and 'round the Maypole sing

SIRLOIN STEAKS

ing their songs of Spring.

"SUPER-RIGHT"

1.07

CLOSE-TRIMMED

Going 'round and 'round in circles is
fine for children, but not for adults. These

for there's no end to trying to make ends

FULLY COOKED z"‘*

RIB ROAST:'^ .75'

meet, especially when you want to feed
your family well.

HAMS

A&P's "Super-Right" Rib Roast >s trimmed (X) before weighing to
give you more good eating and better value for your meat dollar.
It's U. S. Government graded prime and choice heavy steer beef
. . . never measuring more than 7 inches from chine bone to
point where short ribs are removed.

Your A*P invites you to try regular

shopping at our stores to beat the spiral

of the high cost of living. It has been our

6 Different Ways To Buy
Assure# You Of Maximum
Value and Satisfaction!

aim for over 90 years now to provide more
and better food to more people for less
money. Perhaps we can help with your

hEAVY STEER BEEF. BLOCK STYLE-BONB IN

food problems, too. Come, see.

EQUIVALENT to REGULAR ROUND DRESSED at 39e LB

lb65‘

CHUCK ROAST

CUSTOMEK RELATIONS DERI .
AaP Food Stores
♦20 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

ONE PRICE ONLY!

CALIF.

2

os

Boneless Chuck Roast
Ducklings

u>59c

Sliced Bacon

..aotto^ox-mab*

SIZE 252

CALIF.

2L“CC'45‘

LB

l,53c

QT 14 OZ
CAN

AV
QQC

QftC

Our Own Tea Bags

YELLOW CLING
SLICED or HALVES

1 LB 13 OZ
CAN

Iona PGQClIGS

17c
60C

Yukon Beverages co™ 3

Pillsbury's Pancake Mix'

lpkg°

,, 31c

Wesson Oil

QT

AQc
*tU

i^LB
PKG

Nectar Tea

LB4 0Z nr:
2)» 1 CANS

A&P Whole Beets

'LB ior
Ol OQ

Comstock Whole Beets

String Beans

™

2

CAN

1 LB 2

CANS

V2

LB
PKG

Kraft Velveeta Cheese

BAG

QQC
a

4

1 LB
OZ
■yC
PKG
■•

AUNIJEM,„A

Pancake Mix

•

li ^1

SHOP AtP FOP FINE QUALITY
BABY FOODS AT THRIFTY PRICES'

Baby Foods

STRAINED
BEECHNUT

’

e.

Shredded

IA
I”

STRAINED
CLAPP'S

1A4%OZQCC

Baby Foods

STRAINED
GERBER'S

1A4tt0ZQFC
•" JARS

Baby Foods

STRAINED
HEINZ

1A4*0ZQCC
I" JARS Aw

Baby Foods

STRAINED

|QJ*»OZOCC

JARS

JARS

LIBBY'S

Silverbrook Butter
Baked Beans

TACHEETA

Hershey Miniatures

£

Cheese Food

1 AC

16 OZ
29 OZ

FULL-BODIED

79c
PKG

8 O'clock Coffee

MILD AND
MELLOW

LB JJC
PKG » »

Brightens and Whitens
J LAA4T FACKACES

Armours
ii ounce tin

49"

RINSO
An all purpose soap

2

can2

3^

35

32c

2’79c

Rib End

4 TO 4 POUNDS
ANY SIZE PIECI

8 OZ

Center Cut

PKO

CHOPS OR ROAST

Whole Loins OR RIB END OVER 6 LBS
6«ous4

Heim Soups

Blue Label Ketchup

Fancy Sliced Swordfish

w 55c

Freshly Cut Hake Fillets

lB 39c

14 OZ

BOT

1

A&P Sauerkraut

Dinty Moore Beef Stew

ANGEL FOOD

LB 3 0
CAN

l'/i LB

JANE

CAKE

CAN

B&M Lamb Stew

lUL:..

Baker's Vanilla Extract

WHITE Hous«

A&P Corn

6

a

cream style

JANE PARKER 1 LB I OZ

36‘

TALL

jqc

CANS »

*

ANN

page

llcBANO217

Reliable Green Beans
VEGETABLE
.8 Aye
N A#
SHORTENING

LB3 0Z
CAN

1({
10

BA

.a

35e

preserves

PEACH, PINEAPPLB

OR PLUM

1LB JgC
TIN < »

AQC
» »

OQ<

ICED

Dundee Half Rings

3JC

loaf

FUDGE

Devil Food Cake

BOT

I LB

DOZ

White Brood EXtrarich

2

Saltines

45‘

PARKER

JANE PARKER
GLAZED RAISED

Donuts

Evap. Milk

53c

LB

AAP BUYS NO 1 GRADE FISH EXCLUSIVELY!

Toilet Tissue

25‘

Ann Page Salad Dressing QT 49*

Baked Beans

Ice Cream ALL FLAVORS 2 53'
pts

Cream Cheese

LAME MCKACES

B&W Orange Juice

STRICTLY FRESH

cheese
WISCONSIN

Sliced Loaf Cheese

CHOPPED PRESSED HAM

LUX FLAKES

40c
8p°gz37c

cans02

SUNNYBROOK

Sharp Cheddar

Red Circle Coffee

45C

7 RIB CUT-8-4 LBS

Loin End

BOTS

COUNTRY CLUB

Large Eggs

Bokar Coffee VIGo;ZAN0 ,£81c

it ounce can

Rib End

4 ’“39*

Ann Page Peanut Butter1’Ar2 37€

I *

JamouA, CL&fi Co(#ul

Luncheon meat

2 ’

X

JJC

CHOC. OR
Hershey Bars “IOZOZMILK
ALMOND BAR EA

lb79c

Baking Chocolate ^shiy-s
Agar Luncheon Meat

Evap. Milk

fiuyL "

YANKEE

ALMOND
Hershey Bars PLAIN 5cor SIZE

ARMOUR'S TREET

2

«1.09

JARS

Baby Foods

“Swa&L

wheat

12 OZ QCc
PKGS UU

W

lb63c

A&P will sell you any size loin end (or rib end up to
6 lbs) that you choose including all the center meat that
goes with it, WITHOUT charging the higher center-cut
price for it. Or you can buy the economical 7 Rib
smaller cut.

BLUE BONNET

•/

43°
«

PORKS LOINS

2

PKG

White House Dry Milk

LB

6 TO 7 LBS

Center Slices

National Baby Week!
NABISCO

£ QC
LB 07

Butt END
Whole Hams

WALDORF

FLAVOR TESTED

NO SLICES
REMOVED

T

OF 48

Ann Page Instant Cocoa

Butt HALF

LB

2OZ
TIN

F™

IB * '

Shank END

?kg

Ann Page Black Pepper

PKG

A&P Grapefruit Juice '

Cocoa

NO' SLICES
REMOVED

5

X

OQC

9 OZ

‘GOOD SIZE!

IN BULK

heavy steer beef

CQC

Shank HALF

LB

BAKER'S

Educator Clix

2^49
ORANGES
GRAPEFTLO'4,29
Size 70
CUCUMBERSSOUTH.
FANCV 2 FOR 29
FRESH CORN
4 EARS 39c
2 29
AVOCADOS,
SAIAD BOWL ,SSS> 19c
39c
WALNUTS
GRASS SEED 5 1.89

READY-TO-COOK
LARCE, PLUMP

Cube Steak

Bisquick

29‘

cnuil
rUVvL

,.79

GOLD MEDAL

Asparagus

*1?-

"SUPER-RIGHT''

days many of them are doing just that —

LB

M

PHILADELPHIA

•

FRENCH FRIED

Strawberries

MEl-O-BlT

BORDEN’S OR

Potatoes

2

Orange Juice

6 °z dj r c
TINS

1

BAXTER'S

SUNSHINE

Androscoggin

BRAND

Libby'#, Minute Maid,
Birdseye, Snow Crop

CANS 4

PRICES SHOWN IN THIS AD GUARANTEED THROUGH SATURDAY, MAY 3 AN D EFFECTIVE IN THIS COMMUNITY AND VICINITY.

CORNED BEEF HASH
Armour s
14 OUNCE CAN

39C

DEVILED HAM
Armour's
I'A OUNCE TIN

J JC

PALMOLIVE SOAP

PALMOLIVE SOAP

REC CAKES ]

JC

3

BATH CAKES

32C

LUX TOILET SOAP

SURF

KIBBLED DOG BISCUITS

CAT FOOD

□there Freely and Quickl

No Rinsing Needed

Old Mother Hubbard

Old Mother Hubbard

I ARSE PACAARE Jfl

114 ROUND SAC 27C

2 «« CAKES

| JC

CASHMERE BOUQUET

AJAX CLEANSER

Colgate-Palmolive product Colgate-Palmolive product Colgate-Palmolive Product Colgate-Palmolive product

2

2 EEC CAKES ]5C

CAN 12*

CORNED BEEP

LAVA SOAP

Armour's

Soap that gets the dirt

All Fish
IE OUNCE TIN

I4W OUNCE CAN

Name over the 16 countie* of Use
State of Maine. Pause and reflect—
when were they formed, how and
where did they get their name*?
How quickly children rattle off
the Maine counties in school: An
droscoggin. Aroostook, Cumberland,
Franklin.
Hancock,
Kennebec,
Knox, Lincoln, Oxford, Penobscot,
Piscataquis. Sagadahoc, Somerset,
Waldo, Washington. York.
York was Maine's first county and
; constituted all that was then call
ed the Province or District of
Maine Established about 1681 York
J county in sole grandeur represented
. this territory for 69 .years. York
received its name in honor of the
Duke of York, brother of Charles
II of England, upon whom that
monarch bestowed in 1664 the State
of New York and Sagadahoc in
Maine
Cumberland and Lincoln counties
came into being in 1760. York
surrendered to Cumberland land
that now forms Androscoggin,
Franklin, parts of Oxford, Kenne
bec and Somerset. The Androscog
gin River was the dividing line be
tween this and the new Lincoln
| county. Portland, Maine's largest
i city became the county seat The
first settlement in this territory
was made by Thomas Purchase at
Brunswick in 1628 Cumberland was
named for England's northwest
ern county border on Scotland,
j Lincoln county included all of
the northeastern portion of Maine,
extending from Small Point and
New Meadows to the Canadian
borders The original shire town
’ was Pownalborough and the old
! court house still stands in Dresden.
Wiscasset later became the county
seat. The county complimated
Lincoln, England, birthplace of
Governor Thomas Pownal of Mass
achusetts.
Hancock and Washington coun
ties were formed in 1789. Hancock,
which was also named for a Mass
achusetts’ governor. John Hancock,
included the present Waldo and a
part of Penobscot counties, Ells
worth is its county seat.
Named for the powerful tribe of
i Canibas Indians whose great chief
Kennebis lived on Swan’s Island,
Kennebec obtained its county-ship
in 1799. It contains the richest and
best land along the Kennebeo
river. Both the county seat and
Maine’s capital are at Augusta.
Oxford, formed in 1806, was
originally the northern part of York
and Cumberland counties. The hill
region of Maine (if not the highest
point of land) it contains more
lofty peaks than any other equal
extent of New England. The county
seat is at South Paris.
Somerset, the great central
northern part of Maine, came in
to being in 1809 and embraced a
section of Kennebec. The first deed
to the land was given by the Duke
of York in 1664. Some venture to
state that it was named for chief
Samoset; more likely its title came
from Somerset, England, as did
Oxford's name.
Penobscot, which was once a part
of Hancock county, was created ia
1816, with its county seat in Ban
gor. Its Indian name of Penobskeag or Penopeauke, meant Rocky
Place.
General Samuel Waldo, owner otf
the Waldo Patent, gave his name to
Waldo County which was formed in
1827. It was part of York until 1760.
The half million acres of this terri
tory were once the Muscongu*
Patent created in 1636 by the Ply
mouth Council for John Beauchamp
of London and Thomas Leverett of
Boston, England.
Piscataquis County, created in
1838. was partly formed from Som
erset, but largely from Penobscot
county. A large portion of it is
the highest section of Maine. The
river gives itss name to the county
Dover-Foxcroft is its county seat.
Franklin County formed in 1838
of course owe® its name to Ben
jamin Franklin. Farmington is ths
county seat.
In 1839 Aroostook County was
created and was enlarged in 1843,
as well as in 1844. Once called Houl
ton, it took land from Penobscot,
Piscataquis and Somerset.

47*

SAKE 9*

County’s

name

comes from Anasagunticook mean
ing turbid, foaming, or crooked
snake, as of the river of the same.
Formed in 1854 its county seat is
in Auburn. In this same year fingadahoc with its county seat at Bath
came into being. This was the old
Popham Colony, once the wonder
land of the Norsemen.
Last comes Knox which was
formed In 1860 from parts of Lin
coln and Waldo counties. General
Knox, the friend of Washington,
gave his name to this territory
whose county seat is at Rockland.
And thus we see that the Main*
counties all have interesting namea,
being equally divided among Eng
lish and Indian titles.—Elorse x
Jordan in the Lewiston Journal
Columbia, in South Am-rf^ jg
the world’s chief producer of —rteralda.

fr
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Beverly Arau
College Course
Daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Louis Arau

Ronald Banks
College Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Crorkett, 2d

Jessie Barton
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Barton

Sally Buirridge
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Reid

Marilyn Collemer
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Collemer, Lincolnville

Norman Collemer
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Collemer. Lincolnville

Margaret Crabtree
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Crabtree

Ellen Donovan
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward L. Donovan

W

.... .

’S;

'VW

■it?
Lucille Drinkwater
General Course
Dan-hter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Drinkwater

Stephen Felton

Norman Gautesen

College Course

General Course

Son of Mr. and Mrs. John Felton

Son of Mrs. Knut Gautesen

Judith Harvey
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah Robinson

Barbara Haynes
College Course
Daughter of Lieut. Com. and Mrs.
Alfred Haynes

Margaret Heal
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Heal

Lucille Libby
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Libby, Lincolnville

John Heald
Scientific Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Heald

\4

I

I
I

Lois Mitchell
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Mitchell

Helen Morse
General Course
Daughter of .Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Sherman, Lincolnville

ROCKPORT PLAYERS HONORED
Letters Awarded Saturday At Banquet

Given By Parents Of Squad Members
Saturday night, Masonic hall was
the scene of the annual basketball
banquet given by the parents to the
members otf both basketball teams
and the cheerleaders. The menu
consisted of chicken pie, peas,
mashed potatoes, hot rolls, ice
cream, and cake.
At each girl's place was a scarf
commemorating the 1952 basketball
season. At each boy’s place was
an emblem with the school initials
and numerals on it.
Principal Richards acted as toast
master Each of the coaches was
introduced and said a few words.
Then each of the Senior basket
ball players were called upon. Each
told of the fun they had playing

ball and thanked all those who had
shown interest in the team.
The girls’ team presented Coach
Judkins and Coach Hunter with
cuff links, and the boys gave Coach
Sutherland a shirt. The trophy
was then presented by Mr. Rich
ards to the girls' team, which won
the Bulwer League championship.
To bring the banquet to a close,
bars, stars, letters, and numerals
were awarded to. players. Those
who received letters and bars wre:
Co-captain Elinor Ausplund. Elsie
Andreas, Judy Gray, Arline Jen
kins, Co-captain Doris Richards.
Evelyn Douglas, Marilyn Gray,
Manager Phyllis Simonton, Bar
bara Thorndike, Carol Jones, Can-

NEW, LOW-COST vinyl plastic floor covering...

ARMSTRONG’S VINOFLOR
There’s never been anything like Vinoflor.
The design end color* are right in the
plaitic and go clear through to the
backing. Vinoflor’* aatin-imooth
finish re*i*t< scratching and keep*
like new with little care.

Two styles in choice
of colors at this
low price

Priscilla Morse
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Morse, Lincolnville

dice Alexander. Donna Small, Pat
Upham, Pat Wentworth, and
Diana Anderson. Erla Thibodeau
received class numerals. Each of
the girls also received an emblem
signifying the championship.
The cheerleaders received letters
and bars.
Each of the following boys re
ceived letters and bars: Captain
Bill Lermond. Frank Johnstone,
Manager Gerald Thibodeau, David
McPheters. Ralph Thorndike, Mar
vin Welt, Bill Spear, Richard
Cadh, Dave Grey, Ted Sullivan.
Harold Crockett, Herbert Annis.
Dickie Deane. Alden Davis. Those
receiving class numerals were:
Howard Simonton, William Knowl
ton, and Dexter Wadsworth.
The remainder of the evening
was spent dancing and playing
cards.

Benner Hill Schoo,
Mrs. Nelson

Sandra Freeman has brought a
lizard and several tadpoles to
school.
We shall watch their
growth and development.
During Easter week the children
colored eggs and made Easter bas
kets.
Dennis Simmons has returned to
school after an absence due to ill-

Rockland—Danny Soule was the
headliner in ticket sales for the
Band Jamboree in Room 12, ac
cording to Patricia Kent, sales
chairman.

Alton Parker
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton I). Parker, Lincolnville

Glenn Payson
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Payson, Hope

Maurice Payson, Jr.
Scientific Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Pavson

Montford Pease
College Course
Son of Mrs. Helen M. Pease

Dorothy Potter
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank E. Potter

Rockland Golf
Season’s Opener Today At
Bowdoin To Start Off a
Nine Match Schedule
The Rockland High golf team,
under the leadership of Emery
Howard. Jr., will start another
season today when they engage
the Bowdoin junior varsity in a
match at Brunswick.
The Rockland team was victori
ous in seven matches out of eight
last year and have hopes of match
ing this record.
Other members of the squad are:
Dave Bird, John Bird, Danny
Flanagan, Bobby Gardner (when
not engaged in baseball) and
George Doak
The schedule lists the following
I matches.:
May 1 Bowdoin Jayvces (away)
May 5 Brunswick laway)
May 6 Waterville (away)
May 16 Morse (away)
May 22 Brunswick
May 23 Maine Frosh (away)
May 27 Waterville
May 29 Deering
June 3 Morse
Rockland—Home room chairman
for National Music Week in Junior
High are: Annette Gould. Room 8;
Joyce Black, Room 10: Dorinda,
Coughlin, Room 9; Barbara Bra
zier, Room 11 and Annette Shaf
ter, Room 12,

A BETTER JOB—MORE PAY

NEW ’52 HENRY J NOW 1349
De'ivered at Willow Run, federal Taxes paid

Hundreds ol dollars lower than any other lull size car and it’s engineered to save you many hundreds ot dollars morel

you save up toJ8l on gas!
With its amazing economy of up
to 30 miles on a gallon—your
Henry J can save you more than
300 gallons of gas over the
average car —every year. That’s
real penny-a-mile economy —
and the sparkling Supersonic
performance you enjoy is just as
outstanding, too!

tg49

low as

a1

ii

Littie more than $1 a day—low
as $9.49 a week —if your
trade-in car is an average
postwar model in good
condition! Your Kaiser-Frazer
dealer is ready to offer you an
“extra-special” generous
trade-in, too! So see your
Kaiser-Frazer dealer about your
new Henry J now!

i you save up to*20 on tires! : yousaveupto*50 on service!; you save up to*60 on fees!
Tires can cost you plenty —but
not with the new Henty J!
You save ?R on the price of your
Henry J tire —a 5:90 vs. a 6:70!
And because your Henry J is
weight-engineered to give you up
to 20% more tire mileage you
save another $12 yearly!

Your Henry J is designed with
fewer, less expensive parts —for
quick and low-cost service!
Up to $50 less per year! No
wonder it has scores of
thousands of satisfied owners!
P.S. Ao need to buy seat
covers—Henry J’s interior is
washable vinyl!

Federal, state and local taxes,
plus interest charge* and
insurance costs, play a big part
in the price of every new car
the first year—but you'll find
there’s far less to pay the
Henry .1 way! Another good
reason why 80.000 new' Henry J
owners are mighty satisfied!

Henry J Vagabond, shown below, $1349,
delivered at Willow Run, with
federal Taxes paid. White sidewall tires,
local tax (if any) additional.
Other new '52 Henry J models t
The Henry J Corsair $1449
The Henry J Vagabond DeLaxe $1494
The Henry J Corsair DeLuxe $1594

See your KaiserTrazer

$1.59
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
SO. YD.

361 MAIM ST.

TEL. 1520

KOCKLAND, ME.

The best proof of what SPEEDWRITING can do for you is
what is has done for thousands now holding good jobs in top
business firms and in Civil Service.

dealer for equally generous
trade-in savings, too.

Come in for a free trial lesson—prove to yourself that you,
too, can be a stenographer in six weeks! Phone or write for
complete information. CLASS NOW FORMING.

Affiliate of
Kockland School
of Commerce

Speedwriting School
TEX. 148

215 MAIN ST.

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Route 1

Warren, Maine
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t
Victor Kkhards
General Course

Son ol Mrs. Louise Bluhme, Union

Emily Richardson
General Course
Daughter of Mrs.
Eunice Richardson. Hope

Carolyn Robbins
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Robbins, Lincolnville

Ruth Sims
Scientific Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth W. Sims, Lincolnville

(harles Tibbetts
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ho$ea Tibbetts

Alary Jane Thoma*
General Cowrse
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Thomas

Minnie Tranquillo
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Tranquillo

Doris Underhill
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Underhill, Lincolnville

MK)

GRADUATION COMMITTEES NAMED
Select Workers

Seniors

Rockland

Direct Last Activities Of Class
■

Roxie Whitehouse
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Whitehouse

Gail Wiley
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Airs.
James C. Wiley, Lincolnville

Theodore Wilson, Jr.
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mn.
Theodore Wilson

Rockland—The Senior class voted second and third notebooks on the
recently to have as its motto. subject.
Rockland — Anetlc Gould and "Youth Is the Hope of the World.”
Rockland—Marjorie Hart recentBarbara Whitehill of Junior High
Rockland—Burnley Harlow, of . ly gave a reading “Wingless Vic
were the first to bring Mayflowers Grade 8. Junior High, scored 100 tory" before Mrs. Leavitt’s eighth
to school this Spring.
percent in a 50 word spelling test grade students.

Notes All Schools

Rockland—Eighth Graders have recently.
Rockland—Ann Shapiro from
completed their registration cards
Rockland — Mrs. Leavitt's class Manchester. N H., and Nancy Mc
for entrance into the Freshman has collected so much Maine ma Fadden from Houlton were recent
class in high school in the Fall.
terial that they are now making visitors in Junior High.

TWO SPEEDS IN ONE WASHER!
With exclusive speed-selector, safe-T-switch, super safe
wringer, self emptying pump, large capacity. Worry free.

Reg. 169.95—NOW

$2.70

$9.95
Gen. Elec.
AUTOMATIC

WASHING MACHINE

GULF
LIVESTOCK
SPRAY

IRONS

11977

Committees which will carry out
the many details of the graduation
of the Class of ‘52 at Rockland
Higlj have been appointed. The
ball committee Is headed by Emery
Howard with the group conducting
the last assembly being headed by
Gloria Bohn.
Christine Roberts is class night
chairman and Richard McLaine the
class picnic chairman. Bill Hoch
heads the group making arrange
ments for the banquet and Ann
Reed for the graduation exercises
Committees as named are listed
below:
Ball committee: Emery Howard.
Ruth Tootill, Alice Crie. David
Bird and Pat Bisbee.
Last assembly: Gloria BohrRobert Annis. Bill McLoon, Dianne
Merrill and George Hooper.
Class night: Christine Roberts
Dale Knight and Verna Valenta
Graduation: Ann Reed. Jeannine
Leach. John Ware. Janet Stone
and Lucy Lewis.
Class picnic: Richard McClaine

1.47

7.47

gal.

Winter Tourney Leaders
Recognition By
To Given
Elinor Glidden Installed At Waterville
Camden “Y” Head
Saturday In Grand Assembly Office
At an assembly held in the gym

| Edith Dennis, Carol Kent and
i Norma Dean.
i Banquet: Bill Hoch. Sylvia Davis,
Carol Russell, Ann LudW'ig. Bob
Gardner and Christine Gallant.

Stage Initiation
Rockport Thespian Group
Welcomed Newcomers At
Party Monday Night

nasium last Thursday morning.
Peirce Harley, secretary of the
Camden Y.M.C.A awarded trophies
to the winners of the indoor tourney
sponsored by the Camden-Rockport
Lions Club.
Those receiving trophies were:
Qirls, fou! shooting. Betty Oaiantl;
bowling, Roxie Whitehouse
Boys: Foul shooting, Basil Arau;
Bowling, James Sylvester; pingpong, Richard Shaw; pool, Rich
ard shaw; baseball throw, John
Crabtree; consolation pool. Charles
Knight:
consolation ping-pong.
John Christie.
Six members of the Senior class,
Ronald Bank, John Heald. Charles
Tibbetts, Margaret Crabtree. Mari
lyn Collemer and Dorothy Potter,
gave a resume of their class trip to
Washington, which proved very in
teresting to the underclassmen.

Dramatic Club initiation was
held Monday night at the Boat
Club. The new members went on
a scavenger hunt, performed vari
ous stunts, and took their pledge
of membership. Refreshments were
served and a good time was had by
all.
New members are: Pat Upham.
Pat Wentworth, Alden DeVis. Bar
Rorkland—In Miss Brown’s 7th
bara Thorndike, Herbie AnGls Carol
Jones, Ted Lovejoy, Ted Sullivan, grade English classes this week es
pecially fine written work belongs
and Phvllis Simonton
to Lee Dyer, Carol

Ann

Steele.

For social Items la The Courier- Frederick Sleeves, William E’lanagan and Sally Emery.
Oazette Phone 1044 Cltv

25c

PIE

$1.69

SHOPMASTER
PLANS

AND

GLASS
SHELVES

CAKE
TINS

7c ea.

2 Gals. $1.97

1. H. S. GIRL RAINBOW OFFICER

YMCA Trophies

AND

BRACKETS

7c ea.

77c

GLASS

Miss Elinor Glidden of Thomas I ance with 80 percent of its girls
ton. worthy advisor of Rockland present. Hampden Assembly re
Assembly, Order of Rainbow for ceived the prize for the scrapbook.
Girls, was elected and installed as
Members of the Rockland As
grand drill leader at the third an sembly who attended were Miss
nual session of the Grand Assem Edith Post, Miss Yvonne Withingbly. Order of Rainbow for Girls, j ton. Miss Barbara Whitehill, Miss
Helen Hart, who was a member of
held at the American Legion Hall
j the grand choir, Miss Janet Cum
in Waterville, Saturday.
mings, Miss Lucie Lewis. Miss
During the afternoon session, the Judith Pease of Rockland.
Miss Elaine Allen of Tenant’s
ceremonial was held with the grand
I officers of 1951-52 filling the vari Harbor, Miss Elinor Glidden, Miss
ous stations. Miss Elaine Allen of Marlyn Benner and Miss Rae Clark
Tenant’s Harbor, past worthy ad of Thomaston and Miss Jean Wil
visor of the Rockland Assembly bur and Miss Elaine Lord of Lin
J served as Grand Love. Many mem colnville.
Adults attending were Mr. and
bers of the Grand Chapter, Order
of the Eastern Star were present Mrs Raymond Watts. Mrs. Georgie
Rackiiff, Miss Katherine Veazie,
throughout the sessions.
Following the supper the installa Mrs. Alwilda Lord and Miss Isabel
tion of the officers for 1952-53 was Ames.
held after which a Rainbow talent
Rockland—The spelling contest
show was presented. Girls from
all 20 of the assemblies and Water held in tbe seventh and eighth
ville Assembly ULT were present grades in the city was won by
at the meeting with Phillips Assem David Dean of Grade 7 of Junior
bly receiving the award for attend- High.

ALL ELEC. SUPPLIES, FIXTURES
CARPENTERS' TOOLS

$1.29

BUTTER
DISHES

CANNISTER
SETS

7c ea.

57c

20% discount

BI
$6.25

$137.50

$49.95

STAINLESS STEEL

WHISTLING

TEA KETTLE

99.97

BASEBALL
SHOES

8.95

mana.

13c ea.
FLOOR WAX

DESK LAMP

43c

7.27

ICE SKATES

18” Bulb. 11 >i” High

$2.20
5-PIECE

MIXING
BOWLS

1.47
1/2 price

Ladies’

RUBBER GLOVES

57c

$2.95

VEGETABLE
BINS

ONION SETS

Asst. Colors

17c lb.

$2.47

$1.37

STEP-ON
CANS
Asst. Colon

1.87

$1.35 LARGE

$9.76

WASTE
PAPER
BASKETS

HOUSEHOLD
RECEPTACLE
Red and
White

Asst. Colors

$5.97

93c

4 QT.

23c

Heaters

•y,” Outlet, 2” Double Pipe, 80-100 Ft. Uft.
% H. P. Motor with 42 Gal. Tank. Reg. $225.

169

$39.97

THREE DAYS ONLY

I

CLOSE-OUT ODDS 4 ENDS
PYREX and GLASSWARE |

j

6-PIECE

$1.35

RING

45c

CANNISTER
SETS

MOLD

SETS

• CHOPPER

77c

97c

29c

87c

MEN'S

97c

LUNCH BOX

Alum. Measuring
Cup Set, 37c

1.97

With Thermos
Bottle

Large Steel

80c NO-DRIP

WOOD SCREWS

SYRUP
PITCHER

$31.90

Elec. Fence Unit
$21.47

57c qt.
CURTAIN
RODS

29c

11.55

Disinfectine
Wht. Paint
3 , D.D.T.
10 Lbs.

GLASS
BUTTER
DISHES

ICE
CREAM

Alum. 6-Cup

FREEZER

COFFEE
MAKER

77c

8c

$9.27

1.47

CARBOLA

REFRIG.
STORAGE
SET

ONION

$2.65

y2 PRICE

$1.35

$1.00
3-PIECE

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.

AND

EQUIPMENT
20 PERCENT OFF

$1.25

1.77

$1.49 SPICE SET

Reg. $74.98

97

$3.49

13c ea.
$1.75

15c

ILL BASEBALL GL(

Almost-Give-Away Prices

Small Cans
All Colors

SAUCE PANS

250 MILK
BOTTLE CAPS

NATIONALLY KNOWN AND NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HARDWARE, APPLIANCES, HOUSEHOLD GOODS, PAINT,
VARNISH, ENAMEL, LINSEED OIL, TURPENTINE, CUTLERY, ELEC. APPLIANCES AND SUPPLIES. CARPENTER TOOLS,
BUILDERS’ HARDWARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING SUPPLIES, WINDOW GLASS, AMMUNITION, GUNS, FISHING
TACKLE, GARDEN AND FARM SUPPLIES, Etc. OUR ENTIRE AND COMPLETE STOCK SURRENDERED TO THE PUBLIC
FOR IMMEDIATE REDUCTION. THOUSANDS OF HARDWARE BARGAINS AWAIT YOU. HURRY!! HURRY!! HURRY!!

3 Compart
ments
Asst. Colors

$2.75

DAYTON JET PUMP

JET PUMP

Seeds

Measuring Cups
17c

CANS

The Time Is Short!

The Date Is Set!

Garden

Aluminum

STEP ON

ENAMEL

STAINLESS STEEL

17c

Oil
It's a Race Against Time!

y2 PRICE

$3.29

1.57 gal.

SINK MATS

DUO-THERM
CABINET

and

STOVE PIPE
7-8-9 In.

4-HR. DU-KIVICK

7c can

Flower

Red and Blue

FLUORESCENT

27.47

VALUES UP TO $8 00

NO WHITE.

SEETHING TORNADO OF PRICE DESTRUCTION
STARTS THE FINAL WIND-UP!

CUSTARD CUPS

59c Gold Seal

57c
1.97

$3.37

VARNISH

Rubber

In. Filter Disks
47c pkg.

$10.98

HI-QUALITY PAINT and ENAMELS
Inside — CLOSE-OUT — Outside

QUARTS
GALLONS

Plate Glass Mirror, Convenient
Soft Lighted Fluorescent Lights,
bulbs included. Ready to install.

24.77

99c

BROOMS

PAINT

Medicine Cabinets

OIL HEATER

ALL
FOOTBALLS

$10.00

COLEMAN CABINET

WASHING MACHINE

3.77

1/2 price

$46.98
Beautiful Built-In

441 MAIN ST.

The Friendly Store

2 Burner Perfection OIL STOVE

OO 0*7 I

.....

ROCKLAND, ME.

PYREX

BARGAINS
ODDS AND ENDS. VALUES UP TO $8.00
ON BARGAIN COUNTERS AND JUNK PAILS

| Coleman Cabinet Oil HEATER Large

AO *7T

... 22.97 I “oul“ ’u° 00................. 4SI.77

NURSING
BOTTLES

7c ea.

KEM-TONE
Not All Colors—But What a Bargain

Quarts
Gallons

47c
$1.47
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Meets In Portland

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

ST. GEORGE HIGH GRADUATES 10 IN JUNE

P.
There

T. A. To
Warren—The Senior three act study of rocks as their science unit. Maine Congress
play will be held the week of During the science period. Mn.
Hold Sessions
the
May 12.
: Hybels tells stories of how our
Week
Camden—Shorthand and type rocks were formed and how they I History records that in nationa]
writing awards for the month of came to be in Rockland. So far, crises technological advancement is
April are: Shorthand, 60-word Charles Cross has the neatest col
' great while educational advantage
transcription certificate, Lucille lection.

Coming

Libby: 100-word transcription cer
tificate and gold pin, Ellen Dono
van. Typewriting: 30-word certi
ficates. Lillian Amborn and Karlene Eaton; 40-word certificates,
j Janice Gray. Helen Morse. Carolyn
Robbins, and Minnie Tranquillo.

W /'
.
/

Sarah Dennison
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William V. Dennison, Spruce Head

Rockland — Students received
their pictures Monday morning.
These were taken two weeks ago
and must be returned or paid for
the first of next week. This is a
project of the French Club of
which Mrs. Conners is sponsor.

•X.

*

\

Patricia Dorrie
General Course
Daughter of Captain and Mrs.
Noble C. Dorrie, Tenant's Harbor

Pauline Grover
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Grover, Clark Island

Carol Hawkins
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. K. Hawkins. St. George

Patricia Hawkins
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Keirpster Hawkins, St. George

Vinalhaven—The Senior Class
held a cake and candy sale on
Saturday at Fifield’s Store, which
was a great success.
Camden — Principal Carlton P.
Wood was in Augusta Friday to at
tend the annual meeting of the su
perintendents and principals of
Maine schools.

Rockland—Mr. DiRenzo present
ed a certificate to Ralph Demmons
at the assembly Friday. It was
awarded by the Bangor Dally
News which sponsored the sixshooter basketball contest. "Red”
won the local contest and repre
sented Rockland as its champion.
John Gifford of Camden, the win
ner of the contest, eliminated
Demmons.
Vinalhaven—There will be a
Rummage Sale at the Town Hall
on Friday at 9 o’clock, for the bene
fit of the Senior Class and the
Band.

■

I I
Carolyn Inabinet
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Inabinet, St. George

Hugo Lehtinen, Jr.
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugo A. Lehtinen, St. George

CHS GROUP AT HI-Y LEGISLATURE
Four Representatives and Two Senators
At Augusta Sessions Over Week-end
The Hi-Y legislature was held in
Augusta at the State Capitol, April
26 and 27. This legislature us a
YJJ.CA. project for youth and
government.
Delegates from Camden High

were: Karlene Eaton, Hazel Lunt,
Ralph Kelley, and Arnold Hopkins
aa representatives, and Martha
Frye, and Ralph Mills as senators.
We arrived in Augusta Saturday
at 9 a. m. to register in the rotunda

ERVICEQHOE QTORE
397 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 1090,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Black Sneakers
1.99
All Sizes
for Summer
Sports, Camp
Life . . . and
Leisure Wear.

Special FOR CHILDREN!!

Low Tennis
Shoes
RED — BLl'E
SIZES 6 TO 12
AND 12'- TO 3

COMPLETE STOCK OF FIRST QUALITY

CUSHION ARCH TENNIS
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
MEN’S BLACK HIGH

BOYS’ BLACK HIGH

SNEAKERS

SNEAKERS

$2.98

$2.88

Sizes 6'j to 11. Cashion Arch

Cushion Arch.

All Sizes

CHILDREN S AND MISSES

WOMEN’S

LOW TENNIS

LOW TENNIS

Cushion Arch. Red or Blue.

$2.88

$2.49

$2.59

Cushion Arch. White or Blue

. l.'X—.. . v

Elsie Mills
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Mills, Tenant’s Harbor

of the State House. At 10 a. m. a
joint convention was held in the
hall of the House of Representa
tives for the Governor's oath of
office and a welcome to Augiusta
by Leroy Hussey.
After the committee hearings on
eight topics of legislation, we were
given a lunch in the cafeteria. A
group picture was taken and then
the Legislature re-convened, the
Senate in the regular Senate cham
ber, and the Representatives in
the Hall of the House. Various
bills were discussed and debated
on quite spiritedly. Adjournment
was at 4.45 p. m.
We were taken to private homes
to freshen up for the banquet at
the Augusta House in the evening.
I We had a marvelous dinner and
I heard an address by H. C. Marden
| of Waterville. Following this, a
! party was held for all delegates in
' the Augusta YM.C.A. All thoroughi ly enjoyed the evening.
Sunday morning, all delegates at
tended a worship service in the
Hall of the House. An address
"Understanding Others," was given
by Sanat Majmudar of Bombay,
India. It was both educational and
inspiring.
The Legislature re-convened at
10 a. m. and carried on with the
bills of the various clubs. At 12.30,
the Legislature was adjourned until
1654.
We were under superb guidance
at all times by the top officials of
the Senate and House. Much
praise goes to them for helping
with the project.
All of Camden’s delegates appre
ciated this opportunity to see how
government is actually run.
Martha Frye '53

Visited Dragon
RHS Chemists Studied Art
Of Cement Manufacture
In Thomaston Plant
On Friday the chemistry classes
of Rockland High made a field trip
to the Dragon Portland Cement
Plant at Thomaston where they
were taken on a tour by Chief
Chemist Raymond Hodh.
Students making the trip were
Robert Annis, Maynard BTay, Jus
tin Cross, William Gould, Lawrence
Hatch, Barbara Ilvonen, William
Pease, Catherine MacPhail Rich
ard McClaine,
Donald
Merchant,
Theodore
Strong, John Ware, Marcia Lind
quist, Barbara Bay, David Bird.
Richard Burby, William Coiley,
William Hoch, Dale Knight,
Lucie Lewis, Ann Reed, Bea Reed,
Estelle Sayward, Janet Stone.
Transportation was provided by
Barbara Bay, John Ware. Ann Reed,
■ William Gould, Maynard Bray, Wil; liam Pease. Mr. MacDougal acJ conapanied his classes.
For packing shipments of fragile
merchandise, nothing is more prac
tical than old newspapers. Bundles
10 cents and up at The CourierOaaette.

«3’a»

suffers recession. The National ConWarren—The baseball and soft; I gress of Parents and Teachers,
ball teams are practicing for their jointly with many other organi
opening game which is., to be held zations, hopes that a new page
) May 5.
will be written in history; That we
Rockland—The ring committee of will accelerate our efforts to main
the Freshman class includes Caro tain our gains its free educational
lyn Bray, Jan Adelman. Joan Dun system a foundational plank ln the
can, Ronnie Pease, Sherrill Hard fight for freedom.
ing, Ann Tracy and Janet Hall.
In Portland. May 7, 8 and 9, The
Rockland—The teachers on noon Maine Congress of Parents and
duty last week were Mrs. Vilk, Mrs. Teachers will hold its annual con
Coughlin, and Mr. Thompson Tlie vention, and among many interest
j teachers on noon duty this week ing featurees wlll be Maine’s con
I are Miss Small, Mr Barnard and tribution toward a new Hearquarters Building in Chicago. Mrs. J. W.
Mr. Daley.
Heylmun, national Headquarters
Rockland—In Miss Fuller’s room
Fund chairman will be the con
of Junior High, pupils are doing
vention guest
splendid progressive work on their
This new national building will
"Maine Notebooks."
be a fitting memorial to a move
Rockland—The deadline for the ment begun some 50 years ago by
submission of Senior class odes is two mothers and which has grown
May 23.
to a membership of 6,500,CKO The
Rockland—An outstanding de slogan “Quarters for Headquarters"
sign in finger painting was done indicates that the building Is to be
this week by Ruth Williamson of built by popular subscription. The
National Congress is not permitted
Grade 8, Junior High.
to accumulate capital. Dues set
Rockland —In Room 10. Junior aside from local Units Is used for
High, tlie committee for selling research and study and is returned
band tickets includes Mary Grispi, to Units in the form of educational
Kay Ross, Connie Gray, and Bar materials and service. Non-members
bara Marsh.
may wish to be identified with this
Rockland — Connie Gray and memorial to educational betterment
Barbara Marsh have been assisting and may send contributions to the
Miss Fuller with the girls' gym State PTA office. 5 South Belfast
avenue, Augusta.
classes this week.

Rockland—Plans are being made
for a Junior High social which is
scheduled for the evening of May 9

„x.

Clara Peterson
Nancy Singer
Rockland—Room 12 is holding
Commercial Course
Commercial Course
rehearsals for the play “Back
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ground For Living" which deals
Barney Peterson, St. George Road Floyd E. Singer, Tenant’s Harbor
with the value of a high school
education.

Patch Tests Made

First Grade Children, 127
In Number, Will Learn
Results Friday
One hundred and twenty-seven
children in the First Grades of
Rockland received tuberculin patch
tests Monday. This was made pos
sible by the co-operative efforts of
the School Department, the Four

County Tuberculosis Association,
and the School Nurse, Eliza J
Steele. R.N.
Those children who had signed
consent slips but were absent be
cause of bad weather will be done
at some future date.
The patches were to be removed
on Wednesday ar.d the tests will be
read at school on Friday. Any child
found to have a positive., reaction
will be given a free chest x-ray by
the Four County Tuberculosis Asso-

MAKE THE

WITH

Artcarved

Rockland—Budgets and house
keeping accounts are being studied
by a seventh grade class in Junior
High under the direction of Miss
Brown Outstanding papers on the I
subject have been submitted by
Joan Scarlott, Douglas Teele, John
Lessard, Paul Perry, Kennedy
Crane, Edward Gray and Francis
Davis.

DIAMOND RINGS
from (JEWELERS IMPRINT)

Rockland—Mrs. Fairley's seventh
grade this week is starting the

With Matching
Wedding Rings for
Bride and Groom
CANTERBURY SET
Engagement Ring
Wedding Ring

$100.00
$9.50

Groom’s Ring

] 4 00

fGUARANTEED

On A//

4 Quality Points

• COLOR

.•CUT
s.

180up CHRYSLER Y8 FIRSTS
IN3 CUlSSESINECONOMYMl

CHELSEA SET

•CLARITY

• CARAT WEIGHT j

$150.

3

Diamond
Engagement Ring
Bride's 3 Diamond Circlet
Prices Include Fed. Tax
Rings Enlarged
to Show Detail

Here is truly dramatic proof that Chrysler’s
great new FirePower 180 HP V-8 engine design
sets an entirely new standard of efficiency
among American passenger car engines!
In this annual economy test, rigidly super
vised, and limited strictly to stock car entrants,
cars competing are divided, by price and size,
into 11 standard classes. The route, from Los
Angeles to Sun Valley, covered 1,415 miles of
every possible kind of driving. Average speed
for all cars was just under 41 miles per hour.
And in 3 of the 11 classes, the Chrysler V-8
engine was best for gasoline mileage.
In Class “F”, this magnificent new engine
won first place for a Saratoga 6-passenger
sedan (125V£-inch wheelbase, 4010 pounds).
In Class “H”, it won first honors for a Saratoga
model 8-passenger sedan (139^-inch wheel
base, 4510 pounds). And in the top price and
size, Class “I”, it was again first, in a Chrysler

Crown Imperial Sedan (145^-inch wheelbase,

5360 pounds).
To travel these substantial cars at this speed
under these conditions gives additional proof,
we believe, that here in the FirePower V-8
engine is the finest and most efficient engine
ever put into an American passenger carl

•Trade Mark Reg.

SORRENTO SET

WE INVITE YOU TO DRIVE
THIS ENGINE, YOURSELF ...
The same engine which has just scored these
remarkable accomplishments is no farther
from you than your own Chrysler Dealer. He
will welcome the chance to let you take the
wheel and feel for yourself what Chrysler has
done . . . not only in engine performance, but
in power steering, power brakes, new shock
absorbers, passenger comfort... to deserve the
title: “Finest Car America Has Yet Produced!”

$195.

5 Diamond
Engagement Ring

Bride's 5 Diamond Circlet \

BUDGET PAYMENTS
AT NO EXTRA COST

Btltved By Bridts
far Ovtr 100 Ytars
As Advertised in LOOK ond LIFE

the finest ear America hax yet produced

SMITH’S GARAGE,

Rockport, Maine

4
Authorized

Artcarved'

J.e w e I e r s
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BAND JAMBOREE THIS EVENING

V. H. S. CHORUS, BAND IN CONCERT

This is

McLAIN SCHOOL NOTES
Grade One. Mrs. Learh

Students Of Five Schools Form Seven

BERT the TURTLE

Musical Organizations Which Will
Who

Participate In Annual Jamboree

tell
This evening at 8 o'clock the
school bands of St. George, Rock
land, Thomaston, Rockport and
Lincoln Academy stage their an
nual Band Jamboree at the Com
munity Building. In addition to
the units of the several schools,
there is the Composite Band of
some 50 pieces which is made up of
the outstanding student musicians
of all the bands.
The affair is under the direction
of Vere B Crockett of Camden, in
structor of the bands. The event
is under the sponsorship of school
superintendents J. Weldon Russell
of Rockland and Rockport schools;
Joseph Blaisdell of St. George; Bufc’ford Grant of Thomaston and Nel' son Bailey, Sr., headmaster of Lin
coln Academy

Three numbers will be played by
each of the school bands and five
by the Composite Band, making a
total of 23 during the evening.
Last year, the Jamboree drew a
heavy attendance, practically a full
house for the big auditorium. This
year, with the addition of the Lin
coln Academy Band from New
castle, the turnout is expected to
be even larger.
Seme 200 musicians in the bands
are s.heduled to parade in the busi
ness section this afternoon and to
play two numbers in front of the
Community Building to publicize
the event of the evening.
The program for each band, and
the names of its members follows,
plus the listing of the majorettes
who will serve as ushers.

LINCOLN ACADEMY BAND
Star Spangled Banner
Key
Beautiful Brown Eyes
Smith and Delmore
Activity March
Bennett
T. Merrill, G. Fraser, N. Bailry, Jr., B. Witham, N. Fraser,
M. Barges, C. Sprowl, T. Woodbury, G. Perry. H. Gamage, E.
Woodward, R. Clark, J. French, V. Lewis. D. Hines, W. Keene,
E. Hutchins. J. French. H. Hall, R. Packard, M. Curtis, M. Hatch,
L. Cowan, E. Bosworth, E. Gamage, B. Curtis, C. Giles, J. Cam
eron, S. Skillin.

ROCKLAND JR. SCHOOL BAND
Rifle Regiment March
Sousa
Under I he Double Eagle March
Wagner
Promotion March
Chenette
H. Hart, R. Kent, J. Alden. R, Orcutt, P. Merrill, D. Iesard,
J. Marr, J. Lessard, J. Soarlott, J. White, D Coughlin, J. Cum
mings, R. St. Peter, B. Marsh, R. Billings, H. Doherty, J. Pease,
P. Sweeney, B. Burgess, G. Graves, C. Cross, C. Jordan, D Hill,
R. Coakley. D. Merrill, E. Vardavoulls, C. Fairweakliar, C. Fairweather, F. Robinson, J. Alden.
ST. GEORGE SCHOOL BAND
Indian Boy
Bennett
Zenith Overture
Bennett
Proclar March
Bennett
J. Skoglund, J. Mills, G. Fay, C. Hawkins, D. Hopper, J. Wil
son, P. Benner, L. Thomas, D. Littlehale, B. Hyvarinen, F.
Stimpson, L. Small, R. Mills, W. Anderson, J. Stone, J. Rand, M.
Hupper, D. Pendleton, S. Skoglund, R. Kallio, R. Skoglund, B.
Rackliffe, I. Wilson, C. Inabinet, D. Thomas. E. Grant, J. Holman,
L. Andarson, B. Davis, E. Thorbjorson, F. Conant, L. Minzy, P.
Robinson, L. Hupper, G. Chadwick, F. Littlehale, S. Watts, H
Kinney, K. Monaghan, B Davis.

THOMASTON SCHOOL BAND
Trombone Swing
Chenette
Syncopated Clock
Anderson
Chatanocga Shoe Shine Boy
Stone and Stapp
W Whitney, K Libby, R. Burton, R. Stone, L. Wotton, J.
Hall, J. Elliot, L. Cook. E. Chadwick, L Jones, A. Spaulding, R.
Clark, A. Kalloch. M. Young, N. Richard, G. Treat, R. McFarland,
C. Kalloch, B. Donaldson, S. Putnam, S. Woodward, N. Clark.
K Keizer, C. Jackson, D. Rogers, E Bodman, S. Seekins, J.
Spaulding, A. Strout, J. Ifemy, G. Stone, R. Cook, D. Carroll.

how to

DUCK and COVER

xtf

Watch For BERT

In Seven Issues Of This Paper Starting

SATURDAY
“Bert ths Turtle” who made his
appearance last week at the promary grades in the Rockland schools,
started out this week on a county
tour. The knowing turtle is in an
educational film released by the
FCDA and designed to instruct
children in the important job of
protecting themselves in the event
of an atomic attack.

Parent-Teacher Group Entertained By
Students At Monday Night Meeting

is going to
you

Bert, under Civil Defense spon
sorship, has been shown in most
of the large cities in the State
but Knox County will be the first
rural region to have the oppor
tunity to view this film. The
Courier-Gazette will continue this
educational program printing a
series of "Bert the Turtle” cartons
stories. This is a series well worth
saving.

ROCKPORT SCHOOL BAND
Welcome March
Bennett
Clown Band Contest
Noel
(A Looney Overture)
Headway March
Bennett
D. Richards. P. Upham. J. Norwood, B, Haining, T. Sullivan,
L. Gagne, H. Crockett, P. Wentworth. G. Hoch, H Hoch, G. Ames,
W. Pendleton R Turner, L. Dow, J. Rhodes, C. Alexander. C. Cash,
8. Heath, G. Alexander, M. Demmons. G Norbett, M. Erickson,
D. Small, D. Staples, C. Crockett, J Garrison, A Gray.
ROCKLAND SENIOR BAND
Stars and Stripes Forever March
Sousa
Skip To My Lou
Walters
Washington Post March
Sousa
B Perry, M. Grispi. B. Reed, D Deshon, R. Ryan, A Wright,
D. Pendleton, C. Sewall. R. Marsh. J. Talbot, C. Gray, R. Crie,
L. Lewis, J. Bird, F. Liuzza, M Talbot, J. Campbell, J. Leach, B.
Marsh, L. Dudley, J. Dodge, S. Nelson, J. Beal, H. Sylvester,
K. Ross. C. Snow, W. Gould, J. Ware, H. Cummins, D. Keating,
M. Kent, R. Wixson.
COMPOSITE BAND
Our Director
Bigelow
Citadel Overture
Bennett
Officer Of The Day
Hall
Magnus Overture
Mesang
Precision March
Bennett
USHERS
Majorettes From School Bands
Rockport—Elsie Andrews, Helen Leland, Barbara Thorndike
Thomaston—Ruth Barlow, Joanne Edwards, Diane Clukey, Doris
Ifemy, Margaret Butler, Shirley Steel.
St. George—Barbara Sawyer. Loa Lee Wiley, Virginia Archer,
Janice Olson. Marianne Lufkin.
Rockland—Edith Dennis, Jeanette Bisbee, Grace LaGrassa,
Barbara Bay, Rita Provencher.
Lincoln Academy—Janice Boyd, Virginia Wyman, Irene Swanner,
Joan Chase.

David Johnson brought jonquils
and Martha Dalton brought mayflowers to school. Ruth-Mane Eu
renius brought forsythia.
David Johnson brought the rec
ord "Little Black Sambo," and
Also. "All Through the Night” Florence Frasnelli brought others
with soloist Gary Oakes, “I Love a to play on her record player.
Parade", "That's an Irish Lullaby", I
Grade One, Mrs. Rhodes
"My Buddy” and "Stouthearted
B.rthday congratulations to Re
Men”.
becca Orne.
The band closed the concert with
Mrs. Lawrence and son Miles
four numbers: "Chorale", "Shadowwere recent visitors.
land Waltz”, "Trumpeteer's March”
We have a 100 percent registra
and' Easy Steps March”.
tion for the tuberculin skin test.
The members of the chorus and
Grade Two, Mrs. Gifford
band presented a gift to Mr Allen
The class received a letter from
Simons, music director, and a
corsage was presented to Miss Ann Ann Sweeney, who recently moved
Webster, accompanist of the chorus. to Texas. Ann made the trip by
After the meeting, refreshments a.rplane and was quite thrilled
with IL Her classmates are send
were served by PTA members.
ing her a "Round Robin" letter.
Peter Libbey and Gloria Chase
brought records for tihe class to
enjoy.
Betty Clark, Jon Call, and
Charles Bicknell have loaned in
teresting books to the class.
A bowl of frogs’ eggs which will
soon be tadpoles was brought in
by Valerie Coyne.
Susan Hall has charge of morn
son, Celia Crie, Betty Hyland, ing exercises for the current month.
Marie Robishaw, Betty Davis, Pat
Grade Two, Mrs. .Merrill
Billings, Janice Hutchinson, Pat
The children who have recently
Achorn, Sally Achorn.
taken part in our opening exer
Kay Achorn, Molly Barter, Betty cises are William Karl, James
Barter, Carolyn Bray, Sylvia Tre- Smith, Diana Lothrop. Elizabeth
r.eer, Janet Stewart, Mildred Per Munsey, Margaret Black, Ann Ladd,
kins. Ruth Tootill, Josephine Sobo- and John Peters.
leski, Sharon Kimball, Janet Hall,
Grade Three, Mrs. MaeDougal
Carol Russell.
Jean Hadlock has brought a fine
Amanda Tootill, Verna Valenta, book called "What W.ldllower Is
Juiia Carter, Marion Mosher, Helen It?" Norris Bartlett brought to us
Grispi, Vicky Anastasio. Christine a "Book of Birds” which we have
Benner, Evelyn Naum and Leith studied.
Grotton,
Roland Wall did a careful job of
collecting lunch tucket money this
Calpumia, Delores Galiano; Sooth week. Charles Ward will be in
sayer, Lanta Preston; Brutus. Jack charge next week.
Coakley; a conspirator, Gail Grant;
Grade Three. Mrs. Clark
We welcome Danny Post back
quarrel between Brutus and Cas
sius, sung by Beth Miller and to McLain School. For the past
year he has lived in Dover-Foxcroft.
Lanta Preston
In science we are beginning a
Property man. Gloria Shafter;
announcer, Robert Crie; other con study7 of plant life. We are learning
spirators, Edward Baxter, Nadine how to grow flowers and vegetables.
Burpee, Mollie Barter, Sonia Curry, Various experiments will be car
Janice Fickett, Roger Grindle ried on to prove that plants need
Tommy Leadfoetter, Nancy Post, water, good soil, and sunlight. Joy
Carol Stratton and Gloria Venezia. Mazzeo, Harriet Richardson, Robert
Following the business meeting, Anderson, and Peter Monson are
in charge of the experiments.
refreshments will be served.

The Vinalhaven High School
chorus and band gave a concert
Monday at the Town Hail for the
monthly meeting of the PTA. There
was a large attendance. A silver
collecton was taken for band uni
forms.
The following program was pre
sented:
Band: ''America”. 'There's Music
ln the Air”, "German Waltz' and
"On the Meadow".
Chorus: “Erie Canal”, “Joshua
Fit the Battle of Jerico”, "Spanish
Guitar”, "Eternal Father, Strong
to Save” and "Caissin Song".

FIRST GIRLS' SOFTBALL TODAY

Rockland Has Squad Of 32 Ready For
Waldoboro Game This Afternoon
A softball squad of 32 girls is
poing through practice sessions
I under the direction of coach
Charles Grant at Rockland High
, They have been working out daily
in preparation for the opening
game of the season today against
Waldoboro. The girls play on the
same dates as the boy's baseball
' team tut on, the opposite field.
Manager is Christine Roberts
and the following are candidates:
Jeannine Leach, Gloria Bohn, Alice
Crie, Nancy Packard, Irma Carvar

Its Last Meeting
Junior-Senior PTA Closes
Its Season With a
Satire

The annual election of officers
will be held Monday night at the
meeting af the Junior-Senior P.T.A
which will be held in the High
School auditorium at 7.30.
The Latin Cluib, under the super
vision of Mrs. Diana Pitts, will
present a satire on Julius Caesar.
Grade Four. Mrs. Paulitz
Rockland—Mrs. Hybels is sub
The cast of characters is as follows:
The program for assembly was
Marulius, Marion Talfoot; Cassius, stituting for Mrs. Fairley in Grade given by our class. Singing and
John Black; Caesar, George Hooper, 7, Junior High.
group recitations were announced

NEWBERRY’S
EARLY! GIVE-AWAY SALE
OVAL

PRINTED

PLASTIC

PLASTIC

WASTE BASKETS

DIFFERENT
MEN'S WORK HOSE

Buy Four
Pair for

Buy 3 for

GET ONE FREE

ST. DENIS

GET ONE

CUPS

FREE

Buy 5 for 49c

LADIES’

PLASTIC APRONS
HOLD-EASY

TUMBLERS

DRESS HOSE

PLASTIC

Buy 2 for

JJC

Buy 5 for

GET ONE FREE

CHILDS' PANTIES

Buy 3 pair for

BOWLS

Buy 3 pr. for
J

Get One FREE

ATHLETIC

CLOTHS

SHIRTS
Buy 3 for

INFANTS’

TRAINING

BOYS' POLO SHIRTS

Buy One for

PANTS

1.17

GET ONE

GET ONE FREE

PAIR FREE

J. J. NEWBERRY

Get One FREE

Carol Lane
Authority

A passion for cleanllnesa 1*
a virtue. But it might wreak
havoc with the finish of your
car. The “plenty of soap and
hot W'ater” rule that works *o
well for everything from little
boys to big bams, must be re
versed when lt comes to the
family buggy.

the

problem.
Choose
the early
morning or late afternoon for
the washing job as strong sun
light will streak the enamel

when lt is wet.
Use only cool water and
a clean sponge, rinsing the
sponge often.
Polish with a clean, damp
chamois skin.
Winter weather may have
worried some of the chrome
finish off so that rust appears.
A chromium polish and protec
tor will remove the rust and
prevent further discoloration.
As for convertible tops, treat
them as you would your com
plexion. Wash with lukewarm
water and pure facial soap.
A whisk broom or vacuum
cleaner will do the trick for the
inside of the car. However, If
you wish to remove stains, con
sult a new-owner’s car rnanual
which carefully lists methods
for attacking every type of
spot.
In some families a weekly
car washing is Junior’s job. It
helps him earn his allowance—
and gives him a good habit
besides.

PLEASANT POINT
Friends here suffered another
distinct shock this morning when
word was received that Victor
Whittier died in an auto accident
in Arlington. He was motoring
home alone from Florida where
he spent his Winters and his Bum
mers were spent here on Gay's
Island where he owned a cottage,
to which he had been coming for
a great many years. No details of
the accident have been received
yet.

Personal
To Women With
Nagging Backache

Buy 5 for $1.00

Buy 5 for 49c

FREE

45c

GET ONE PAIR FREE

DISH

Get One

COUNT

Buy 3 for

GET ONE FREE

BOYS’ 26-34

LARGE

PAPER NAPKINS
100

SALAD
Buy 4 for $1.00

GET ONE FREE

GET ONE
PAIR FREE

MENS

GET ONE FREE

, By

Women's Travel

and safest
w a y t o

IT’S NEW

Buy 2 yds. for

GET ONE FREE

TipsonTouring

tackle

SNAK CUPS

Buy 3 for

Grade Four, Mrs. Hal)

Many children in our grade trav
eled to distant places during vaca
tion. Either a diary w-as kept or
a list of the things seen. Tfiieae
stories made interesting listerimgMichael Savitt, Harriet Sleeper,
and Trudy Crane were Boston visi
tors Michael visited the zoo and
saw the glass flowers at Harvard
College. Trudy and Michael visited
Old Ironsides among other places.
Harriet visited the Old State
House
and
Chinatown
and
worked in the Eisenhower Heodquarters in Winchester.
Trudy
saw the little Cranberry Train at
South Carver and visited the whal
ing museum at New Bedlord.
Martha Lowe brought shells from
Florida given to her by her grand
mother.
Linda Mountfort broughet our
first mayfiowers and
Richard
Sleeves our first daffodil.
Orrin Blaisdell was a visitor to
our class- last Thursday. He is a
junior in Augusta High SchoolGrade Five, Mrs. Spring
Kenneth Ilvonen showed the class
a redwood oone and an orange tree
branch which his uncle brought
from the West.
Gail Ladd. Harriet Dadd, and
Robert Plummer entertained ua
with piano solos.
Judith McKenney gave a splen
did illustrated travelogue on the
Western States that she and her
family visited last Summer.
Arthur Thomas has transferred
to our room from the purchase
Street School.

Com*
clean - up
time, here’e
the easiest

BUY ONE TO FIVE ITEMS - GET ONE FREE

THUR., FRI.
SAT. ONLY

by Jeanine Proctor, Linda Morey,
Verna Conway, and Donald Hooper.
Donald Gregory was announcer and
director of the play "The Secret
Hiding Place.’’ The character,
were Harriet Epste.n, Carol Ahn
Bicknell, David Gregory, Arthur
Stilphen, and Stephen Blackman.
Early in April, Kathleen Sylves
ter brought mayfiowers to school.
We are enjoying watching forsythia
branches that Ruth-Ann Jackson
brought to our room.

GET ONE
FREE
Sizes 4-12

N Sgari ns backache, lost of pep and ene«y»
headaches and dizziness may be due to al***;
down of kidney function. Doctors s*J
kidney function ia very important to fjnod
health. When some everyday condition.s
as stress and strain, causes thia imports*®*
function to alow down, many folks aunerjaagging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet
cause setting up nights or frequent paaaaM«BDon’t neglect your kidneyi if these eoM*
I tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pi Ha -a s^“d
diuretic. Used successfully by tp (Pions f**r
over 5U years. It s amazing how many trfHS
: Doan’s give happy relief from these dlauom
i forta-helpthe 15 milesof kidney tubas nW«-

1 ten fliah oat wuM. Gat Pau’. Pilb togtfl
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You And Your

25 YEARS AGO
A Review from The Courier-Gazette of Happenings Which Interested
Rockland and Vicinity During the Corresponding Period of 1927

The school census, conducted by
Miss Lena Thorndike showed 2126
pupils—1053 boys and 1073 girls
Ralph W. Carleton, Rockport
shipbuider and lime manufacturer,
died suddenly at the age of 66
Howard Erown received diploma
orders from Ponce P R.
Ground was broken for P M
Kittredge's new house on Chestnut
street.
Dr E W. Peaslee bought the C.
E Bicknell house on Summer street.
E. Stewart Orbeton bought the
equipment of the Oranlte Rock
Bottling Works
The Harold Coombs house on
Broadway was sold to the Universalist Parish.
Destroyer Childs was being tried
on the Rockland course.
Mrs Clara Rounds was elected
president of Shakespeare Society.
Raphael S. Sherman was elected
president of the Rotary Club.
Naum Block was completed.
Allen's new bowling alleys at The
Brook were popular.
Mrs. George Roberts died in
Perry.
Isador Gordon bought 28 tene
r?
ments on Crockett's Point.
Kenneth Morgan, 7, fell into a
quarry partly filled with water and
escaped with a few bruies.
The area at the corner of Main
and Park streets was named “Winlow-Holbrook Square.
Stephen Aleck opened a shoe
shining establishment.
David L. McCarty bought a
quarter section of Rankin block.
Associate Justice W. R. Pettengall was presiding over Knox Su
perior Court.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton were
touring in Europe.

Mrs. Frqd Knights, a daughter,
Florence/ Prances
Vinalhaven, March 24, to Mr. and
Mrs Bverett Libby a daughter,
Jafie iuuise
Rockland. April 9 to Mr and
Mrs\/ Wendell Chaples, a son.
RiehAd Earl.
RockJand, April 10 to Mr. and
Mrs Clifford G Fernald a son.
Rockland, April 10 to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward M. Hayes, a daugh
ter, Vlttrice Catherine.
Southboro, Mass. April 3. to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry W Young, former
ly of Matinicus a daughter.
Rockport, April 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred A Eddy, a daughter,
Priscilla Jane.
Rockland. April 10 to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel 8. Lord a son Samuel
S. Jr.
Rockland, April 9 to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Philbrook of Owls Head a
son Douglas Thomas.
Rockland, March 31 to Mr. and
Mrs Malcolm Murch a son Malcolm
Sherwin, Jr.

TUSSY CREAM DEODORANT
★ Instantly stops perspiration odor
Checks perspiration moisture

big £1 jar...

now onJy

All Readers of The
Courier-Gazette Are

Invited to Send Service

Items for This Column.

he was sent shortly after his enlist
ment on March 17. His address is
Private James Kenney, RA 11241625
Btry E. Field Artillery Training
Group, Fort Sill, Oklahoma
• • • *»

*♦*•

Osbourne A. Barbour, formerly
of Camden died in Jamaica Plains,
Mass.
Capt. Perley Wotton died in
Thomaston.
The remains of William R
Keating who died in Worcester,
Mass., were interred in Thomaston.
The Methodist Trustees in Thom
aston elected G. A Moore presi
dent.
John Alexander of North Haven,
was winning honors at Bates Col
lege.
E. C. Mossman was elected chief
of the G. F. Burgess Engine Com
pany in Rockport.
Perry J Good bought the Hall
house on Elm street, Camden.
Marriages
Miss Dorothy Lyford of Vinalha
Warren, April 2, Michael J. Hal- ven died in Bangor.
liban, Jr. of Rockland and Mary
E. Connell of Warren.
Ford Show Place
Camden. April 2. Clayton R Mc
Cobb and Miss Edith E. Herinton,
both of Camden.
Rotunda Will Be Re-opened
Rockland, April' 2, Baylus C.
Before the 50th An
Baum and Madolin D. Thomas,
niversary
both of St. George.
Rockiand, April 8, Richard E.
A famous host of pre-war days
Maki, and Lillian M. Aho both of
is returning to its role as the na
Warren.
tion's outstanding show place of the
Union, March 29, Lewis X. Robin
automotive Industry. Ford Motor
son of East Union and Mrs. Effie
Company’s Rotunda wlll be reopen
M. Getchell of Bangor.
ed to the public prior to the com
Rockland, April 10, Silas S. Dodge
pany's 50th anniversary which will
and Violet I. Harrington, both of
be celebrated on June 16, 1953.
Rockland,
Until its conversion to office
Rockland, April 10, William J.
space during World War IX, the
Valenta of Rockland and Miss Viola
towering gear-shaped building was
E. Chambers of Bangor.
yearly visited by 1,000,000 visitors
Rockland. April 8, Wilber P.
who came from all over the world.
Gray and Miss Myra V. Flagg, both
Alterations of the building for
of Rockland.
the company's 50th anniversary
Rockland. April 13, George H.
will be so extensive that little more
Blackington and Rose E. Auspland
than the walls of the original
both of Rockport.
Rotunda will remain. Ford's tre
Births
mendous development since June,
Willardham, March 28, to Mr. 1942, will be told by new murals,
and Mrs. Harold A. Pratt, a son, dioramas, animated displays, cars
Harold Francis.
of today and tomorrow and movies
Etna, March 16, to Mr. and Mrs. in a revamped 385 seat Rotunda
Raymond C. Stuart of Rockland, a theater.
daughter, Olive Ruth.
The Rotunda was erected in
Rockland. Knox Hospital, March Chicago in 1933 as part of "A Cen
25 to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins, tury of Progress" exposition. After
of Appleton a daughter.
the fair, most of its steel frame
Boston, March 7 to Mr. and Mrs. work and interior paneling was
Kendall Brewster, a son.
shipped to Dearborn and a replica
Spruce Head, March 31, to Mr was constructed in 1935-36 as an
and Mrs. Norman W. Drinkwater, exhibition building.
a daughter, Norma.
Rockland, April 4 to Mr. and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

ir
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Randall C. Foster

Private Randall C. Foster has ar
rived at Port Dix and has been as
signed to C34th of the 9th Infan
try Division for sixteen weeks of
basic training. Pri-.ate Foster is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank C.
Foster of Friendship. Prior to en
tering the service Private Foster
attended Gould Academy, Bethel,
Me., until 1947 and University of
Maine, Orono,, until June, 1951.

The address of Seaman Appren
tice Robert B. Connell, Jr., is now
U. S. Naval Training Center, Bain
bridge, Md., Serial No. 210-42-27.
A former Rockland High student,
he Joined the Navy recently and
is now taking recruit training. He
ls the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
B Connell, Sr, of 87 1-2 Pleasant
street, Rockland.
• • • *
Word has been received of the
promotion oi Daniel R Carter from
Pfc to Cpl. He has been stationed
in the Marshall Islands since De
cember 1951. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs Wilson B. Carter of
Thomaston. His new address is Cpl
Daniel R Carter, R. A. 21206780,
7126 A. U„ J. T. F. 132-2, A. P O
187 P.M San Francisco, Calif.

• • • «

Maynard James Hill, Seaman
Apprentice son of Mr. and Mrs.
David O. Hill of 26 Washington
street. Rockland is now assisting ln
the amphibious training of the
Second Marine Division by the Am
phibious Training Command, Lit
tle Creek. Va.
He is attached to the Naval
Beach Group II which is designed
to support and assist both the Task
Force Commander and the Troop
Commander in an assault amphibi
ous operation by employment of
teams to conduct reconnaisanee,
unloading, demolitions, communica
tions and emergency repairs.
The marines will learn how to
form into small boat landing teams,
descend the treacherous landing
nets into small boats bobbing like
corks in the water below, and the
proper way to assault and seize an
enemy-held beach.
• * • •
Pfc. Kenneth Simmons, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alton W. Simmons
Sr., Waldoboro, recently graduated
from the Far East Command Chem
ical School at Camp Gifu, Japan.
He formerly attended Waldoboro
High School.

Richard L. Dver

Richard L. Dyer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Waiter Dyer of Brick street,
Rockland, is now stationed at Fort
Knox, Ky. He enlisted March 17 and
is now undergoing recruit training.
His address is Richard L. Dyer,
RA 1124-1550 Co. B. 86th HVTK
CC "B' 3d HR Armored Div. Fort
Knox, Ky.

SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned
from a visit with her son-in-law
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Sprawl at Appleton.
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts of Pownal
has been the guest of her daughter,
Mrs. Gladys Mills.

Wilbur Baird of Hartford. Conn.,
spent the week-end with his
mother, Mrs. Jessie Yattaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts and
daughter, Grace, were in Burnham.
Sunday, to visit his son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Braley. They called on Mr. and
Mrs. James Brown in Canaan.
Mrs. Laura Hastings of Rockland
spent the week-end with Mr and
Mrs. Albert Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins
called on Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mil
ler at Belfast, Sunday.
Joseph Gath, who is in Rockland
for a few days, and his grandchil
dren, Shirley and Joseph. Nelson,
were callers here Saturday.

Eben Kenney

CLAYT BITLER

Private James Kenney, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eben Kenney of 11 Union
street, is stationed at Port Sill,
Oklahoma. He is assigned to a field
artillery training battalion where
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Tussy cosmetic Cream Deodorant
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to bedtime. Instantly stops perspiration
odor, checks perspiration moisture.
Safe for normal skin...filmiest
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down to the bottom of the jar.
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done on
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Some members of Congress are
tending to ignore the preferences
cf the housewife in the market
place.
This is occurring in connection
with the Senate AgriculturaL Com
mittee's consideration of the future
of that somewhat intricate arrange
ment known as farm parity.
The matter has a direct bearing
on Lhe taxpayer.
Reduced to its simplest terms,
parity is a legal formula used by
the Agriculture Department which,
baiar.cing farm costs against farm
prices, seeks to insure that the
farmer's dollar will buy as much
today as it did during the agreedupon base period.
At present that base period is
19C9-1914 for five of the six socalled basic farm commodities—touacco, peanuts, wheat, corn and
cotton.
The base period for the sixth,
rice, is the same as that for the socalled non-basic commodities—such
as pork, beef, veal, potatoes, soy
beans, eggs and citrus fruits—
namely, the average price over the
last 10 years.
Rice growers found they could
obtain higher government pricesupport levels under the more mod
ern base period formula than under
the 1905-1914 one—and they have
the right of choice.
Parity is the key to support price
levels. When the price of a farm
commodity slips a certain amount
below its parity price, the Agricul
ture Department must start buying
that commodity in the open market
to support its price.
There's where the taxpayer comes
in.
Some members of Congress want
to raise the levels at which the
Agriculture
Department
would
have to start buying to support the
prices of farm commodities. They
argue that farm prices are slipping
while farm costs remain up.
Their critics in Congress and
elsewhere argue that while some
farm prices mat’ be slipping, retail
costs of farm products remain, gen
erally high and any move to in
crease support levels might bc met
with rebellion by the taxpaying
public.
There is even talk of formation
within Congress of a City Bloc to
try to offset the influence of the
Farm Bloc.
The housewife is involved as both
a buyer and as a taxpayer or tax
payer’s wife—a fact not ignored by
those within and without the Farm
Bloc in this election year.
Under the Agriculture Act of
1949, the non-basic farm commodi,ies were placed under the more
modern base period for parity and
the balance of the basic commodi
ties are to shift to it gradually, be
ginning January 1, 1954.
That would mean lower support
levels for such commodities as corn
and wheat—a matter of deep con
cern to grain and cotton state Con; gressmen—because in the last 10
years they have not fared as well
price-wise as many other commodi
ties, compared to that 1909-1014
period.
Consumer tastes and preference,
as expre-ssed through the house
wife's purchases, have changed and
will continue to change As national
diets have improved, there has been
increased preference for more of
the proteins, fruits and vegetables,
and less of some things such as
cereals Today, synthetic fabrics
compete strongly with cotton.
The relationships between com
modity prices, therefore, indicate
higher parities for commodities en
joying relatively higher consumer
demand—lower ones for those
, which the housewife favors less.
To go contrary to those price re
lationships with parities out of line
I and to implement the unrealistic
parity levels with rice supports is
to encourage the production of
quantities in excess of what the
consumer will buy at the parity or
goverenment-supported prices.
It also risks inviting the objec
tion of those taxpayers who see
their money being used to keep cer
tain farm commodity prices at
levels higher than they feel those
levels should be.
Those are elements of the situa
tion faced by the Senate Agricul
ture Committee as it is being asked
to nullify the modern parity base
period for basic farm commodities

And no wonder! Our watch
makers are skilled and de
pendable, assuring you that
your watch will be returned

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW

promptly and in perfect run
ning order.

And Pay as Little as
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and fix rigid support levels at 90 or
100 percent of parity.
•• • •
Washington — Organized labor
should learn in the near future
whether it has overplayed its hand
where Congress is concerned.
Indications from Capitol Hill at
the moment are that it has.
Deadline for the answer is
June 30
Directly at issue is the union shop
provision of the Wage Stabilizaton Board's recommendations for
settlement of the steel industry
wage dispute.
Under a union shop agreement,
an employe must Join the union
within a specified period after tak
ing his job
Generally speaking, the WSB's
union shop recommendation in the
steel case has tended to be over
shadowed by discussion of the wage
increase recommendations involved
and. much more so, by the highly
controversial govei/nmcnt seizure
of the industry.
However, the CIO News, in an
nouncing the WSB's recommenda
tions to its readers, listed the union
shop provision ahead of the wage
Increase proposals — in one-two
order.
The CIO United Steelworkers ol
America had not been able in the
past to obtain the union shop on
an industry-wide basis through ne
gotiations. The Labor Management
Relations Act, basic national labor
relations statute, legalizes the
union sharp where it has been agreed
to by the company and union.
When the Steelworkers began
their most recent negotiations for a
wag’ increase, they again asked
for the union shop on an industry
wide basis.
When negotiations
deadlocked, the whole dispute, inlitding the union shop issue, was
re erred to the WSB by the Presi
dent.
A- soon as the WSB (with its
business members dissenting) an
nounced its recommendations —
wage increases amounting to 26
ments an hour and the union shop—
Steelworkers President Philip Mur
ray said the union would accept
nothing less. The industry said it
could not accept the wage recom
mendations without assurance of
an adequately compensating price
adjustment (lt preferred no wage

or price increase), which was not
forthcoming. The industry bitterly
protested the union shop recom
mendation.
Seizure followed—and its Consti- I
tutionality is being investigated by
Congress.
1
While the WSB's union shop rec- '
ommendation — which carries the
weight of an official opinion^-was j
happily received by organized la- I
bor, it evoked wide.-pread criticism f
ln Congress.
That criticism crystalized in or.e !
instance in a House vote of 255 to
88 in favor of an investigation by
the House Labor Committee to de
termine whether the WSB was
within its Jurisdiction in acting on
the iton-econom‘c union shop provson. The vote found 167 Republi
cans. 87 Democrats and the one
Independent , Rep. Reams cf Ohioi
lavoring the investigation; 83 Dem
ocrats and five Republicans, oppos
ing it.
These quest, ons, among otihers.
were raised by many of those
House members favoring the in
vestigation:
Was the WSB used to circumvent
the Labor Management Relations
(Taft-Hartley) Act, which pre
scribed the legal mechanism—col-

lective bargaining—for
the union shop?
dealing

TaL m

with

the

union
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ROCKLAND, ME.
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Just the turn of a faucet and an abundance of hot water for every use
in the home! That’s what Sepco gives you night and day! Year in and
year out.
What’s more durable than stone? Steel? Nothing that we know of,
and that’s what Sepco electric water heaters are made of—a steel tank
lined with concrete over a half inch thick! As permanent as any concrete
and steel bridge, building, etc.

We know of nothing more lasting—or any water heater service that’s
so satisfactory! True, it’s a few dollars more than a galvanized tank, but
it’s worth it in years of rust-free, constant hot water service.
Now is the time to install one! Let’s talk it over. Just phone and a
representative will call.

Only $18.95 down, $10 monthly
—Cash $184.95 plus tax

CENTR I

shop

isiue—inasmuch as the Defense
Production Act, which authorizes
the WSB itself, states that nothing
don« under he Act sha11 ** °°n'
,rar>' to *he national labor statutes,
including the Tatt-Hart,ey Act?
No doubt the l abor Committee's
findings — which should answer
those and other questions—will be
used as a guide by the House Banking Committee in making its recom^
mer.dations for continuation oA
wage-price controls under the De
fense Production Act beyond Its
presert expiration date of June 30
Chairman Maybonk tD-S.C.) of
the Senate Banking Committee,
which also ls considering extension
of the controls act, says Congress
never intended the WSB to handle
such things as the union dhop
If that becomes the concensus of
Congress thia year and a conse
quent prohibition is written Into
the renewed Defense Production
Act. organized labor can deduce
that it did overpay its hand with
Congress.
It should know by the end of
June.
-a

Vi.
BITLER CAR A
HOME SUPPLY
479 Main St.
Rockland, Me.
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ROCKIAND GIRLS IN FINLAND

C^YSLER C-200 MAKES DEBUT

Graphic Description Of Interesting and
Beautiful Places They Saw

holm is a gay, smart, thriving,
charming, clean, slumberless city.
It is really one of the loveliest
cities we have ever visited any
where in the world. Its beauty be
gins as we approach the city
through lovely islands where hsppy
Summer people coir.e out to meet
us ln their boats or wave from the
beaches.
Th? city was founded in 1255 by
the Regent Birger Jarl. Nc-w it is
the capital of Sweden and the
largest cdty in Sweden. It is built
partly on 13 islands and partly on
the mainland near Lake Malaren.
with a navigable outlet to the Baltic
Sea. It has retained much of its
old splendor. It has lovely quays,
beautiful parks, broad, new boule
vards, splendid hotels and narrow
streets, in the old city. The Grand
Hotel, where we dined is the finest.
It has a supeib location facing the
water and a lovely park. A crocs
th? water is the King's Palace with
th? sweet statue, "The Singer To
the Sun.”
Our ship anchored right in front
of the Royal Palace. There were
bre^d stone steps leading down to
the water. As soon as we anchored
we started ofT in automobiles to
see the sights We drove out to
the southern hills to get a fine view
of the city We visited the Rlddarholm Church (the Swedish Panth on) and the Royal Castle. This
Royal Palace was finished in 1754
after 50 years of labor.
It is the most beautiful royal
residence in Europe. Next we visit
ed th? Town Hall. It took 20 years
to .build it and is very s plendid and
much admired. It suggests the
Doge's Palace in. Venice becaus ■
of the 300-foot tower It lifts the
three crowns, the Vasa svmboi, up
toward the sky in a proud way
The Town Hall is perhaps th?
fine
example of modern archi
tecture in the world and its de
signer Ragnar Ostberg, his re vntly
been honored in America It was
finished in 1922 at a cost of
$10,000,000. It is made of red
hand-made bricks with a copper
roof. Many people helped build
th? roof by paying nix dollar? each
for a cc-per plate engraved with
their names
Tne interior of the Town Hall
is magnificent and includes a stun
ning room in gold mosaic. The
Town Ha'l reminds one of Russia
because of the gilt decorations on
the towers and in. the niahes of
the facades on the water side A
"St. Georges Spectacle" takes place
twice a day, at 12 nocn and at 6
p. m. figures of gilt apipear in pro
cession. The Knight comes out of
the tower and leads the Princes
to his horse and then comes the
page with the dead dragon.
The recession then glides to
ward the city gate in the Great
Tower, where a porter throws open
the gate and then closes it after
the precession. The bells then
play a Swedish melody sung during
the battle of Brunkoberg. All this
to illustrate the old legend of the
“Fight With the Dragon."
To be oontinued)

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr and Mrs Charles Joyce have
returned to Stonington after spend
ing a few days with her father,
Mrs. Lilia Moulden.
Mrs. Thomas Heming is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Carlson in
Minturn.
Miss Catherine White, a student
at Gorham State Teachers College,
has been visiting her parents, Mr
and Mrs Nelson White.
Mrs. Richard Holmes with child-
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ren Betty and Bonnie were in Bar
Harbor recently.
Mr;: Levi Moulden and Mrs
Chase Savage spent a few days
on the mainland last week.
Mrs Robert Holmes is in Bar
Harbor with her son Greg, who is
l patient at the Mount Desert
f iend Hospital.
The Rev Albert Knight preached
his farewell service in the Metho
dist and Baptist Churches Sunday.
Mrs. Nelson Morse was in Bangor Saturday.
The Union grade schools were
closed last week for vacation.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Baptist Church

Morning service at 10.30 with
Communion. Rev. Millard Gile will
use for the sermon topic, "Gods
Free Memorials”.
Sunday School at 11.40. An at
tendance contest is being held with
the Port Clyde Sunday School.
The Young People's meeting at
C p m with Miss Marjorie Bald
as leader. The pastor will present
a Bible study Irom John I.
Evening Service at 7 p. m. The
sermon topic will be "The Car
penter of Galilee.”.

MATINICUS
Sherwin Philbrook went to Rock
land by plane Thursday.
Mrs. Margaret Ford of Thomas
ton was a recent visitor at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dalton Raynes
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Ames
have returned from Middle Had
dam, Conn., where they visited
Mrs. Jane Ames and son Ronnie.
They also went to New York, ac
companied by Mrs. Ames.
Mr. and Mrs Leon Young have
returned home from Rockland
where they spent the Winter.
Milton Philbrook of Westbrook
was a Saturday caller of his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames were
on the mainland over the week
end.
Mr and Mrs Raymond Ames and
children Joey and Lucky came from
Rockland Monday afterncon.

Mrs. Ruth Howard of Worcester,
Mass., have been visiting her
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Lyndon Lawson.
Lexton Mank is in Knox Hos
pital where he underwent surgery
Monday.
Mrs. Lewis Fritrcher of Barre.
Mass., is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Lexton Mank.
Mrs. Laura Mank and Mrs. Maude
Mank were in Rockland Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grinnell
and Miss I,ita Young, of Damari-

I

wotta were guests Saturday night
I of Mrs. Glenys Burnheimer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Emery and
daughter of Portsmouth. N. H. are
visiting their son- and daughteTin law. Rev. and Mrs. George Emery
and daughter Emma Lee.
Sunday callers of Florence Mank
were Mrs. Rutli Benner and daugh
ter Nancy of Jeflerson and Leon
Boothbay and Dorothy Eoardman
of Dover, N. H.
Mrs. Merlin Eugley and Mrs.
Lavander Newbert were guests Sat
urday of El-ie Wallace in Warren
at a meeting of the Button Club.
Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs
Lavander Newlbert were Mr and
j'.fis Joe Jameson, daughter Alcy,
Jud-on Benner. Mr. and Mrs. Wen
dall Genthner and sen Eddie. Mrs
Laura Mank, Orin Robinson and
two children Brian and Elaine.
Mrs. Ida Morgan cf Boston is
visiting her sister. Susie Storer.

MARTINSVILLE
Douglad Auld, who is in the Navy’
stationed in Boston, spent a few
, days with his parents last week.
The Ladies Sewing Circle met
, last Thursday with Mrs. John
[ Sawyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli J. Rogers of
Medford. Ma.-. .. were recent guests
of Mrs. Nellie Boyles.
Mi's. Gertrude Smail is spending
this week in Boston.
The Extension Association met
last Friday night with Mrs. Mar
garet Simmons at Port Clyde. Miss
Winifred Ramsdell was the speak
er: 22 members were present.
Joel Hupper and a friend from
Bowdoin College spent the week
end at "Spruce Coves."
Mrs. Clyde Stanley was in Port
land last week to -pend some time
with her mother, who suffered inuries in an automobile accident.
Mrs. Gardher Wall and son Wal
lace of Bangor visited her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts a few
days last week.
Mrs. Danforth of Augusta ha;
been at her Summer home, "The
Town Hall,” for a brief stay.
Fred Hooper, who has been con
fined to his home for a week be
cause of illness, has returned to his
work as barber at Port Clyde
The Home Demonstration Week
Observance of the Knox-Lincoln
County Extension Assoc-".tion was
held at the Farnsworth Art
Museum Tuesdav. April 29 Mrs
Gertrude Hupper, county foods
leader, was in charge of the
tea held in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hannemann
of Bangor have arrived at their
home on the Head for the season
The annual meeting and Roll Call
of the Ridge Church will be held
Tuesday night. May 6. A covered
dish supper will be served by the
Young People's C'ub preceding the
meeting.

a lovely

with that antique

now In the attic.

Newest American experimental ear, Chrysler Corporation’s C-200
convertible, is being shown for lhe first time in New York City after
arriving from Europe aboard ihe liner S.S. Constitution. Conceived
and designed in Detroit by Chrysler engineers, the C-200 was built
in Italy in a further experiment to explore the blending of sports ear
styling with practical automobile design and engineering features.
Picture at top shows the C-200 being unloaded from Ihe liner in New
York after a fast trans-Atlantic crossing. Below, a close-up view of the
experimental convertible.

NORTH WALDOBORO

BREAKFAST ORANGE

Just send It to

me for expert refurbishing at mini
mum coat

SECRETARY

CAPABLE GIRL FOR PERSONNEL RECORDS
AND SECRETARIAL WORK
Excellent Working Conditions. Starting Salary
and Other Benefits

H. JOHN NEWMAN

REPLY BY LETTER

48 MASONIC STREET

BIRDS EYE DIVISION
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TELEPHONE 1106-M
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Spirited Meeting

An Experience Which Most
Of Us Know How To
Appreciate y

Mrs. Marstalier Addresses
Former Fellow Members
Of the WCTU

“Lite will have zest," says Wil
liam James, As long as there are
postmen." I am sure he is right.
Ever since I can remember I have
felt excitement in waiting for the
mail.

(By Mary Hall)
July 24. Helsingfors, Finland.
We got the surprise of our lives
when we cam? to Finland. It is a
very progressive nation. When the
First World War started, Finland
was still a grand, duchy of Russia,
but with the fall of Czar Nicho
las, it set up its own government
Dec. 6. 1917.
The Finns are a hardy, independ
ent race and are artistic as well
They have riiagnifleent modern
architecture anl one of the largest
and finest book stores in the world.
They have very good hotels, where
delicious food is very reasonable.
Helsingfors is called Helsinki by
the Finns. Although it was found
ed in 1640, it looks like a modern
city.
Its streets are wide, and the old
buildings have been replaced with
. new ones. It is a gay city, with
oper.-air cafes and Summer gar
dens. On market days, every one
brings bcautiiul flowers to sell. It
surprised us to see such a wealth of
flowers so far north.
It is often called "'lhe White
City of the North’ because most of
Its buildfnggs are light in oolor.
It' architecture is striking. The
station and the National Diet
building are the pride of Helsinki.
The buildings are mostly granite
ar.d everything is as clean and
bright a- a new pin. It is a very
quiet city as ro hmking of automchilfs is allowed and they have
few a c.dents. The Finns have
many words hard to pronounce—
Sis.takaynti means ‘ entrance” and
V'talippuja-Kaikkin-Junii means
■Tickets to trains,” but the best
thing of all is that when you ask
people on the treet about direc
tions they usually answer you in
English.
The barbel's run right into the
heart of the town. The Sveaborg
fortress ’area, consisting of 'even
islands, in the harbor, is famous.
After landing at the quay, we
went on a drive to ' ee the points of
interest. At Observatory Hill is a
monument called
"The Shipwricked" by Rob Stlgell.
Trom there we had a beautiful
view of the town and the sea. We
drove to the Opera Hous" the
Olid Church Squir.- and the
Swedish Theatre We visited the
Atheneum containing wonderful
art collections and the National
Museum.
We were much impressed with
th? new Parliament Hcu--e. We
went through the Market Square
and saw the Pr ’.dents’ Palace
and St. Nicholas Church with its
colossal flight of steps. Then we
drove over the bridge of Katajanokka to Kaivohuone, where we had
a very delicious lunoh. In the aft
ernoon we shopped
We bought
some lovely fruit plates and the
best looking wool ties.
When you think of Finland, you
think of a land of snow, reindeer
and bears. Of music, if you know
Sibelius;; of modem architecture,
if you know Saarinen; and of
Nurmi, if you remember the Olym
pic Games. Finland is also a land
of sunshine and beauty, a land of
lakes and forests, a land of good
food and inexpensive places ti> eat
it, a land of holidays and a land
of rare fascination. I want to go
again.
Stockholm, Sweden. We are now
arriving at Stockholm. While Rus
sia was the high spot of the cruiae
for thrills, Stockholm is the peak
for charm and beauty. It is often
called the "Venice of the North"
because it is built upon islands with
intersecting waterways, which give
the effect of canals. However, it is
much cleaner than Venice. Stock

Waiting For Mail
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Long before I had begun to go to
school, I discovered that every so
often when older members of the
family tame home from the village
they brought with them rolled
packages which when opened turned
out to contain four or more "funny
papers."
My Uncle Zeke in San Francisco
tooit a couple of Sunday papers,
and Aunt Lou carefully saved the
colored comics for us children and
mailed them clear across the coun
try. But it was only much later
that I figured this out. In my child
ish innocence I supposed that
‘somewhere" there existed a lim
itless supply of those wonderful pic
ture papers, and that on any or ev
ery day there might arrive by mail
any number of them. In fact some
times I dreamed of receiving rolls
of .mpcsstble size.
But there grew to be many other
sources of postal anticipation. It is
true that letters or postcards meant
little, except when they announced
the impending arrival of visitors.
However, there were a host of other
Interesting arrivals. There was the
Youth’s Companion. How I looked
forward to its stories. And when the
Premium Issue arrived, with its
many pages showing the prizes to
:e had merely for getting subscrip' ons, it was a source of almost un
ending pleasure. And there was the
Farm Journal with its distinctive
masthead, its miniature cartoons
of Peter Tumbledown and its heady
odor of newsprint.
Then there were the calendars,
the almanacs, the seed catalogs and
the pocket dairies—sent by a Bos
ton produce concern. What a thrill
lt was when I was permitted to
write for one cf those little diaries
and it arrived in due time addressed
to me! That marked the beginning
of a period of writing for all sorts
oi free material—anything so that
I might receive mail of my own.
How well I remember, also, my
first package from a mailorder
house Night after night I waited
at the little general store and "post•ffice which delivered our mail, un
til at last it arrived. Even then I
■oslooned unwraping it until I had
made the long two-mile walk home,
savoring the joy of anticipation as
■ong as possible before exchanging
it for that of realization.
Even now I cannot hear a child
ask, ' Is there any mail for me?"
without a stirring of sympathetic
memory. It is a wonderful thing
to become aware of the whole new
world of possibilities that is opened
to us through the mails. And. as
William James said, it is an inter
est that need never be lost.
When I became a postman myself
a rural mail-carrier serving a 26mile route, my sense of anticipation
in waiting for the mail was multipiled by 50, the number of patrons
on the route. There was for me a
vicarious thrill in every package,
letter and periodical that appeared
And that pleasurable excitement
rose to a climax each year just be
fore Christmas There was a great
deal of extra work for mail carriers
at that season, but I felt compen
sated by the atmosphere of expect
ancy and happiness which accom
panied it.
My older brother, who acted as
my substitute, did not share my
feeling. We lived on an island and
the mail arrived by steamboat Be
cause of the increase of business at
Christmas time the boat was usu
ally late, and since the extra mail
meant a longer time for sorting, it
was often after dark before the car| rier could leave the post office on
the last leg of his route.
One of these nights, when I was
laid up with a cold, my brother got
home suspiciously early. When I
asked how he did it, he said that it
was easy. He had simply counted
his letters and packages before
starting and had put a proportion
ate number in each box without
bothering with the tedious process
of verifying each address by the un
certain light of a kerosene lantern
The next morning I had to go
back on the route to face the com
plaints and attempt to straighten
things out. I got anything but a
"Merry Christmas!”
At another time when he was
substituting. Len played an equally
disturbing trick on a patron who
was easily upset. This particular
old gentleman used periodically to
mall goodsized packages.
In order to protect them from
possible damage, he always placed
them on a kitchen chair beside the
mail box. On the afternoon in
question I had taken the day off
but happened to drive to the vil
lage in time to meet my brother
returning from his rounds. In the
back of the buggy there was Uncle
I Ira’a chair! Mj brother laughed up-

Snowdrops Flower When the Last Snow Melts.

Tiny Spring Flowers Give
T"'l_ *11 .
/"?
J
R»Lg rThrill
J ririll to
to Gardeners
Viardeners
l

ln selecting spring flowering I her bulbs; but Never plant them in
libs for next spring's
snrina's garden,
lardon the the lawn, as forne books advi»e,
bulbs
date of their flowering is as of unless you are willing to let it grow
much importance as the beauty of uncut until the crocus leaves turn
their flowers.
yellow and drop oil. If their green
The tiny white snowdrops which leaves are cut off, the bulbs die.
in most gardens will be the very Better plant them with later perenfirst flowers of spring, give as mals whose leaves will hide the
great a thrill as the magnificent yellowing crocus foliage and allow
the bulbs to mature normally. Even
peonies, three months later.
This pleasure may be obtained so. be prepared to replace half
crocus bulbs each year.
by planting a small group of bulbs your
_
. .
..
where they can be seen from a
These early bulbs are usually
window. From such small begin called the "minor bulbs.” Their
ning, in a well planned garden, flowers are so small that in June
floral beauty will unfold as the sea- they would hardly be noticed; but
son advances, the blossoms ir.- in their own season thhy have no
creasing in size, number and vari- I rivals for the spotlight, and garety of color.
dens in which they grow, give two
To provide this succession the or three weeks more of garden
first three months of spring the beauty to their owners,
hardy bulbs offer the easiest ! The first major flowers of spring
means, since they require no spe- are the daffodils, or narcissi, which
cial soil treatment or protection, blossom after the crocuses,
and are dependable in all types of i Tulips begin to flower before the
soil so long as it is well drained, daffodils are through. First there
For beginners they are probably are species tulips, such as grow
the easiest of garden subjects to wiid m Europe; then the highly
grow well.
; bred early tulips, most popular
After snowdrops come the scillas type abroad, where their uniform
and chionodoxas. Scillas drop seed , height, and brilliant colors, make
end spread, often covering consid- pc.-,sible the planting of “carpet
erable areas with their numerous beds.’’
blue flowers long before violets ap- j The climax of the bulb season
pear. Chionodoxas are almost as I comes with the tall. late, giant
prolific, with flowers of brighter flowered tulips of the Darwin, Cot*
blue, some with white centers.
tage and Breeder types, which
Crocuses, which come next, are bring to the garden a greater varinot so easy to keep with us. They ety of colors including all the rainhave white, blue, yellow and bow hues, than any other flower
striped flowers, larger than the ear-1 family can contribute-.

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Zachowski of
’rnvidence, R. I., were recent guests
of his parents, Mr and Mrs. Joe
Zachowski
Daniel Knight won the first prize
for humorous readings for boys at
Crosby High School in their re
cent speaking contest, and Mur
dock Ratten the first prize for
serious readings for boys in the
recent contest at Appleton High
Schoo! Unfortunately, Daniel was
prevented by illness from partici
pating in the final contest at Gar
diner. Murdock, accompanied by
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Ratten, and his sisters, Muriel and
Emily Ratten, went to Orono Satur
day to take part in the final con
test there.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley,
Sr., returned to their home here
Friday, after an absence of some
months, during which time they
visited relatives in West Virginia,
New Jersey and Massachusetts.
Raymond Nisbet has entered
military service and is now station
ed at Fort Devens, Mass.
Mrs. Harold Cobb attended the
Committal Service for her cousin,
Mrs. Richard Merriam, at the Mor
rill Village Cemetery, Saturday
morning.
Mrs. Mary Bryant spent several
days recently at the Drinkwater
home at Moody Mountain.
In the baseball game plavcd by
the Albion and the Searsmont
grammer school teams at the

village school grounds here Satur
day alternoon, the former team
won, the score being 12 to 7 .
The Junior Cho.r. under the
Chre tien of Miss Thelma Chaffee,
rendered a special selection at the
church service Sunday afternoon.
A number of local residents
a‘tended the musical program at
Crosby High School Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Babcock
visited Mr and Mrs. John Fair
banks and family in Bangor re
cently.
Miss Grace Eabcock, R. N. of
Mach.as was a week-end guest of
r parents. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Babcock.
Mr. ar.d Mr.s. Richard Goebel of
Portsmouth. N H.. visited at their
home here recently.
Mr. and Mrs Leslie Latter and
Miss Doris Latter, all of Medford,
Mass., spent the week-end at their
home here.

MEDOMAK
L. W. Osier and son John were
business visitors at Woolwich last
Tuesday.
Albina Shuman of Camden is
guest at C. H Shuman's.
Joe Palino of East Boston, spent
the week-end with his family.
Miss Geraldine Prior returned
from Washington, D. C. last Sat
urday. She went with her class
from Waldoboro High School.
Miss Doris McLain spent her
school vacation with her aunt,
Mrs. Maxine Thompson at Friend
ship.

The W.C.T.U., held its annual
Temperance and Missions meeting,
with the local church Mission
Circles. Friday at the Littlefield
Memorial Eaptlst
Church Mrs
Charles A. Marstellar of Bangor was
| guest speaker Worship service was
conducted by Mrs Agnes Young on
the theme. "Building Temples to the
Glory of God.”
The treasurer reported that the
Union was Holdfast and Fruitful
with a paid membership of 104 and
Il new members
A letter from Elizabeth Smart,
National WCTU Legislative Direct
or, Washington, D C., urging that
' members support the candidacy of
I Senat°r Own Brewster as he had
been very helpful in the “Corruption
Clean-up"
Kate „
1 5
man> presented the objectives of
the department of Temperance and
Missions, stating that the WCTU is
_ ___, . . _
.
,
,
or:?anJzed m
countries and works
with the missionaries, when possible
Mrs. Monteith gave a fine report
of work
carrled on
th
Congregational Church Missionary
...
, 4
,
W™ani Association, besides givlug a helping liand to the City ma
tron Mrs. Rice They have contributed to the work of Tangaloo College
in Mississippi. Their efforts in the
foreign field have been centered in
Micronesia, South Pacific Island
groups, Christian Congregational
work has been carried on there
since 1865
Mis. Bessie Morton reporting for
’he Littlefield Baptist Woman's
Missionary Society, showed that a
fine program had been carried out
Busv workers aid a large amount of
White Cross work sending boxes to
Belgian Congo, South India, Alaska
and Jamaica.
Mrs. Brawn, speaking for the
First Eaptist Mission Circle said
that under the direction of their
president Mrs. Charles Mitchell, a
great deal of hospital supplies had
been made and sent to Belgian
Congo. India and other places, be
sides much Home Mission Work.
Special music was a duet by Mrs.
Marie Thurston and Mrs. Doris
Dorr Mrs. Jessie Ulmer sang "We
Would Be Building,” the theme
hymn.
Mrs. Emery introduced the guest
sieaker, Mrs. Marstallar. a former
member of the Rockland WCTU and
old friend of many present. She
brought a most inspiring message
on the theme 'Where the Spirit of
the Lord Is.” saving that while the
Christian Church has done a great
deal to carry out the Lord's com
mand. "Go Ye into All the World
and Witness for Me," it was not
enough. So much needs to be done
and could be if Christians would be
more consecrated and pray more
for the Lord's work.
As examples she cited the fact
that when soldiers in the South Pa
cific needed blood plasma so badly
the ships came loaded with beer.
When Japan was asking for Bibles
we sent them beer. We send the
worst kind of movies into India, in
stead of Christian literature. A mis
sionary returned from China, where
she had been convicted and jailed
by the Communists said she was not
fearful or discouraged at any time;
felt she was behind God's wall of
protection, and could be calm and
peaceful.
She said the world is needing
stalwart, earnest Christians
s^nc^ UP against the sinister
forces that are trying to engulf it.
More united prayer for missions
and world conditions.
Frank Lanback In his book "Wake
Up or Blow Up" says “America is
paying a per capita tax of 1-2 cent
a day for missions and $1.50 for
war."
Following the meeting refreshments were served by Mrs. Vivian
Lord and Mrs. Josephine Deshon
and a social time enjoyed, old
friends and parishioners happy to
meet again with Rev. and Mrs.
Marstallar and Miss Mabel Seavey
who accompanied them from Ban
gor.

Miss Alice Osier recently spent
roariously when I asked him what a *cw day® in Boston
Fred Keene. Sr., Fred Keene. Jr.,
he was doing with it.
“I’m going to mail it to the same and George Keene of Damariscotta
address as the package,' he vowed. visited last Sunday in Haverhill,
"He shouldn't have put it out if he Mass.
Mr. and Mr Lester Teele ar.d
didn’t want it mailed."
Mrs. Jennie Teele, in company with
Of course I took it back and left
Mrs. Deering Genthner of Round
it by the box, but the old gentle
Pond, recently visited with Mr. and
man went around for days waving
Mrs. Arthur Stahl at New Sharon.
his walking stick and making dire
Mr. and Mrs Francis Studley of
threats of the caning he was going
Damans;" Ha were in town Sunday.
to give "that brother of mine.’
Mr. and Mrs. William Cyr of
As life has gene on the zest which Waldoboro were callers at her sis
the postman adds has not disap ter’s, Mrs. Annie Ger.thner's, Sun
peared. There were letters from my day.
Time may be money, but it's
sister when she went away to school,
Mr and Mrs Raymond Little are hard for a man to make his creditletters from home when I in turn guests of their sen and daughter- ors believe it.
went away,, letters from my girl, in-law at Boothbay Harbor.
-----------------letters about jobs and new under
Friends cf Andrew Kaler are
Lake Ladoga, between Finland
takings—such as articles and speak pleased to hear he is much better and Russia, is Europe's largest
ing engagements, and now letters fronj his recent illness,
lake.
from our daughter who is with her,
soldier husband in Arkansas.
Each morning I enter my office
and go through the accumulated
mail with that same old feeling of
wonderful possibilities. And when I
come home to lunch, my first ques
tion is concerning the mail that has
• “Yes” promptly to 4 out of 5
lepay
CASH YOU GET
arrived at my house. And usually.
employed men and women . • •
Monthly
there is something really interest
$400
$600
married or single.
ing.
Phone for a 1-visit loan, write,
IS Mos.
$46.70
$31.13
What a marvelous institution is
or come in. fouctuil made over e
IS Mos.
26.68
40.02
the United States mail! What could
million loans last year!
Above payments cover everything!
we do without it? Just now I am i
Loam of other amounts, or for other
loans $1000 and less
per iods, ore in proportion.
(Me.-A)
momentarily expecting the arrival ]
of my seed order, my wife is carry-!
TMC COAIJAWrJ > th»i
ro Mr nr
ing on a mail-order romance with *
two guys named sears and Roebuck, i
OS MAIN!
and my daughter gets air-mail let
2nd PL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL HM.) 1M MAIN ST., I
ters from Finland. We're all wait
Phone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YSS MANager
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
ing for the mail. I should be glad
lion neFs Is laMmft «t dl wneeedkRlepei
to get a letter from you, too.

tint

FINANCE CO.]
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GAM OPENING CELEBRATION
INTRODUCING our new line
of Quality Petroleum Products...

CITIES® SERVICE
May 2, 3

Friday and Saturday,
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We offer you a completely modern station equipped with

everything necessary for up-to-the-minute service for your

com mescem
6

61ASSWAM

Beautiful Glasses FREE--

car or truck.

The location is convenient; right on US 1 entering Rock
land from Thomaston; easily reached and

MAY

The newest sensation! The modern shape and lustrous

golden finish of these glasses are sure to make a glamour*

ous addition to your table setting. Each customer who
drives in during our twe-day festivities will receive abso

with adequate

space and facilities for prompt and efficient service.

JOIN OUR "CHANGEOVER TO CITIES SERVICE” CELEBRATION

IN THIS WEEKEND FOR FAMOUS CITIES SERVICE
QUALITY PRODUCTS - OUR EFFICIENT, PERSONALIZED
SERVICE AND FREE GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!
DR/VE

lutely FREE a beautiful set of SIX Golden Iridescent glasses

complete with a handy carrying case.

SOMETHING NEW...
CONPLETELY ELIMINATES GUESSWORK IN
MOTOR REPAIR AND TONE-OP

in motor tune-up

FOR WORRY-FREE VACATION AND WEEK-END TRIPS

HAVE YOUR CAR POWER PROVED!

CITIES SERVICE STATION

offers you the most completely modern motor tune-up service any tv here...
SSHVtIR

THESE AMAZING INSTRUMENTS WILL...
1

SAVE YOU MONEY-Save

you up to 30% on fuel costs.

2 RESTORE POWER and PEP —By

giving you maximum engine performance.

3 PREVENT COSTLY BREAKDOWN -

By discovering weaknesses before

mechanical failure occurs.

OLAND A. GENTHNER, Inc.
NEW COUNTY ROAD
Rockland, Maine
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